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Abstract

Extreme Epitaxial Growth of III-N Semiconductor Thin Films

by

Daniel Joseph Pennachio

In the past several decades, nitride-based semiconductors have impacted ev-

eryday life in sectors such as energy efficient lighting and high-resolution dis-

play technology. While the (Al, In, Ga)N alloys are the most heavily utilized

nitride-based semiconductors, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is essential to the

two-dimensional (2D) material system, mainly due to its ability to passivate 2D

materials better than conventional dielectric materials like SiOx [1]. hBN plays

an instrumental role in 2D material and device research, making the maturation

of scalable, thin-film hBN growth techniques critical to the field.

This thesis presents plasma-enhanced growth techniques for next-generation

nitride thin-films. Nucleation and growth processes were examined in-vacuo

and ex-situ for a greater understanding of these synthesis techniques. A high-

temperature (1450 to 1500 ◦C), plasma-enhanced chemical beam epitaxy (PE-

CBE) process was utilized to grow hBN on silicon carbide (SiC) substrates.

Film morphology and epitaxial alignment were examined via in-situ reflection

high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), as well as ex-situ atomic force mi-

croscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy

(TEM). Spectroscopic techniques, such as in-vacuo X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) and ex-situ energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), pro-

vided information on stoichiometry and interface bonding. Characterization of

xiii



hBN nuclei showed that a 30° metastable rotational alignment between hBN

and a graphinated SiC surface could be stabilized by tuning substrate morphol-

ogy and growth parameters, providing a route to grow 2D heterostructures with

incommensurate alignments without relying on manual rotation of the layers.

These ”twisted” hBN/graphene structures could be utilized in future twistronic

devices for their exotic physical properties [2].

Low-temperature (<400°C) atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) was explored in col-

laboration with the U.S. Naval Research Lab as a means to produce novel het-

erostructures. These depositions utilized in-vacuo RHEED and XPS to greater

understand the ALE mechanism and the required properties of the substrate’s

starting surface. To facilitate these depositions, low-temperature cleaning pro-

cesses for bulk GaN substrates were developed and optimized for subsequent ALE

regrowth. A unique, crystalline superconductor-semiconductor-superconductor

Josephson junction (JJ) for future applications in quantum computation was

chosen as a test structure for low-temperature ALE. The ALE AlN barriers were

deposited on Al epitaxially grown at cryogenic temperatures on GaAs(001) sub-

strates. Cross-sectional TEM analysis showed the low temperature (<400°C)

ALE allowed for the Al to remain epitaxial, resulting in improved junction crys-

tallinity. These crystalline JJs may provide enhanced tunneling performance

over junctions with amorphous barrier dielectrics.

xiv
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Silicon is the most ubiquitous semiconductor currently in use, forming the

basis of modern computing technology. The technological and manufacturing

maturity, low cost, and unique features such as its native oxide has long made

it preferable to alternatives. Despite all of silicon’s benefits, its fundamental

properties make it inherently disadvantaged in some applications. For instance,

compound semiconductors with direct bandgaps, compared to silicon’s indirect

bandgap, are far more efficient light generators and form the basis of many light

emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes. This has had a dramatic effect on ef-

ficient lighting in general, as high-brightness, white-light LEDs currently utilize

these III-nitride (III-N) alloys. This technology is widely used in high-efficiency

lighting, where it is largely replacing incandescent and fluorescent bulbs. These

devices are also used in high-resolution displays commonly found in cell phones,

virtual reality headsets, and monitors due to their brightness, energy efficiency,
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and smaller size compared to alternatives like organic LEDs. Advances in higher-

Al alloy growth are improving efficient ultraviolet (UV) LEDs. This technology

has incredible benefits over existing UV arc lamps since they have the potential

to be less expensive and more compact water purifiers and surface sanitizers.

Decreasing costs in this market can have a widespread impact on disease trans-

mission and reduction in antibiotic use.

In high-power electronic applications, wide bandgap (WBG) semiconductors

are preferable to silicon due to their higher breakdown field strength and higher

temperature operation. Improvement of III-N power semiconductor devices for

high-voltage conversion and switching applications is of critical importance due

to their widespread utilization in electrical generation/conversion. Minor device

advances can have large impacts on the worldwide electrical grid, electronic

vehicle efficiency, and AC/DC rectification required for data centers and modern

computing. Movement toward III-N technology incorporation, typically gallium

nitride (GaN) and associated In- and Al-containing alloys, allows for smaller

form-factors, better power densities, and less need for bulky coolers than Si-

based technology. This reduction in size and complexity of power electronic

devices can further electronic vehicle efficiency through weight savings, allow

for rack-space reduction and associated cost savings in data centers, and reduce

the number and size of AC/DC chargers for personal electronics, decreasing the

amount of waste produced [3, 4].

Silicon’s crystal structure makes it difficult to incorporate into flexible elec-

tronic devices that may be attainable with new classes of two-dimensional (2D)

materials. As these drawbacks stem from silicon’s innate properties, other ma-

terials systems must be utilized for these applications. These 2D materials have
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of 2D heterostructure formation. Reproduced from
Ref. [5] with permission from Springer Nature.

generated excitement as heterostructure devices can be fabricated just by exfo-

liating individual layers of dissimilar materials and placing them on top of one

another as schematically shown in Figure 1.1. This avoids some of the most

difficult problems of growing heterostructures, such as accommodating lattice

mismatch, incompatible growth environments, and thermal coefficient of expan-

sion (TCE) mismatch. With the wide range of different 2D materials that have

been experimentally realized, there are high hopes that 2D heterostructures can

provide a system both for the exploration of new physical phenomena arising

from 2D meta-material stacks as well as a myriad of new electronic devices that

can be flexible, transparent, and have other beneficial features stemming from

their 2D nature [5].

Boron nitride is unique among the III-N materials in that it stably forms

a two-dimensional (2D) structure called hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). This

nitride fits in to the greater class of 2D materials that all share strong, covalent

in-plane bonding, but weak van der Waals (vdW) bonds out of plane. Due
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to this bonding, all 2D materials can form stable isolated monolayers. This

class of materials blossomed after the initial discovery of graphene, the stable

monolayer form of graphite. Like graphite before the isolation of graphene, hBN

has long been used for other applications such as a dry lubricant, inert binder,

and high-temperature, chemical- and oxidation-resistant ceramic. In addition, it

has shown potential use as a UV fluorescent material [6] and a neutron detector

[7]. This thesis will focus on hBN’s use as a 2D electronic material, with a focus

on single-crystal thin film applications.

While hBN and 2D materials in general are not as mature as other III-N semi-

conductors, there is already much promise for these materials. Interesting new

physical phenomena, such as unconventional superconductivity in twisted bilayer

graphene, has been explored in hBN/2D heterostructures making them exciting

for other prospective developments [2]. As an indicator of this excitement, the

number of publications on 2D materials has increased nearly exponentially since

the isolation of graphene in 2004 [8, 9]. This trend can be seen in Figure 1.2

the number of journal articles published per year with the keyword “2D Mate-

rials” in the Web of Science database, Science Citation Index Expanded (1900 -

present).

Hexagonal boron nitride is far and away one of the most popularly used

2D materials, as it is commonly used as a dielectric in electronic devices used

throughout the field. It has been found to be a leading substrate and encapsu-

lation layer for 2D materials, as its favorable low-k dielectric behavior, lack of

dangling bonds, low density of charged defects, and atomically-smooth surface

make it far preferable over traditional dielectrics such as SiO2 [1, 10]. Encap-

sulating 2D materials in hBN has allowed exploration of active 2D materials’
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Figure 1.2: Plot of the number of publications with the “2D Materials” key-
word in the Web of Science database between 1984 and 2018.

innate properties without much interaction with the substrate, almost as if they

were suspended freely. This has allowed for higher carrier mobilities to be found

in graphene [1], as well as sharper PL signatures to be seen in transition metal

dichalcogenides (TMCs) [10]. In addition to providing improvements to the ac-

tive 2D materials’ properties, as the sole WBG semiconductor/insulator in the

2D family, it acts as a gate dielectric or tunnel barrier for many device geome-

tries and will be critically important for any truly 2D device [11]. It has been

found to behave as a tunnel barrier down to single atomic layers, showing its

potential as a atomically abrupt tunnel barrier at the most extreme limit [12].

hBN/graphene tunneling devices have been proposed as high-speed transistors

that rely on the heterostructures’ negative differential conduction [13–15]. hBN

has also been shown to allow favorable spin injection into graphene channels

[16–21]. The tunneling behavior of monolayer hBN makes it quite useful in en-

gineering ohmic contacts between traditional metals and 2D materials, as the

thin hBN can easily allow for tunneling yet it prevents the metal from reacting
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with the underlying 2D material and reduces the Schottky barrier of the con-

tact [22, 23]. hBN’s temperature and chemical stability also make it useful as a

passivation layer to protect against oxidation in many structures, especially for

reactive 2D materials like black phosphorous[24].

While hBN is most commonly used as a simple insulator in 2D devices, its

integration with other 2D materials has subtleties that cannot be ignored. For

instance, when incorporated into a graphene/hBN heterostructure, the atomic

potential from the B and N atoms in hBN that lie directly on top of the C atoms

in graphene will break the sublattice symmetry of graphene and induce a small

(∼20 meV) bandgap in graphene [25, 26]. When the graphene and hBN are

fully aligned, their slight lattice mismatch (∼ 1.8%) forms a larger periodicity

superlattice called a Moiré lattice of 14 nm periodicity [27–29]. The modulation

of the graphene band structure in the periodicity of the Moiré lattice produces

a self-similar band structure feature that produces a fractal pattern in mag-

netotransport called the Hofstadter Butterfly [26, 30, 31] . The experimental

realization of this phenomenon confirmed a theory put forward almost 40 years

prior [32].

The interplay between layers of hBN and graphene in heterostructures has

additional practical implications for any future device geometries as well. It

has been often found that epitaxially-grown hBN/graphene devices have dimin-

ished performance compared to CVD-grown heterostructures [33]. This likely

stems from the increased interlayer coupling between the materials when they’re

fully registered. This reduction in performance for fully-aligned hBN/graphene

heterostructures was confirmed recently by Wallbank et al. finding that the tem-

perature dependent resistivity for aligned superlattices was much higher than the
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Figure 1.3: Increase in temperature dependent resistivity in graphene as a
function of rotational alignment to hBN. Reproduced from Ref. [34] with
permission from Springer Nature.

resistivity of misaligned, or twisted, heterostructures as seen in Figure 1.3 [34].

They attribute this phenomenon to increased Umklapp electron-electron scat-

tering due, as the superlattice-related mini Brillouin zone makes it more likely

for the electrons to interact with the crystalline lattice momentum in this het-

erostructure than with normal metals. This fundamental limitation to aligned

heterostructures means the relative rotational alignment, or twist, between the

layers is extremely important in these 2D devices.

Twists in 2D materials systems have been found to have even more profound

effects, such as the emergence of lateral superconductivity in slightly-twisted

(∼1.8°) bilayer graphene [2] or resonant tunneling with negative differential ver-

tical conduction in hBN/graphene heterostructures [14, 15]. The discovery of
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superconductivity brought about a renewed interest in better understanding the

effect of rotational alignment in 2D systems. It has been found that different

twist angles have an effect on the electronic properties of the heterostructure as

well as the mechanical forces between two sheets of graphene and between hBN

and graphene [35]. The study of these phenomena has been coined “twistronics”

and has been ushering in a new phase of research based on this new way to break

symmetry in crystalline systems [36].

In order to fully realize the economic and scientific potential of these III-

N materials, thin-film growth must be advanced to reduce defects and allow

for new device geometries. Currently the growth of GaN-based alloys relies on

high temperature deposition to minimize defects in the material, but these high

temperatures limit the possibilities for alloying and heterostructure device ge-

ometries. hBN suffers from a lack of suitable large-area lattice-matched substrate

for scaling the growth to manufacturable areas needed for device fabrication. In

addition, hBN growth processes are largely immature and much improvement

is needed for quality, single-crystal hBN heteroepitaxy on substrates of relevant

size. Information on how to grow hBN/graphene heterostructures with control

over interlayer alignment is also critical for the success and manufacturability

of 2D heterostructures. Instead of incrementally tuning parameters in well-

established growth systems, this thesis seeks to explore unconventional growth

techniques that may allow for results not possible with existing systems.
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1.2 III-N semiconductor properties

1.2.1 Crystal structure

The stable crystal structure of most III-N semiconductors such as GaN, AlN,

InN, and their associated alloys is the wurtzite structure, as seen in Figure 1.4a).

Most other III-V compound semiconductors (arsenides, phosphides, and anti-

monides) are stable in the zinc blende structure shown in Figure 1.4(b), but this

is a metastable structure for the (Ga, Al, In)-N alloys [37]. sp3-hybridized boron

nitride, unlike carbon, is stable in the zinc-blende structure (called cubic BN,

or cBN) at standard temperature and pressure, but it is most commonly found

in its fully sp2-hybridized form [38]. While (Ga, In, Al)-N alloys can be alloyed

relatively easily by simple substitution to the group-III site, it is difficult to in-

corporate much boron (∼ 3%) into the wurtzitic (Ga, In, Al)-N alloys without

structural degradation and phase separation due to the tendency for BN to form

hBN inclusions [39, 40].

The boron nitride 2D crystal structures (hexagonal and rhombohedral BN)

are similar to graphite, but the difference in elemental composition of the sub-

lattice sites within a given plane breaks the 6-fold symmetry of the graphitic

honeycomb rings. A stacking order change between hBN and graphite is brought

about from the slight ionic component to the bonds as well. The most stable

of the 2D boron nitride structures, the hexagonal (hBN, space group P63/mmc)

and rhombohedral (rBN, space group R3m) forms as seen in Figure 1.4c and d

respectively, differ in the way the sp2-hybridized planes are aligned and stacked.

In the hBN structure, the stacking is ordered such that it is AA’ stacking, where

there is a 180° rotation between the A and A’ planes instead of a translation like
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Figure 1.4: Crystal structures of compound III-N semiconductors: (a)
wurtzite, (b) zinc blende, (c) hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), and (d) rhom-
bohedral boron nitride (rBN). The profiles of hBN (e) and rBN (f) along
the [1 0 0 0] direction show the differences in stacking orientation and inter-
planar rotation between the two structures. Red arrows highlight the dis-
placement between the planes. Image credit for (a): user Benjah-bmm27
via commons.wikimedia.org[41] and image credit for (b): user Solid State via
commons.wikimedia.org[42].
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Table 1.1: Space groups, lattice constants, and bandgaps for III-N materials.
Values for BN compounds from Izyumskaya et al. [50] while values for GaN,
AlN, and InN are from Kuritzky et al.[51]. Asterisks mark calculated values.

Compound Space Group a c BG (eV)

GaN P63mc 3.19 5.19 3.4

AlN P63mc 3.11 4.98 6.0

InN P63mc 3.54 5.71 0.65

hBN P63/mmc 2.50 6.66 6.0

rBN R3m 2.50 9.99 ∼3.9-4.8*

cBN Fd3m 3.62 3.62 6.2-6.4

wBN P63mc 2.55 4.22 ∼6.9*

in graphite’s structure which exhibits AB stacking with a translation between

the A and B planes. In the rBN structure, there is no rotation, but there is a

lateral displacement between the 2D planes along the [1 1 0 0] direction by 1.45�A

corresponding to ABC stacking [43, 44]. The interplanar spacing in the struc-

tures is nearly identical, making it difficult to experimentally differentiate these

structures unless specialized X-ray diffraction (XRD) or transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) techniques are used [44, 45]. In addition to these ordered

phases, a disordered structure of planar, sp2-hybridized BN called turbostratic

boron nitride (tBN) is also commonly seen experimentally [46, 47]. This tBN

consists of stacked BN planes, but they have random translational and rotational

orientations. They can also be rippled and bent, also destroying long-range order

[48, 49].

The lattice constants of the III-N materials of interest are included in Ta-

ble 1.1.
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1.2.2 Band structure and electronic properties

The III-N compound semiconductors have preferable features to silicon for

both high-power electronics and photonics applications. One such advantage is

that III-N semiconductors can be easily alloyed to form crystals with a wide

variety of material properties. The (Ga, In, Al)-N alloy system exhibits a wide

range of possible direct bandgaps, allowing for efficient light emission in LEDs

and laser diodes. The nitrides are unique compared to other direct bandgap

semiconductors in that the range of accessible band gaps within the III-N alloy

system, as shown in Figure 1.5, allows for tuning from 0.65 eV (1.8 µm light)

in pure InN to 6.0 eV (200 nm light) in pure AlN. The WBG nitrides allowed

for LED efficiency gains in shorter wavelength, even deep UV (220 to 350 nm),

LEDs [52]. With the large range of LED output wavelengths, the III-N system

is capable of spanning all visible wavelengths to varying degrees of efficiency.

GaN and Al-containing alloys in particular have favorable properties for

power electronics, with higher breakdown voltages, larger bandgaps, and higher

electron mobility. GaN-based heterostructures can confine carriers into two-

dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) for use in high-electron-mobility transistors

(HEMTs). These HEMTs offer low on-state resistances and low switching losses,

making them efficient switches for high power applications. Unlike other Si- or

SiC-based power devices however, GaN’s 2DEG forms due to stress-induced and

spontaneous polarization at AlGaN/GaN heterointerfaces, making the channel

normally-on. This has made GaN useful in high-frequency operation for radio-

frequency (RF) communication, but the device structure needs to be modified

(e.g. using non-polar or semi-polar planes to avoid this spontaneous polariza-
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Figure 1.5: Plot of band gap energy at T=300K versus lattice constant in
the III-N materials system. Reproduced from Ref. [53] with permission from
Elsevier.

tion [54, 55]) for more efficient use in electrical power systems, where normally-off

channels are favored [56].

Boron nitride exhibits a very different bandstructure to the (Ga, In, Al)-

N alloy system, as is expected from the large difference in crystal structure.

Due to the difficulty in distinguishing between and isolating BN polytypes, it is

experimentally uncertain how much the electronic properties of these materials

differ. The rest of this section will focus on hBN, as it is a much more well-

studied material than rBN. The band structure of hBN, as seen in Figure 1.6,

is distinct in that it exhibits very flat bands with nearly degenerate conduction

band minima at different points in k-space, making it difficult to determine

whether hBN was direct or indirect bandgap [57–59].

While hBN has more efficient UV cathodoluminescence than AlN, even to
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Figure 1.6: Calculated band structure of hBN. Reproduced from Ref. [58]
with permission from Elsevier.
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the point where it made a good gain material for UV lasers [57], it was found by

Cassabois et al. to be an indirect bandgap material [59]. The efficient lumines-

cent properties, typically found in direct bandgap material where radiant carrier

recombination does not need a momentum shift produced by interaction with

a phonon, were explained to be related to the unique bound excitons in hBN.

These excitons were found to have anomalously high exciton binding energy

(∼ 130 meV) and existed in high densities due to the flat phonon and electron

dispersions along the z-axis [59]. Despite the exciting potential of using hBN as

an active material in a LED, ambipolar doping of hBN has been very difficult

to achieve, making it difficult to form test structures. So far, p-type doping has

proven relatively successful, with p-type resistivity down to 2 Ω cm, but n-type

material has not been reported [60].

1.3 Thesis overview

This chapter provides a top-level motivation for studying III-N semiconduc-

tors and introduces the basic properties of the III-N materials system. Chapter 2

summarizes the history of III-N growth and current state-of-the-art growth tech-

niques. Weaknesses of the current systems will be described and will motivate

the study of novel growth techniques of hBN and (In, Al, Ga)-N alloys presented

in the rest of the thesis. Chapter 3 provides detail on the growth methods and

characterization equipment utilized in the presented research. Chapter 4 explains

the development and utility of a plasma-enhanced chemical beam epitaxy (PE-

CBE) growth technique, highlighting early results on silicon carbide (SiC) single

crystal substrates. Application of the PE-CBE technique to grow hBN/graphene
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heterostructures is discussed in Chapter 5, with a focus on the ability to tune

the interlayer twist alignment through growth parameters on certain graphene

surface morphologies. The effects of different epitaxial graphene substrate off-

cuts on the hBN/graphene interlayer rotational alignment is further explored in

Chapter 6 The use of a plasma-assisted atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) technique to

grow thin III-N films at low temperatures discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter

explores both the low-temperature surface treatment for ALE growth on bulk

GaN substrates, as well as the application of the ALE technique for growing thin

AlN barriers in Al/AlN/Al vertical Josephson junction devices. Conclusions and

suggested future work will be addressed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Literature review of III-N

growth

2.1 MBE and CVD Growth technique descrip-

tions

Growth of III-N semiconductors predominantly focuses on two technologies:

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The largest

difference between these two techniques is the operating pressure. MBE typi-

cally operates with a base pressure that can safely be described as ultra-high

vacuum (UHV), between 10−10 Torr and 10−12 Torr. In this pressure regime, the

mean free path of molecules is longer than the chamber diameter, meaning that

any growth precursors act in a non-interacting “beam”. During deposition, espe-

cially if using gas sources, MBE pressures can get up to a maximum of 10−4 Torr.

Conversely, CVD operates between atmospheric pressure (APCVD) of 102 Torr
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representations of an (a) MBE growth reactor and a
(b) CVD growth reactor.

and low-pressures (LPCVD) around 10−3 Torr. Due to the differences in operat-

ing pressure, MBE and CVD reactors have much different geometries to account

for the distinct precursor flow regimes, as well as the requirements for different

levels of vacuum. These geometries can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Instead of using molecular beams, CVD precursor gases are brought into the

system by dosing an inert carrier gas that constantly flows into the growth cham-

ber. In III-N growth, N2 is predominantly used. This dosing typically occurs

by flowing a calibrated carrier gas flux through a precursor liquid in a “bub-

bler” bottle. Otherwise, if using gaseous precursors, the precursor flow rate can

be measured and controlled directly using a mass-flow controller (MFC). While

MBE precursors are calibrated by direct measurement of particle flux with an ion

gauge, CVD growth utilizes relative flow ratios between the precursor gases to

control stoichiometry. In either MBE or CVD, differences in reactivity, precur-

sor vapor pressure, and sticking coefficient of the substrate/film will mean that

the precursor composition may not directly correspond to the film stoichiometry,

but accurate flux calibration is required to create reproducible growth processes.

Due to the higher pressure used in CVD growths, vapor-phase chemical reactions
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and gas transport in the viscous flow regime must be taken into account while

they can be safely ignored in the molecular beam regime.

The sources used as growth precursors differ between the techniques. III-

N growth by MBE is typically accomplished using either ammonia or nitro-

gen plasma as a nitrogen source and thermally evaporated group-III elements

[61]. CVD predominantly utilizes metal-organic group-III sources (MOCVD)

and ammonia as precursors, relying on thermal cracking of ammonia and sub-

sequent chemical reactions on the substrate to drive film growth without a

plasma. Metal-organics are commonly utilized, as the organic ligands detach

at reasonable temperatures and form relatively stable gaseous products that can

be pumped out without significant incorporation in the solid film. Halogen com-

pounds are also used, but these tend to be more corrosive and toxic than the

related metal-organic compound due to the acidic byproducts formed after reac-

tion, increasing the cost of use. In general, CVD precursors can be powders that

are heated to the point of having a significant vapor pressure, but for most semi-

conductor growth metal-organic molecules, halogens, or hydrides are utilized.

The sources are typically chosen for their appreciable initial vapor pressure, re-

activity at growth temperatures, and ability to form a stable solid product for

the thin-film while also forming gaseous byproducts that do not incorporate into

the film. These precursors, unlike most MBE elemental sources, can be highly

toxic, pyrophoric, or explosive due to hydrogen gas production.

MBE can also utilize precursor molecules that must be thermally cracked/reacted

on the substrate to form a stable compound. MBE with molecular precursors is

typically called chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) or metal-organic MBE (MOMBE)

depending on the sources used. Oxygen, ozone, or ammonia can also be utilized
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for gas-source MBE. Some inert gases such as nitrogen typically need to be

changed to a more reactive form before they can be used for film growth. This

activation is usually accomplished by forming a plasma with the gas, which

provides a source of reactive atoms, ions, and molecules in excited states. Care

must be taken to avoid film damage from excited ions when utilizing these

plasma sources, but plasma MBE can allow for growth at lower temperatures

than are possible with other gas sources such as ammonia.

The UHV environment of MBE has a variety of advantages for growth of

thin films. First, the elemental sources used in MBE can typically be obtained

in much higher purity than the precursors used for CVD and they do not contain

additional elements like carbon. In an MBE chamber, the precursor molecular

beams are created by heating these elemental sources held in conical crucibles

until there is an appreciable vapor pressure of the precursor. These heating

apparatuses are called effusion cells or Knudsen cells. As the molecular beams

only interact with surfaces that are in the line-of-sight of the effusion cell (due to

liquid-nitrogen-cooled shrouds used to both trap residual gases or effused source

material), gas-phase reactions are negligible, reducing complexity of the deposi-

tion. Finally, MBE environments during III-N growth, especially when plasma

is used as a nitrogen source, contain far lower concentrations of hydrogen. Since

hydrogen passivates Mg dopants for p-type GaN, CVD-grown p-type material

requires a post-growth anneal to remove hydrogen and activate the dopants for

lower resistivity films [62]. MBE-grown material (even when ammonia is used

as a nitrogen source) does not require this activation, likely due to the lower

operating pressure [61].

In-situ characterization tools can be utilized during MBE deposition without
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significant coating or damage from the growth process due to the relatively line-

of-sight behavior of the precursors in the UHV environment. As high voltages

can be sustained in vacuum and the electron mean free path in UHV is long,

electron beams are commonly used for film characterization. The most popular

MBE characterization technique is reflection high-energy electron diffraction, or

RHEED. This surface-sensitive diffraction technique provides information on the

surface morphology and atomic periodicity of the crystal growth front, giving a

grower useful feedback to monitor the quality of a deposition in real time. Os-

cillations in the RHEED intensity also can be correlated to single atomic layer

growth rate in layer-by-layer growth modes [63]. This precise in-situ growth rate

calibration, coupled with the ability to finely tune atomic fluxes and abruptly

shutter sources without significant transient flux, make MBE the technique of

choice for forming sharp interfaces critical for applications such as heterostruc-

ture quantum wells and superlattice geometries. In addition to RHEED, other

tools such as Auger spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, low energy electron diffrac-

tion (LEED), optical pyrometry, and beam-flux monitoring can all be used in

situ and provide advantages over higher-pressure CVD growth techniques.

There are benefits to operating at the higher pressures afforded by CVD as

well. UHV-based systems are ultimately more costly due to the need for UHV-

compatible materials, specialized pumping and seals, and ultimate cleanliness in

the reactor required to achieve low base pressures. CVD systems can operate

with a higher background impurity level and still produce very pure material

just by growing at a much faster rate, making the partial pressure of impurities

much lower than the precursor vapor pressure. The higher pressure also allows

for better stability of III-N surfaces at high temperatures, as these compound
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semiconductors can more readily decompose to metal-rich surfaces in vacuum

environments. The ability to use high temperatures without decomposition,

coupled with the higher precursor flux, allows CVD to usually achieve higher

growth rates than MBE. These CVD growth rates are on the order of 1 µm h−1

to 10 µm h−1 compared to 0.01µm h−1 to 1 µm h−1 for MBE growth, although

specialized MBE equipment has achieved growth rates up to ∼7.6 µm h−1 [64].

While this is a large benefit, the mobility of excess Ga during these fast and

hot depositions makes it difficult to achieve abrupt heterostructure interfaces

without Ga incorporation in AlN barriers [61, p. 127].

2.2 Mechanics of thin-film growth

The behavior of the adsorbed precursor atoms or molecules, called adatoms,

is relatively independent to the growth technique. When precursor flux impinges

on a substrate, the precursor has a certain probability of sticking by physisorbing

or chemisorbing on the surface. This probability is represented by the sticking

coefficient. After adhering to the surface, adatoms diffuse on the surface to find

stable sites to bond. If no bonding occurs, re-evaporation can occur instead.

A greater adatom diffusion length can provide smoother morphology and higher

crystalline quality as the adatoms will have a higher probability of finding a stable

nucleation site (such as a step edge of a terraced surface) in a well-ordered lattice.

This diffusion length is highly dependent on growth temperature, reactivity of

the element, surface morphology and composition, and the vapor pressure of the

element/grown compound. The rate of diffusion versus the rate of incoming flux

has a relation that can characterize the growth mode and whether it is dictated
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by convectional or diffusive growth. This simplified relation can be characterized

by a dimensionless value called the Péclet number, Pe, where:

Pe =
L2j

D

for a stepped crystalline surface with an average distance between surface

steps of L, an adatom diffusivity of D, and a flux with a growth rate equivalent

to j monolayers per second [65]. A low Péclet number, which occurs during

high-temperature deposition, is indicative of long adatom surface diffusion and

diffusion-mediated growth.

The pressure of the growth reactor has definite consequences on the material

quality and achievable device geometries. The higher pressure in CVD provides

a greater precursor flux and therefore has a much higher achievable growth rate

(higher j). In the case of GaN-based power electronics, the ability to grow

thicker epilayers opens up capabilities for burying impurities present on start-

ing surfaces to improve active region impurity concentrations. Thicker buffers

also allow for greater defect reduction through dislocation annihilation, as most

GaN based material is grown on relatively-defective AlN seed layers on either

sapphire or Si bulk wafers. Thicker epilayers can reduce the dislocation density

at the top active layers of the heterostructure by providing more opportunities

for interactions between threading dislocations and reducing the strain in the

material [66, 67]. Not only that, large grades in the structure can provide better

lattice matching/strain accommodation in the film. This is especially important

for large-diameter and low-cost thick GaN epilayers on base Si(111) substrates,

which may crack without thick AlN or AlGaN superlattice buffer regions to

accommodate strain from lattice and TCE mismatch [68].
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The growth of GaN and its alloys with InN and AlN has matured tremen-

dously in the past several decades. Much of the optimization of this growth

is now done in industrial R&D settings. There is a large amount of literature

available regarding MBE and MOCVD depositions on a variety of substrates

(see Refs. [69, 70] for more information). Instead of providing a summary of

GaN growth by MBE and CVD, this thesis will focus on the growth of hBN

by novel chemical and molecular beam techniques, as well as investigation of

III-N semiconductor growth by atomic layer processes (ALPs). Some aspects

of traditional GaN growth will be explored, but only to compare to these two

highlighted techniques.

2.3 Past Growth of hBN

2.3.1 Early work

Growth of hBN has largely focused on CVD techniques. Early depositions in

the 1960s and 1970s focused on the use of reacting boron hydrides, like diborane

(B2H6) [71], or boron halogen compounds, like boron trichloride (BCl3),and am-

monia (NH3) [72] on a variety of substrates (Si, Ta, Mo, Ge, Fe, and silica) for

heat-resistant protective and insulating coatings. These depositions were largely

polycrystalline with a high percentage of tBN and amorphous BN (aBN), likely

due to the low temperatures (≤1150 ◦C) relative to those used in modern CVD

growths on non-catalytic substrates. Some of these films were most likely not

pure hBN, as upon removal from the growth chamber they reacted with mois-

ture in the air to form boric acid or were not fully transparent/translucent [71].

Continued study into boron nitride compounds by CVD explored other inorganic
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Figure 2.2: The pyrolytic decomposition pathway of ammonia borane to hBN.
Note the production of borazine byproducts in step 4, allowing ammonia
borane to be utilized as a stable source of volatile intermediate compounds
for CVD growth of hBN. Figure reprinted with permission from Frueh et al.
[48]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.

precursor molecules that contained both boron and nitrogen instead of relying

on separate precursors. One of the most popular such molecule was borazine

((BH)3 (NH)3), also known as inorganic benzene due to its structural similar-

ity to the molecule. Borazine was the basis for early CBE work investigating a

self-limiting monolayer growth mode [73]. Borazine was found to be relatively

unstable at room temperatures, so more stable fluorine or chlorine-containing

borazine-like molecules were also utilized in some circumstances. These results

are summarized in Pakdel et al. [74]. Decades later, powdered ammonia borane

was found to be a much more temperature- and air-stable precursor that could

be heated to moderate 50 ◦C to 100 ◦C temperatures to produce adequate partial

pressures of borazine and other reactive BN-containing compounds suitable for

mono-to-few layer hBN growth, as seen in the decomposition pathway illustrated

in Figure 2.2 [48, 75]. Research today continues with a wide variety of precursors

depending on the application, but most results stem from the use of borazine,

ammonia borane, or a combination of triethyl boron (TEB) and ammonia.
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Figure 2.3: The relationship between XPS N 1s peak intensity, an indicator
of BN film growth, versus CBE borazine precursor dose on Ni foil. It can be
seen that hBN does not increase in thickness past a single monolayer (achieved
with a 100 Langmuir (L) dose) until far higher doses (∼ 104L) of borazine are
used. Figure is reproduced with permission from Ref. [73]. Copyright 1995
by the American Physical Society.

The majority of early CVD or chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) depositions in

literature focus on self-limiting monolayer growth on transition metal substrates

[73, 76]. The self-limiting layer growth relies on the transition metal substrate

catalyzing breakdown of the precursor at a lower temperature than pure pyrolytic

breakdown. Once the substrate is covered by a monolayer, reaction rates decrease

and growth halts unless large doses of precursor are used, as seen in Figure 2.3

[73].

This reaction rate is also coupled by a drastically lower sticking coefficient

for the sp2-hybridized hBN monolayer compared to the metal surface. While

additional layers can be deposited with high precursor doses, these layers were
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found to be more island-like and more disordered than the initial monolayer.

Many of these growths use transition metals such as Fe, Ru, Pt, Rh, Ni, and

Cu for substrates due to their similar catalytic effects [74]. The most commonly

studied substrates are Ni and Cu. Ni(1 1 1) was the most commonly studied

surface due to its close lattice match to hBN of (0.4%), but Cu was heavily

investigated as it is the dominant substrate for graphene depositions, allowing

for comparisons of precursor solubility and growth mechanics between hBN and

graphene [77], as well as growths of in-plane hBN/graphene heterostructures

[78, 79].

These early studies of hBN on Ni were instrumental in examining hBN’s

properties, such as its valence band structure by ARUPS and its interaction

with the growth substrate [73]. It was found that there was relatively weak

bonding between hBN and the substrate, but the level of bonding depended on

the metal substrate used, with Ni having stronger interaction than Cu. [73, 80].

Despite the weak interaction, growth of hBN on metal substrates of different

lattice constants and levels of interaction resulted in Moiré lattices in STM [81]

or even buckled “nanomeshes”, where the lattice mismatch is accommodated

by out-of-plane wrinkling in hBN [82]. Growth of hBN on transition metals

continues today, with a focus on improving hBN growth parameters to decrease

nucleation density [83], increasing the metal grain size through annealing [84, 85],

or alloying the substrate [86–88] to make larger and larger continuous single

crystals of monolayer hBN for integration with other 2D materials upon transfer

from the growth substrate. An example of the increased hBN grain size with a

Cu-Ni alloy substrate can be seen in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: (a-d) SEM images showing the relationship between the triangular
hBN nuclei size and the Ni content in the Cu-Ni alloy substrate. (e) The
measured maximum hBN domain size as a function of CVD growth time.
(f) The number of hBN grains as a function of CVD growth time. Both
of these relationships signify an improved hBN domain size when using the
Cu-Ni alloy substrate instead of pure Cu. Reproduced with permission from
Springer Nature from Ref. [86], copyright 2015.] .

2.3.2 Multilayer hBN growth

Monolayer films of hBN are important for many applications, but more flex-

ibility in growth thickness is desired to allow for greater application of hBN thin

films. In many instances, such as when hBN is used for dielectric substrates or

gate dielectrics, a monolayer may allow for too much tunneling current than the

device requires. This has spurred a variety of techniques to try to grow mul-

tilayer hBN. The applications of hBN multilayers requires certain properties.

The growth technique should be able to deposit very precise thicknesses of hBN,

especially for use in tunnel barriers where there is an exponential dependence

on thickness. The growth surface should be smooth and not island-like if it is

to be used as a substrate for other 2D material, considering any 3D topography

will bend and affect the properties of the 2D material placed or grown on top of
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it. Films should ideally be single-crystal to avoid grain boundary defects and to

allow for devices to leverage physics that require single crystalline orientations.

Finally, an ideal hBN growth technique should allow for arbitrarily thick films

to be grown on a variety of substrates to provide flexibility for the end-use of

the film – devices such as neutron detectors or UV photodetectors may require

thicker films than applications such as simple dielectric capping layers.

Many of the multilayer hBN growth has branched into two methods. One

method is to start from CVD on metal foil and work to adapt that growth tech-

nique to multilayer deposition and the other is to work with an entirely new

process that does not rely on substrate catalysis at all. Many of the early exper-

iments utilized metal substrates regardless of if the growth required substrate

catalysis, mainly due to the close lattice match, but other high-temperature CVD

depositions needed more temperature-stable substrates like sapphire or silicon

carbide.

2.3.3 Multilayer growth on transition metal substrates

While the self-limiting growth on transition metals is useful if a monolayer

is desired, it makes arbitrary numbers of epitaxial layers difficult to grow with

high quality. Early work found that multilayer films can be grown past the self-

limiting monolayer growth mode simply by raising temperature and increasing

precursor dose, but film morphology suffered and island-like films were formed

[76]. Nevertheless, many research groups have leveraged the maturity of hBN

growth on metal substrates to try to grow few-layer hBN films. One such tech-

nique is to partially crack the precursor on the growth surface to form a stable

polymer at 400 ◦C [89]. This polymer can be grown past the monolayer thickness
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limit since it does not require catalysis to partially crack the precursor molecule

and the polymer’s surface is still relatively reactive allowing for more precursor

to readily adsorb. Once the polymer film is grown to the desired thickness, a

high-temperature anneal (1000 ◦C) breaks down the polymer to hBN. These few-

monolayer films were uniform in thickness and relatively well-ordered, but some

evidence of partially-crystalline hBN is present in X-ray diffraction. Another

method that has been used to grow multilayer hBN on metal substrates is by

dissolution of precursors into metal substrates and subsequent segregation upon

cooling [90–92]. This is typically done with an Fe or Fe-containing substrate,

as Fe has been found to have better solubility for both B and N compared to

Cu or Ni, which only adequately dissolve B [90]. This dissolution technique has

also been used to form vertical hBN/graphene heterostructures by segregating

the hBN under a monolayer of graphene grown by segregation from a C-doped

Cu overlayer [93]. It has also been able to form AlN/hBN heterostructures by

depositing an Fe film on a AlN template and subsequently segregating hBN from

the Fe [92]. While these techniques have had moderate success with thickness

control of few-layer films, the depositions are all c-axis textured, polycrystalline

depositions. Single-crystal multilayer hBN, as well as films thicker than ∼10 nm,

have typically required different growth techniques.

Growth of multilayer hBN on metal substrates has been achieved to various

degrees of success by MBE [94–96] and atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) [97, 98]. Both

of these techniques do not require catalytic breakdown of precursors and are

known for their low-temperature operation, making them useful for multilayer

hBN deposition, which usually requires far higher temperatures than the 700 ◦C

to 890 ◦C substrate temperatures for MBE and the 327 ◦C[98] for ALD. While
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both techniques have shown potential, the ALD depositions were polycrystalline

with axial registry to the Co substrate, with domain sizes of ∼170�A [97] and

∼190 nm to 2000 nm [98] respectfully, while some MBE deposition appeared fully

epitaxial by XRD [94].

The first report of BN by MBE was by Paisley et al. in 1990, using a electron

cyclotron resonance (ECR) nitrogen plasma source, but this BN grown on a GaN-

buffered β - SiC(0 0 1) substrate was mainly amorphous, indicating substrate

temperatures higher than 700 ◦C were required. Other early MBE experiments

with ECR nitrogen plasma [99] or ammonia [100] as the nitrogen source produced

mixed phases of BN. Single-crystal hBN grown by Tsai et al. in 2009 using RF

nitrogen plasma and e-beam evaporated boron on Ni(1 1 1) substrates was the

first successful MBE growth reported in literature. The 100 nm-thick films were

epitaxial to the substrate and the FWHM of the hBN peak was comparable to,

but slightly wider than CVD depositions (0.61° compared to 0.107 by Dahal et al.

in 2011) [94, 101]. Recently, Nakhaie et al. has grown hBN on Ni foils utilizing

a boron effusion cell and RF nitrogen plasma [95]. Their growth showed similar

characteristics to CBE monolayers and nuclei, but they produced films up to

∼1 nm thick as confirmed by x-ray reflectivity. Note that time constraints likely

prevented thicker film growth, so structural quality could not be determined by

XRD.

Many of the MBE growths, while exhibiting promising results, showed par-

ticulate or island-like BN features on the growth surface, indicating higher tem-

peratures may help film morphology. This is likely due to issues with using

elemental boron as a source, due to its relatively low vapor pressure and low

surface mobility. While Tsai et al. utilized an e-beam evaporator for a B source
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for appreciable growth rates of 65 nm h−1, Nakhaie et al. and Tonkikh et al. uti-

lized effusion cells operating at 1850 ◦C to 1900 ◦C, reducing the lifespan of the

cell and limiting the growth rate to ≤3�A min−1. This problem may be avoided

by using different boron sources such as boron oxide (B2O3) as a boron source,

which has shown some promising results for hBN deposition on graphene-coated

Co polycrystalline films and foils [102, 103]. Higher substrate temperature MBE

has since been attempted on graphite and graphene substrates, but issues with

particulates still occur [104–106]. Achieving better hBN film morphology on

Ni substrates by higher-temperature MBE may be limited by a Ni-B eutectic

forming at ∼1000 ◦C [94].

2.3.4 Multilayer hBN growth on single-crystal substrates

While experiments on metal substrates were useful to determine hBN’s prop-

erties, a downside to these systems is that no large-area single-crystal substrates

exist, so only polycrystalline or limited-size single-crystalline hBN films can be

made. Epitaxial single-crystal metal films have been used as growth substrates,

but this technique sets an upper limit of growth temperature based on the film

stability and also adds complexity to hBN film growth [98]. If hBN is to be

grown in a scalable, manufacturable way, a commercially-available single-crystal

substrate will be favorable and a growth technique should be found to utilize

such a substrate.

The most highly-ordered, thicker (≥100 nm) hBN films have been grown by

CVD using ammonia as the nitrogen source and triethylboron (TEB) as the

boron source [44–46, 60, 101, 107–110]. These reactions rely on temperatures far

in excess of 1000 ◦C (up to∼1600 ◦C [49])to fully decompose precursors regardless
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of substrate catalysis. At these temperatures, only very few substrates can sur-

vive. Most of these depositions therefore utilize either sapphire or SiC substrates.

While early work by Kobayashi et al. showed reasonable quality epitaxial films on

sapphire grown at 1080 ◦C and at ∼ 104 Pa with a sharp hBN/sapphire interface,

thicker depositions at this temperature resulted in tBN formation and stacking

disorder was present in cross-sectional TEM micrographs [46, 111]. Addition-

ally, tBN was found to form on 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates when using similar

deposition parameters [108]. An amorphous buffer between the substrate and

the grown film was found to improve the FWHM of the hBN(0 0 0 2) peak indi-

cating improved out-of-plane crystalline ordering in the film despite the presence

of this buffer [7, 60, 101, 112]. These highly-ordered films, grown by the Jiang

group at Texas Tech University, formed this amorphous layer using a low tem-

perature (800 ◦C) buffer deposition of TEB and ammonia followed by a 1300 ◦C

growth. While the [0 0 0 2] peak was narrow (0.107° FWHM) the films must

be polycrystalline and not azimuthally-aligned to the underlying substrate. As

growth techniques matured, it was found that silane may help either catalyze the

CVD reaction or act as a surfactant during growth to allow for fully-epitaxial,

azimuthally-oriented growth on SiC(0 0 0 1) and AlN/Al2O3(0 0 0 1) substrates

without an amorphous buffer layer and with a higher degree of crystalline order

without appreciable Si incorporation in the film [45, 47, 110]. These highly-

aligned films were typically grown at 1500 ◦C - the higher temperature is likely

highly instrumental to the well-ordered films. Higher growth temperatures up

to 1700 ◦C were attempted, but significant film and substrate etching occurred,

preventing any hBN from forming [49].

The films grown by Chubarov et al. were so highly ordered that hBN and rBN
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stacking orders could be distinguished by careful XRD [44, 110]. Chubarov et al.

found hBN grown at 1500 ◦C using TEB and ammonia on AlN/Al2O3(0 0 0 1) to

be limited to ∼ 4 nm before a transition to rBN, with some defects associated

with this critical thickness present in cross-sectional TEM micrographs. How-

ever, when the films were grown on 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates, they were fully

rBN stacking [110].

Few-layer, fully epitaxial films have successfully been grown with very good

layer control on sapphire by MOCVD as well, showing the possibility for a coin-

cident lattice to exist to direct growth without a disordered buffer, large number

of dislocations, wrinkle defects, or twin domains [113]. This deposition involved

a 1400 ◦C LPCVD growth using heated ammonia borane as a precursor with Ar

and H2 as carrier gases. This growth does not have any buffer (AlN or amorphous

BN) present in cross-sectional TEM images and no such bonding can be detected

in XPS measurements of the film. It is unclear if the growth technique utilized

by Jang et al. can provide such defect-free films for thicker layers as well, as

the mismatch for the proposed hBN/Al2O3(0 0 0 1) supercell was ∼ 2.6%, which

may cause defects and movement toward tBN growth after a critical thickness,

similar to Kobayashi et al. [46, 111]. Recent depositions by Rice et al. showed

that hBN actually grew in a self-limiting fashion on sapphire with V/III ratios

above a certain temperature-dependent threshold in a TEB and ammonia CVD

process, making growths on sapphire likely preferable for wafer-scale few-ML

hBN depositions [114].

While silicon carbide (SiC) is a large-area semiconducting substrate that has

been utilized successfully for high-temperature CVD growth of hBN multilay-

ers, the effect of the SiC starting surface on hBN quality has not been studied
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in depth. The bulk SiC crystal structure does not closely match that of hBN

without a coincident lattice relation, but epitaxial graphene can be grown on

6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface through a simple annealing process [115–117]. Unlike

native SiC, graphene has a low mismatch to hBN (∼1.8%) and, perhaps more

importantly, it shares vdW bonding characteristics which could improve epitaxy

and reduce strain. The first mention of ordered hBN growth on graphitized SiC

substrates was by Kobayashi et al.. They found that the XRD peak FWHM

decreased when using the graphitized SiC surface rather than the Si-terminated

surface, but only turbostratic, textured hBN was grown [108]. An attempt by

Majety et al. again used TEB and ammonia, but used a similar low-temperature

buffer layer as previously reported on sapphire [112] and AlN/AlGaN [60] and

did not make an attempt to change the SiC surface termination. Even with this

buffer, the XRD FWHM proved to be broader on 6H-SiC than other substrates,

indicating poorer film morphology [118]. Chubarov et al. had the highest ordered

sp2-hybridized BN films with fully epitaxial rBN films grown on 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1)

substrates, as determined by TEM (seen in Figure 2.5 and glancing-incidence

X-ray diffraction [110]. This improvement in crystalline order was largely at-

tributed to the addition of silane to the growth process over any optimization to

the SiC surface.

Another attempt to grow on SiC substrates used borazine to form a self-

limiting monolayer on SiC through borazine CBE [120]. This low-temperature

deposition was found to only be possible on the 6
√

3 × 6
√

3R30◦ Si-surface re-

construction, but the graphene surface was not attempted. The growth relied

on reactive Si adatoms to catalyze precursor dehydrogenation at 850°C, limiting

the hBN film to a single monolayer.
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Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional TEM of BN thin films grown by CVD on
6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates. a) A tBN film grown by Kobayashi et al. with
associated electron diffraction pattern (b) showing lack of order in the hBN
film. Reprinted from Ref. [108] with permission from Elsevier. Cross-sections
of rBN films grown by Chubarov et al. show better ordering near the interface
(c) and in the bulk layers of a ∼100 nm-thick film. Reproduced from Ref. [119]
- published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Given these results, successful thick deposition on non-catalytic substrates

like SiC or sapphire seems to require highly nitrogen-rich environment, similar

to traditional III-N deposition, and very high temperatures. For CVD, some

of the most well-ordered hBN or rBN has been grown by Chubarov et al. [44,

45, 49, 110, 119] or Majety et al. [60, 112, 118]. Chubarov et al. used high

N/B precursor flow rate ratios of 615-770 [45], comparable to those used in

traditional III-N semiconductor growth (∼1000). The only depositions where

single precursors like borazine or ammonia borane are used are when single-

to-few monolayer films are grown, making it difficult to determine if these are

useful films for thicker depositions without catalysis or additional nitrogen flux

[113, 120].
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Figure 2.6: A schematic of the ALD process for GaN, showing the initial
precursor dose (a), the pump-out of remaining non-adsorbed precursors (b),
the reaction of the precursors with a nitrogen plasma to crack away remaining
ligands and form a nitride (c), and the pump process and continuation for the
next cycles, forming a multilayer film (d).

2.4 III-N growth by atomic layer processes

A recent movement toward atomic layer processes (ALPs) for III-N growth

has promised improvements in alloying and thickness control for the possibility

of extremely thin, lattice- and TCE-mismatched heterostructure growth. The

growth in this atomic-layer regime is achieved through atomic layer deposition

(ALD). ALD is similar to MOCVD and typically utilizes the same MO precursors

and active gas sources like plasma. The main difference is in the mechanics of the

chemical reaction used to drive film growth. Growth by both MOCVD and ALD

of III-N material involves pyrolytic decomposition of the group-III metalorganic

precursor, which removes the ligands and leaves the metal atom to react and form

a stable compound with the nitrogen source (either ammonia or RF nitrogen

plasma). While this process is continuous in MOCVD growths, ALD growths

proceed sequentially in a layer-by-layer fashion as depicted in Figure 2.6 [121].

ALD growth occurs in a pressure and dose regime where the metalorganic

molecule will not decompose or react without a catalytic effect from dangling

bonds present on either the substrate surface or the surface of the grown film.
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This means the adhesion and reaction of the precursors in an ALD regime is

(nominally) self-limited by the number of unsaturated bonds on the growth sur-

face. Once a monolayer of precursor is deposited, the precursor flow is stopped

and the deposited precursor can then be activated by exposure to a plasma or re-

active gas (typically RF nitrogen plasma for III-Ns) to strip away the ligands and

form the next layer of deposition. Since N-N bonding is not favored in the cho-

sen regime, this process is again self-limiting and the next layer of metal atoms

can be deposited in a similar ALD fashion by alternating pulses of precursors,

building the film up layer-by-layer. With this system, ultimate control of film

thickness can nominally be achieved. This process is also extremely conformal,

allowing for uniform depositions over a variety of anisotropic geometries.

This growth method is not new, and has been in development since the

1960s when Prof. Aleskovskii worked on a technique called ”molecular layer-

ing”, a layer-by-layer deposition technique for TiO2 and GeO2 [122]. The first

record of use for compound semiconductor growth was a patent from Suntola et

al. in 1977 [123] See Ahvenniemi et al. for a review of early ALD/ALE literature

[124]. Most ALD produces amorphous or polycrystalline films, as it is widely

used in the semiconductor industry for dielectric deposition where epitaxy is not

required. However, it can be tuned to produce epitaxial films in a process called

atomic layer epitaxy (ALE). Throughout the years, ALE has been used for II-VI

[125–127], III-V [128–131], and oxide films [132–135]. Early III-N ALE mainly

started with Khan et al. from APA optics inc. [136], and groups from North Car-

olina State University [131, 137, 138] in the 90s with the deposition of GaN and

related using trimethyl- or triethyl-terminated precursors like trimethylgallium

(TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), and trimethylindium (TMIn) or triethyl-
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gallium (TEG) and triethylaluminum (TEA) with ammonia as a nitrogen source.

Various methods to lower growth temperature were tested, such as using halo-

gen precursors like GaCl3 [139], novel reactor designs [137] and experimenting

with plasma-enhanced growth [140]. GaN, AlN, and their associated alloys were

successfully synthesized relatively early on [141, 142], but pure InN deposition

by ALE did not occur until 2013 by Nepal et al. [143].

Improvements in atomic layer processes (ALPs) with a focus on atomic layer

epitaxy (ALE) has allowed for the growth of III-N semiconductors at tempera-

tures far lower than conventional processes. For instance, while III-N growth by

MBE and MOCVD typically occurs at temperature ranges of 400 ◦C to 750 ◦C

and 700 ◦C to 1100 ◦C respectively, ALE can achieve crystalline films at temper-

atures ≤500 ◦C [143]. This is particularly useful considering the range of dis-

sociation temperatures between the (Al, In, Ga)-N alloys, with the lower limit

of ∼600 ◦C for InN [144] which can make In- and Al-containing alloys of these

compounds by MBE or CVD difficult. ALE also allowed for extremely thin, high

BN AlN barriers below the critical thickness for misfit dislocation formation in

GaN superlattices [145]. The ALE growth process has shown the ability to sta-

bilize both cubic and hexagonal phases of InN at temperatures around 175 ◦C

to 260 ◦C, with a never-before-seen rock-salt InN forming on a-plane sapphire in

the temperature range of 175 ◦C to 185 ◦C [143]. Compared to typical InN de-

position by MBE [146] or MOCVD [144] which proceeds in a temperature range

between 450 ◦C to 600 ◦C, the low temperatures used in ALE have been found

to provide greater alloying capability in AlxGa1-xN, InxAl1-xN, and InxGa1-xN

alloys, allowing for compositions that typically phase-segregate when grown by

MBE or CVD [147]. These early successes show ALE may have the potential to
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solve many of the pressing problems for the (In, Al, Ga)-N alloy system, namely

the large lattice mismatch making high Al-content barriers hard to form without

introducing crystallographic defects and enabling high In-content alloys for the

full range of LED wavelengths, with a focus on green and yellow LEDs that re-

quire compositions within the miscibility gap that exists at MOCVD and MBE

growth temperatures [138, 148, 149].

While successful film deposition was possible, there are multiple challenges

associated with ALE depositions. One important issue is the high impurity con-

centration. Due to the low growth temperature, it is harder to fully decompose

the chemical precursors and therefore carbon contamination can be an issue,

resulting in high impurity levels seen in some films by XPS [142]. In addi-

tion, the precursors themselves can cause excess oxygen impurities with levels

reaching as high as 19% by XPS, much higher than MOCVD-grown films [141].

Polycrystallinity and nanocrystallinity can also be problems, likely due to im-

properly cleaned starting interfaces or incomplete precursor activation during

growth, both issues that can occur when working with low-temperature deposi-

tions [140, 142, 150]. The requirement to remain within a low thermal budget

compared to MOCVD and MBE depositions means that novel low-temperature

surface cleaning procedures are required to make sure the substrate’s starting

surface can be adequately cleaned for subsequent growth [151].

2.5 Improvements required in III-N material

Both the wurtzitic III-N semiconductors and hBN lack mature bulk crystal

substrates of adequate size for manufacturability, so they largely rely on het-
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eroepitaxial film growth. Because of this, relatively high defect densities are cur-

rently limiting most applications more than other aspects. While substrate tech-

nology is maturing and will hopefully be able to reduce defects in homoepitaxial

systems in the future, heteroepitaxy of these films must be explored in order to

utilize these semiconductors in a reasonable time-frame and also to develop best

practices for epitaxial growth of these technologically-relevant materials. This

thesis will focus on improving structural properties of heteroepitaxially-grown

III-N semiconducting thin films using novel growth techniques.

The high-temperature growth that provides the best material quality with

existing growth techniques has consequences outside of defect density. It is

extremely difficult to have a unified growth system for all of the (Ga, In, Al) - N

alloys, as their decomposition temperatures are incompatible. Figure 2.7 shows

decomposition limits for GaN, InN, and AlN. It is immediately apparent that all

of the binary compounds exist in largely different temperature stability regions,

making their alloy growth difficult without one of the elements desorbing at

growth temperature or without the formation of defects due to low temperature

deposition.

At the growth temperatures commonly used for MBE and CVD growth of

GaN alloys, there exists a miscibility gap of In-containing alloys, making it dif-

ficult to incorporate In between the range of 15 − 85% [147]. This prevents

certain wavelength LEDs (predominantly green and yellow) from being formed

efficiently, thereby limiting what can be done in a solely nitride-based system

[138, 148, 149]. High temperature MOCVD growth has additional difficulties in

the AlGaN system, where similarly composition is not only dependent on molar

ratio of the sources, but also temperature, with higher temperature growths be-
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Figure 2.7: Stability limits of GaN, InN, and AlN. Reproduced from refer-
ence [152], with permission from Elsevier.

coming more deficient in Ga. The high mobility of GaN in these growths makes

it difficult to form extremely narrow quantum wells without Ga incorporation

[153].

The growth of hBN epilayers is considerably different than those of GaN and

its associated alloys. For one, hBN is far more temperature stable in vacuum

and will not decompose at temperatures below 1400 ◦C [105, 154, 155]. As the

literature review suggested, thicker hBN depositions typically require high tem-

peratures and excess nitrogen to produce highly-ordered films. For these reasons,

this thesis looks into the exploration of a high temperature (1450 ◦C to 1500 ◦C)

deposition process that utilizes a single boron and nitrogen containing precursor

(borazine or ammonia borane) with additional active nitrogen flux in the form

of a RF nitrogen plasma.
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Chapter 3

Methods of materials growth and

characterization

3.1 Overview

The Palmstrøm Lab at UCSB has a unique interconnected UHV system that

allows for a variety of growth and characterization techniques to be utilized and

combined without exposing sample surfaces to atmosphere. A schematic repre-

sentation of the system can be seen in Figure 3.1. Subsystems in this greater

system that are relevant to the thesis will be described in greater detail within

this section. The main thin-film growth chambers utilized in this work are the

VG V80 nitride and oxide MBE, the LUCI ALE chamber, and the supercon-

ductor deposition cold stage. The XPS is the most highly utilized in-vacuo

characterization tool, but some STM and electron diffraction measurements are

also conducted.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the UHV growth and characterization
system in Palmstrøm Lab used for this work.

3.2 Thin film growth

3.2.1 hBN growth equipment

The growth chamber utilized for the growth of hBN is a modified VG V-

80 MBE chamber. A photograph of the chamber can be seen in Figure 3.2.

The main modifications were to enable gas-source MBE or CBE operation and

to increase the substrate temperature. To allow for gas-source operation, the

pyrometer viewport was removed and replaced by three gas lines, each with their

own pneumatic valve for fast changing of gas flux. In order to accommodate

the large gas flows typically utilized in nitride semiconductor deposition, this

chamber is pumped by a 690 L s−1 Varian V700HT turbo pump backed by a dry

roots blower. This pumping setup allows high pumping speed without requiring

regular regeneration as a cryopump would under similar operation. Even with

this pump, growth chamber pressures of 10−3 Torr are achieved.

To achieve hBN deposition, a variety of B and N sources were installed on the

system. Elemental boron is installed in an e-beam evaporator pocket for high-flux
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Figure 3.2: The modified VG V-80 MBE chamber used for hBN depositions.
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deposition of this low-vapor-pressure element. In addition, boron oxide (B2O3)

is installed in a high-temperature effusion cell. Borazine and ammonia borane

are installed on two of the three gas inputs to the system. The flux of these

high-vapor-pressure molecular precursors are controlled both by heating (for

ammonia borane) or cooling (for borazine) the source for coarse control, coupled

by an in-line leak valve for precise modulation of the flux during growth. Active

nitrogen is supplied through a Veeco Uni-bulb remote RF nitrogen plasma cell.

Additional sources include elemental Si installed in an e-beam evaporator hearth

and Eu, Ni, Al, and La installed in effusion cells.

Improvements to the substrate heater have progressed throughout the past

6 years. In that time, the manipulator has been upgraded to a UHV-design ma-

nipulator equipped with a solid silicon carbide heater element. This solid silicon

carbide element is highly oxidation and reaction resistant, making it compatible

with high-temperature borazine growth, as borazine can decompose to corrosive

boric acid and hydrogen upon exposure to any oxygen source (such as the ozone

or gaseous oxygen used for oxide deposition in this reactor).

In addition to the stock heater and heat shielding, additional Ta foil heat

shielding has been added to the manipulator for better heat transfer from the

element to the substrate. A picture of the installed heat shielding can be seen

in Figure 3.3

3.2.2 III-N atomic layer epitaxy

The III-N ALE chamber utilized in this work is fully custom-built. It features

a similar UHV-design manipulator to the hBN growth chamber with a SiC-coated
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graphite heater element. However, the geometry of the deposition stage is very

different: the sample platen is flipped by the magnetically-coupled transfer arm

to be face-up. Directly above the sample is a remote RF plasma source, which is

fed high-purity Ar2, H2, and N2 gases. These gas lines have high-speed pneumatic

ALD valves that are computer controlled to allow for fast, precise operations. A

precursor dosing line is positioned close to the sample surface to allow dosing of

the group-III precursors. As the gas load for ALE is much higher than for PE-

CBE, a larger dry pump is utilized during growth. After growth, the chamber

is swapped over to a turbopump capable of dropping the chamber pressure to

UHV from mTorr for transferring to the rest of the interconnected system.

This chamber is well equipped for accurate temperature monitoring during

deposition. In addition to the thermocouple A port with direct line-of-sight to

the sample is equipped with a pyrometer for direct measurement of the sam-

ple temperature. Both the pyrometer and the manipulator thermocouple were

calibrated based off the change in emissivity from a Si-Al eutectic phase trans-

formation at 577 ◦C as well as a visual confirmation of indium drops melting

[156].

3.3 Characterization

3.3.1 In-situ methods

Flux measurement

Precursor flux is measured by a variety of different measurements. Ther-

mally evaporated sources with high flux (mainly B and Si) are measured by
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Figure 3.3: The original (a) and modified (b) Ta heat shielding on the UHV
Design manipulator. Additional layers of Ta foil were added within the main
heater enclosure (c) to lower heat loss. A door (d) was also added to prevent
radiative heat loss from the sample loading area.
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a load-locked, water cooled quartz crystal monitor (QCM). This QCM can be

translated to be close to the manipulator to ensure deposition of the element on

the crystal face for good measurements. In addition, a retractable ion gauge flux

monitor was utilized when low-flux evaporative sources (such as Al or Ni) were

utilized. These in situ flux measurements were calibrated to atomic flux using

ex situ Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). While this method of

flux measurement is routinely used in MBE experiments to accurately calibrate

atomic fluxes (see Harrington et al. for a good example [157]), it is not conducive

to calibration of boron due to the extremely low atomic number (Z). In addition,

the relatively high pressures of borazine and ammonia borane reactive species

have negative effects on ionization gauges. Routine exposure of ion gauges at

the growth pressures utilized (10−5 Torr to 10−3 Torr) reduced filament lifespan

and caused erratic readings with longer exposure. The combination of the low

growth rate of hBN producing thin films, the uncertainties of the pressure read-

ing during deposition, and the difficulty of quantitatively measuring deposited

low-Z BN films by common thin-film measurement techniques like XRD and

RBS made calibration difficult. BN film thickness was therefore calibrated from

TEM and XPS, as described in the next section.

Instead of calibrating gas sources with a line-of-sight flux gauge, chamber

pressure and flow rates were used to tune relative stoichiometry during growth.

Several redundant pressure gauges were utilized to 1) increase system run-time

in case of gauge failure and 2) reduce uncertainty in measurements by account-

ing for extraneous readings. The gauges utilized were a nude ion gauge away

from precursor line-of-sight and a Pfeiffer PKR 251 all-range Pirani/cold cath-

ode combination gauge. This all-range gauge did not allow for UHV pressure
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measurement, but operated better than the ion gauge at 10−4 Torr to 10−3 Torr

pressures. Unfortunately, it was still susceptible to damage from the hBN pre-

cursors.

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction

RHEED allows for in situ electron diffraction from the growth front. The

crystallinity and morphology/roughness of a film can be determined during de-

position. In addition, in-plane lattice constants can be measured by comparing

the streak spacing to known standards.

Despite the growth chamber pressure increasing beyond UHV, RHEED can

still be utilized by differentially pumping the electron gun using a turbomolecular

drag pump to keep it in a high vacuum environment. In addition, the RHEED

utilized on the chamber utilizes a higher accelerating voltage (30 kV) compared

to most systems (15 kV) to allow for less distortion of the beam when traveling

through the higher pressure environment.

X-ray photoelectron microscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a very surface-sensitive spectroscopic

technique that allows for characterization of chemical composition and bonding

environment in near-surface films. This technique is based off the photoelectric

effect, where a photon of sufficient energy can cause the release of a bound core-

shell electron from an atom. The kinetic energy of this released electron (Ekinetic)

can be measured to find the binding energy of the electron (Ebinding) through

the relation:
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Ebinding = Ephoton − (Ekinetic + φ)

where Ephoton is the energy of the incident photon and φ is the work function

of the detector, a correction factor that is instrument-dependent.

In order for these results to be accurate, a well-characterized photon energy

should be used that is of high-enough energy to interact with many elemental

core shells. In this work, an Al Kα X-ray photon, excited through electron

bombardment of a water-cooled, Cu-backed Al anode. The Al Kα photon is then

passed through a focusing quartz crystal monochromator that both decreases the

energy linewidth and focuses the x-ray beam down to a smaller spot size on the

sample, enabling probing of smaller areas than non-focused sources. In this

thesis, the largest spot size (∼1 mm) was utilized for the best signal-to-noise

measurements.

As a technique, XPS is an extremely surface-sensitive technique due to the

large interaction between the photoemitted electrons and the condensed matter

being probed. During measurement, the high-energy photons penetrate deeply

into the sample, knocking out core-shell electrons with kinetic energy lower than

the incident photon energy. While many electrons are emitted, a large number

interact with the material through a variety of processes, such as recombina-

tion, excitation, inelastic scattering, trapping, preventing them from reaching

the sample surface and emitting into vacuum for detection. The probability

that a primary core-shell electron of a given energy is emitted from the surface

with that same characteristic energy can be estimated using the inelastic mean

free path (IMFP). The IMFP is the average distance that an electron travels be-

tween inelastic collisions. In order for accurate XPS measurement of the binding
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Figure 3.4: The “Universal Curve” relation between IMFP, λ, and electron
energy, E, in condensed matter.

energy, the emitted electron must not have significantly interacted in an inelas-

tic process before emission. This IMFP value largely depends on the electron’s

kinetic energy. While there is some dependence on the material in which the

electron travels, IMFPs can be approximated to a universal curve independent

of the composition of the matrix [158]. An example of the universal curve can

be seen in Figure 3.4.

For most photoemitted electrons observed in XPS, the energy ranges from

101 eV to 103 eV, making the effective probing depth of XPS on the order of 1 nm.

If thicker samples are to be probed, depth profiles can be made by sputtering

away material and sequentially measuring XPS spectra, but this is not performed

in this study.

XPS signal is exponentially attenuated by overlayers of material based on
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the IMFP of the overlayer and the energy of the emitted electron. This makes it

possible to determine overlayer thicknesses through careful XPS measurements.

One scheme of thickness measurement is to take a spectra of the substrate or

base layer before depositing the overlayer, then repeating the measurement with

the same conditions in the same position after the overlayer deposition. If done

carefully, the integrated peak areas can be compared and the thickness can be

measured by determining the exponential decay in signal. See Chapter 4 for

more information and an example of this technique’s use.

XPS signal can also be utilized to determine the elemental composition of

the film through the ratio of detected atomic core level photoemitted electrons.

It is important to note that while the number of counts is nominally directly

proportional to the abundance of an element in a homogeneous film, there are

important details that must be considered when utilizing XPS for stoichiomet-

ric measurement. First, in order to account for the excitation efficiency of the

photoemission process for different core shells of a given element, as well as in-

strumental variation across binding energies, relative sensitivity factors (RSFs)

must be utilized. These factors act as scaling factors to make sure the integrated

counts of an elemental core level at a certain binding energy can be compared to

any other core level at a different binding energy and still provide an accurate

measure of stoichiometry. These RSFs can depend on the spectrometer cali-

bration and also the instrument sensitivity, so it is important to calibrate the

equipment to known elemental standards for accurate measurements.
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3.3.2 Ex-situ methods

Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a cantilever-based surface probe mi-

croscopy technique that provides, in its most simplistic form, topographic

information of a sample surface. In this thesis, tapping mode, or AC mode,

is primarily utilized for measuring the film topography. It was found that this

mode most accurately reproduced surface features without damaging the films.

In addition, samples such as hBN/graphene/off-cut SiC stacks had a large

dynamic range of height scales, from single atomic steps of hBN (3�A) to SiC

macrosteps (∼10 nm); tapping mode appeared to better accommodate this large

dynamic range compared to contact mode. That being said, scan conditions

needed to be optimized before useful data could be collected. Optimized scans

utilized slow scan speeds (∼1 Hz), setpoints between 400 mV to 800 mV, and

cantilever tips with high frequency operation and enough length with a proper

spring constant for the large dynamic range. Best results were found using

ACTA tips from AFMProbe.com or HQ:NSC15/Cr-Au BS from µmasch.

Phase imaging by AFM was also utilized to determine regions of the surface

covered by graphene, hBN, or the bare substrate. Phase imaging utilizes the shift

in phase between the input waveform that drives the cantilever and the resultant

AC signal from the photodetectors that measure the reflected laser light from the

back of the cantilever. A change in the phase shift between different regions on

the sample surface indicates a change in the mechanical properties of the surface

[159]. This mechanical change allows for determination of different material

surface coverages and composition mapping during topographical measurement
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of the sample, making it an extremely useful technique to analyze hBN nuclei

and film coverage.

Transmission electron microscopy and focused ion beam sample prepa-

ration

Due to the extremely thin films grown in this work, TEM has been essential

for characterizing the epitaxial relation and crystalline quality of the films. The

sub-atomic resolution and coupled spectroscopic and crystallographic measure-

ments make TEM well suited for examining the hBN/graphene heterostructures

and films down to single atomic layer thickness. Unlike many other studies of 2D

materials by TEM which utilize exfoliated films for plan view TEM, this research

typically utilizes cross-sectional TEM to examine the rotational alignment be-

tween the film and the substrate; since the exfoliation process removes the top

layers of the material from the substrate, the rotational alignment between the

film and the substrate cannot be conclusively measured.

The cross-sections of material are prepared by focused ion beam (FIB)

milling. This process uses an accelerated Ga ion of energy 2 keV to 30 keV

to sputter away unwanted material. Since a dual beam (FIB-SEM) system

was utilized, the sample was imaged and measured by both beams during

preparation to precisely control the sputtering angle and rate. Due to the high

energy ions used, the user must be careful to reduce the amount of damage to

the region of interest in the sample through amorphization by knock-on events

or through Ga implantation. By gradually reducing the accelerating voltage

of the ion beam down to 2 keV, utilizing cleaning cross-sectional beam sweep

patterns, and using glancing beam incidence (≤ 5◦) during milling, the damage
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to the sidewalls of the cross-sectional lamella, and therefore the imaged volume

of the sample, can be minimized. Before lift-out of the lamella, damage to the

starting surface of the sample is reduced by depositing a protective layer of

materia. This protective layer is formed by either ex-situ evaporation of carbon

via thermal evaporation from a hot graphite filament in a low-vacuum chamber

or by in-situ deposition of carbon or platinum by cracking naphthalene (C10H8)

or methyl cyclopentadienyl trimethyl platinum (C5H5Pt(CH3)3) respectively

with the ion or electron beam. This protective layer is typically nanocrystalline

or amorphous, providing a useful calibration layer in the TEM during imaging

as well.

FIB is the preferred method for sample preparation over mechanical polish-

ing in this thesis due to its versatility, speed, and material constraints. The

hBN/graphene/SiC samples are particularly difficult to polish due to the drastic

difference in hardness between the 2D material and the SiC substrate causing

preferential polishing of the film before the substrate. In addition, the weak

out-of-plane bonding of the 2D material makes it extremely easy to exfoliate

layers. It was found during early attempts that shear forces during mechanical

polishing caused sample delamination and damage to the lamella.

One requirement for cross-sectional TEM is the preparation of a lamella of

material that is sufficiently thin to be electron transparent. This thickness is

typically <100 nm in order to achieve atomic resolution, but it is ultimately

dependent on the material. Thinner samples are utilized to minimize the scat-

tering of electrons through the material. The probability of scattering during

TEM measurements of a sample of thickness t, density ρ and atomic weight of A

can be approximated using Equation 3.1 from Williams and Carter [160, p. 28].
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Figure 3.5: A schematic diagram showing the available signals for measure-
ment from the interaction of a high-energy electron beam and a sample during
TEM measurement. Reproduced from ref. [160, p. 7] with permission from
Springer.

σtotalt =
N0σatom(ρt)

A
(3.1)

where σtotal is the number of electron scattering events per unit distance

traveled through the sample and ρatom is the scattering cross-section of a single

atom.

These scattering events, both elastic and inelastic, produce a rich variety of

signals for both microscopy and spectroscopy in a TEM. A schematic represen-

tation of these signals can be seen in Figure 3.5

By selecting certain signals to analyze, different imaging or spectroscopy
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modes can be utilized depending on the application. In this thesis, high-

resolution TEM (HRTEM), annular dark field scanning TEM (ADF STEM),

and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) are heavily utilized and provide

different, complementary data for analyzing the grown films.

HRTEM utilizes a coherent, parallel beam of electrons to illuminate the sam-

ple and use the sample as a type of electron lens. Specifically, the transmitted

and diffracted waves from the sample are magnified and projected to form an

image using “phase contrast”, or the contrast that results due to the destructive

and constructive interference between the two waves. This image is collected on

a phosphor screen and imaged or directly imaged with a CCD detector, much like

how light is focused and imaged in a digital camera. In contrast to bright-field

TEM, HRTEM requires the sample to be in zone axis, meaning it is oriented

such that one of the high-symmetry axes of the crystal is nominally parallel to

the incoming electron wavevector. This imaging mode allows for the highest

resolution possible out of all TEM configurations, but care must be taken in the

interpretation of the image due to contrast inversions that change as a function of

defocus and sample thickness and other effects that may make the “interpretable

resolution” lower than the resolution of the recorded image. For this reason, it

is important to note that HRTEM images cannot necessarily be directly inter-

pretable (i.e. light or dark contrast cannot necessarily be correlated to the exact

position of matter in the sample) without additional analysis and simulation

[160]. That being said, this technique is a useful way to find lattice fringes cor-

responding to atomic plane spacing to confirm crystalline orientations. Fourier

transforms of HRTEM images can provide information on a sample’s crystallo-
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graphic alignment at smaller length scales than other diffraction methods such

as selective area electron diffraction.

Despite having very similar names and operating in similar instruments,

STEM imaging is fundamentally different than TEM. Instead of utilizing the

wave-like nature of coherent electrons to produce phase contrast, the parallel

electron beam of TEM is instead focused down to a point for STEM. This probe

is scanned over the surface of the sample and the resulting forward scattered

electrons are detected using annular electron detectors. In this geometry, the

image resolution is solely determined by the size of the focused electron probe

and the resolution of the scan, which can still allow for subatomic resolution.

Multiple annular detectors can collect the scattered electrons at a variety of

different solid angles, which provide different forms of imaging contrast. Elec-

trons that are scattered to higher angles (∼50 mrad to 250 mrad) typically are

solely incoherently scattered (without any coherent Bragg diffracted electrons).

In this regime dominated by phonon scattering, called high-angle annular dark

field (HAADF) STEM, there are no contrast inversions as a function of sample

thickness and therefore the image is directly interpretable. In addition, the con-

trast is dominated by the mass-thickness contrast with no phase contrast due

to the incoherent scattering responsible for the large deviation from the directly

transmitted beam. This means that changes in contrast for a given thickness

of material are due solely to changes in atomic number (giving it the name

“Z-contrast”), allowing this technique to easily distinguish changes in elemental

composition.

While HAADF-STEM is widely utilized for its directly-interpretable images,

the use of other annular detectors provides useful contrast that can simulta-
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neously be collected during HAADF-STEM imaging. Medium/low angle ADF

(25 mrad to 50 mrad) or bright field (<25 mrad) provide a mix of electrons scat-

tered by different elastic and inelastic processes and therefore can produce differ-

ent levels of Z-contrast and phase contrast. This is particularly useful for when

light elements (such as C or BN) need to be imaged next to higher Z elements

(such as Si), as HAADF-STEM may have too much contrast difference between

the two materials. In addition, lower-angle ADF-STEM provides better signal-

to-noise for low-Z elements. The larger dependence on phase contrast also allows

for better strain field imaging compared to HAADF-STEM.

The utility of STEM is not limited to solely imaging. Since the technique

involves rastering a probe across the sample to form an image, spectral data can

be collected at each pixel, allowing for composition maps to be collected at the

same time as the image. Two predominant spectroscopic techniques are utilized

alongside STEM: energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) or electron energy

loss spectroscopy (EELS). In EDS, X-rays emitted from the sample are collected

and the photon energy is recorded based on the amount of ionization that oc-

curs in the detector material. These x-rays are generated by the excitement or

photoemission of core-shell electrons. The relaxation of another electron to this

atomic core shell produces an x-ray of a specific energy related to that element’s

transition. In EELS, the transmitted electron beam is run through an electron

spectrometer and the loss spectra of the electron beam is measured, effectively

measuring the absorption of the material it interacted with.

Most of the prior TEM work on 2D materials, in particular work on graphene

and hBN, has utilized EELS. This is due to the technique’s historical higher

signal-to-noise ratio for light (Z< 11) elements, as EDS detectors used Be win-
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dows to protect the detector surface from contamination. However, in later

generations of EDS detectors, windowless detectors have become more common

as UHV TEMs become more widely utilized. In addition, EDS had poorer

signal-to-noise due to the lower collection and detection efficiency of older de-

tectors due to the small detection solid angle (∼ 0.9 sr). Finally, EDS has a

lower signal in general due to the lower number of collected X-rays compared to

the number of transmitted electrons from the primary beam, especially in very

thin samples used in modern HRTEM/high-resolution STEM. In this thesis, a

ThermoFisher Talos G2 200X STEM with ChemiSTEM EDS detectors is uti-

lized, which mitigates many of these issues, allowing for enough signal for spatial

maps of 2D materials with light elements (C, N). These detectors are much larger

than traditional Si(Li) detectors, with 4 silicon drift detectors (SDDs) capable

of a detection solid angle of ∼ 0.9 sr. It is paired with a proprietary Schottky

field electron gun (FEG) source that is extremely high brightness for additional

counts. This combination is estimated to produce ∼ 5 times the number of X-

rays with ∼ 10 times the collection efficiency of traditional single SDD, Schottky

FEG systems [161].

Vibrational spectroscopy

Much of the 2D community uses optical vibrational spectroscopy, with a large

focus on Raman spectroscopy, to provide quick feedback on film quality and layer

number. This is particularly useful for graphene, as despite its relatively simple

spectra, the precise number of layers can be readily determined through Raman

spectral analysis [162, 163]. In addition, the D/G peak ratio and FWHM of
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spectral peaks can be a quick measure of defect density and film quality and

peak shifts can help determine the level of strain in the system [162–164].

It has been found that similar Raman characterization and analysis can be

performed on hBN. However, it was found that the Raman scattering process

was far less efficient, with ∼ 50x smaller signal for monolayer hBN compared

to monolayer graphene [165]. Due to this lower efficiency, many groups try to

utilize resonant Raman processes with excitation light closer to the bandgap of

hBN, mainly 514 nm or, in some special cases, 244 nm light, where the UV light

provides intensity enhancement by a factor of 2-5 [166].

While Raman is commonly utilized, infrared (IR) spectroscopy has found

success in characterizing hBN thin films due to its sensitivity to the polar BN

bonds. As transmission IR spectroscopy requires an IR transparent substrate,

IR reflectance measurements are utilized for measurements of hBN on metal foil.

Grazing-angle reflectance or attenuated total reflectance (ATR) IR spectroscopy

has also been utilized to increase the interaction between the IR radiation and

the film [167]. The resulting IR signal can similarly be used as Raman signals to

show the strain of the film through frequency shifts and the thickness of the film

through intensity changes. Both Raman and FTIR are capable of measuring

hBN thicknesses down to single MLs.
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Chapter 4

Development of CBE and

PE-CBE hBN growth processes

4.1 Introduction

Part of this thesis focuses on developing a new hBN growth technique to

bridge the gap between UHV CBE depositions and CVD depositions. By choos-

ing a high-flux, plasma-enhanced CBE technique we hope to enable a growth

technique that provides both in-situ characterization and the ability to form

abrupt interfaces of a UHV-based process, while still allowing for appreciable

growth rates on a variety of substrates similar to thermally-driven CVD tech-

niques. This PE-CBE technique was initially tested on polycrystalline metal sub-

strates as control experiments for comparison to some established CBE growths.

After the growth of hBN was confirmed on metal substrates, multilayer depo-

sition on commercially-available, large-area substrates was explored and devel-

oped.
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Initial tests on single-crystal substrates were conducted on c-plane sapphire

(Al2O3(0 0 0 1)) as an inexpensive temperature-stable single-crystal substrate for

hBN epitaxy. Following these experiments, SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates were inves-

tigated as another commercially-available, single-crystal substrate for hBN epi-

taxy. This system has the benefit in that several surface reconstructions of vary-

ing levels of sp2-hybridization are accessible as starting surfaces for hBN growth.

The lowest temperature termination is the Si-rich (3 × 3) reconstruction, with

largely sp3-hybridized bonding. Upon increasing temperature, Si is preferentially

desorbed, leaving C-rich surface terminations with increasing amounts of sp2-

hybridized bonds. Initially, the interface forms a (6
√

3× 6
√

3)R30◦ carbon-rich

reconstruction, a partially sp3-hybridized graphene-like “buffer” layer, upon an-

nealing the SiC at high temperatures in inert atmospheres or in vacuum. Further

annealing will desorb more silicon, producing free-standing (fully sp2-hybridized)

epitaxial graphene (EG) layers above the buffer layer. Growth of hBN on these

EG layers was then compared to other sp2-hybridized carbon surfaces by using

highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrates for hBN depositions by

PE-CBE.

As some of the most well-ordered hBN multilayer films (determined by X-

ray diffraction and photoluminescence peak FWHM) were grown on SiC(0 0 0 1)

[45, 49, 110, 119], this thesis expands upon prior work to correlate the starting

SiC(0 0 0 1) surface structure with hBN epitaxial alignment and film quality.

Our hypothesis, which is supported by experimental results in literature as well

as the results in this thesis, is that it is likely that the similar sp2-hybridized

bonding at the surface makes an excellent substrate for hBN growth in either

case [104–106, 155, 168–170]. While this chapter describes the work performed
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on the SiC surface terminations accessible in UHV, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6

focus on hBN growth on epitaxial graphene grown in an inert Ar atmosphere for

better morphology and uniformity.

4.2 Experimental setup and equipment

hBN films were grown in a VG V80 MBE system equipped with elemen-

tal sources in effusion cells and e-beam evaporators, along side plasma and gas

precursor injection sources. The chamber’s solid SiC heater module (UHV De-

sign) enabled growth with substrate temperatures up to 1500 ◦C as measured

by a thermocouple placed at a similar distance from the heater as the sub-

strate. The substrate temperature was calibrated using reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED) measurements of the Si(1 1 1) native oxide desorp-

tion temperature (T ∼ 760 ◦C to 900 ◦C)[171], SiC native oxide desorption (T ∼

1000 ◦C)[172], and graphitization of SiC (T ∼ 1200 ◦C)[173]. These calibrations

showed the substrate temperature to be ∼100 ◦C to 150 ◦C lower than the re-

ported thermocouple reading. The base pressure of this turbomolecular-pumped

system was ∼10−10 Torr.

While initial depositions utilized a standard liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled

cryopanel, the heat load from the manipulator tended to overpower the LN2

cooling capacity during depositions lasting more than ∼30 minutes, causing a

LN2 boil-off and subsequent loss of cooling due to the poor thermal conduction

between the gaseous nitrogen and the cryopanel walls. This caused any precursor

molecules that were adsorbed to the cyropanel to quickly desorb, uncontrollably

increasing the precursor flux and growth rate. The effect this has on deposition
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Figure 4.1: (a-i) RHEED images of a (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ SiC(0 0 0 1) surface
in the [1 1 2 0] direction (a) before and (b-i) during a 1300 ◦C, 60 minute
long hBN deposition using borazine. The red bordered frame (f) was taken
around the time of a growth chamber pressure spike from 2× 10−6 Torr to the
mid 10−5 Torr range due to liquid nitrogen boil-off reducing cooling capacity,
causing adsorbed precursor molecules to desorb spontaneously. After this
jump in precursor dose, the RHEED degrades drastically in frames (g - i).

can be seen in the sequential RHEED images of Figure 4.1. To prevent this issue,

the LN2 was replaced with chilled water. This provided a substantially higher

heat capacity and no phase-change was observed even during longer growths at

higher substrate temperatures. While this raised the base pressure from low

10−10 Torr to high 10−10 Torr, no impact on growth purity or morphology was

seen for hBN depositions.

Borazine ((BH)3(NH)3 – Gelest 97% purity) was selected as a hBN precursor
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due to its success in previous CBE studies [73, 80, 89, 120, 174–177] and its

relative simplicity compared to the complex decomposition pathway of ammonia

borane, pictured schematically in Figure 2.2 [48]. The liquid borazine is kept

below 0 ◦C in a chilled∼1:1 isopropanol:water bath to prevent decomposition and

to lower the vapor pressure for greater flux control. Ammonia borane powder

(H3N-BH3 - Sigma Aldrich 97% purity) was also utilized for depositions. This

source was stored at room temperature and heated to 50 ◦C to 65 ◦C during

deposition. This temperature range partially decomposes the source to form

a significant partial pressure of volatile B-N compounds for growth [48, 75].

Before each growth, the nitrogen plasma and precursor fluxes are calibrated

using the chamber pressure gauges, a Pfeiffer PKR 251 combination Pirani/cold

cathode gauge and a nude ion gauge. A Veeco UNI-bulb RF nitrogen plasma

cell, which is fed by 6N purity nitrogen gas that is passed through a chemical

getter purifier (SAES Getters S.p.A.), is used to supply active nitrogen during

deposition. Elemental Si was deposited by a e-beam evaporator or through

thermal evaporation from a hot filament source for reducing surface oxides and

Si polishing SiC substrates before hBN deposition, as per the procedure described

in Section 4.5. Si flux was measured by quartz crystal monitor (QCM) and by

flux gauge equivalent pressure readings.

In order to confirm the hBN phase in the initial control growths, both Raman

and Fourier transform IR spectroscopy (FTIR) were used. The Raman system

utilized was a JY Horiba Labram-Aramis Raman microscope with a 100× ob-

jective lens using 633 nm wavelength light. A Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR system,

coupled to a Bruker Hyperion 3000 IR mircroscope with a 36× objective was

used for FTIR measurements. Finally, microscopy techniques such as SEM and
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AFM helped to confirm the phase of the films by finding characteristic hBN

features such as triangular domains and 2D film wrinkles.

In-vacuo XPS was also utilized to measure film stoichiometry and phase

purity of the films. Stoichiometry of the hBN was measured using integrated

peak areas of the B 1s and N 1s core levels. The ratio of these core levels were

then corrected by the respective relative sensitivity factors (RSFs). To confirm

that this method produced accurate results, the resulting film stoichiometry was

compared to the measured stoichiometry of pyrolytic BN (PBN) flakes (Morgan

Ceramics, 4N5 purity). The spectra’s binding energy was calibrated to when

available - for nickel, the Ni 2p1/2 core level of 870.0 eV was utilized [178], while

for sapphire the Al 2p core level of 74.3 eV was used [179].

4.3 Nickel substrates for hBN control deposi-

tions

4.3.1 Ni substrate preparation

Ni substrates (MTI Corporation, 3N purity) were prepared for growth by

solvent cleaning in sequential 15-minute acetone and isopropanol sonications.

Upon load in, the samples were outgassed at 400 ◦C for 90 min to desorb any

residual contaminants. The surface oxide was reduced thermally in the growth

chamber by annealing to ∼850 ◦C where RHEED showed sharper polycrystalline

diffraction spots instead of a hazy background from the amorphous oxide layer.

This oxide removal was confirmed by checking for the removal of the O 1s core

level peak in XPS. After oxide removal, some evidence of Sb contamination was
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found in the samples, likely from remnant Sb from the degassing chamber. Some

residual oxygen (∼1 ML) was also present on some surfaces. Different geome-

tries and crystal orientations of these substrates were used: 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm

polycrystalline Ni substrates, 5× 5× 0.5 mm Ni(1 1 1) single-crystal substrates,

and ∼2” diameter Ni foil. In each case, the substrate was mechanically secured

to a Mo sample holder with clips and radiatively heated from the back side.

4.3.2 Ni control samples for XPS stoichiometry

In addition to comparing peak area ratios to a PBN standard, borazine CBE

depositions of hBN on Ni metal foils at 800 ◦C were tested for hBN used as

additional calibrations. Figure 4.2 shows XPS B 1s and N 1s core level spectra

of a CBE deposition on Ni foil versus core level spectra of a pyrolytic BN. Raman

spectra of the transferred film grown by PE-CBE [Figure 4.2(c)] show that the

deposited film is hBN due to the presence of the signature E2g peak.

These standard growths were confirmed to be hBN via the presence of a E2g

peak in Raman spectra of transferred films, as well as SEM revealing triangular

nuclei in films on these foils [Figure 4.4(b)]. The integrated peak area ratio

of the B 1s:N 1s XPS core levels for these traditional CBE-grown films was

considered to be unity as a standard. Compared to tabulated average matrix

relative sensitivity factors (AMRSF) using an Al kα source for B 1s and N 1s XPS

peaks, these growths may be relatively nitrogen rich, as the AMRSF-determined

B:N ratio is ∼0.9.
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Figure 4.2: XPS B 1s (blue solid lines) and N 1s (red dashed lines) core level
spectra of (a) the PBN control sample and (b) the control sample grown on
Ni. (c) The Raman spectra of the hBN film from the Ni control sample after
exfoliation and transfer to an oxidized silicon wafer shows the characteristic
E2g vibrational peak of hBN.
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4.3.3 Comparing ammonia borane and borazine deposi-

tions using Ni substrates

Both ammonia borane and borazine precursors readily deposited BN films

of varying quality across a wide temperature range. Substrate temperatures of

900 ◦C for ammonia borane allowed for BN deposition polycrystalline Ni sub-

strates, but these films were largely nitrogen deficient with B:N ratios of 1.3

with respect to RSF values to calibrate the XPS-measured stoichiometry. While

some possible hBN presence was seen in the morphology of ammonia borane

depositions on Ni at 900 ◦C, these depositions also showed evidence of polymeric

aminoborane particles that were not seen in borazine depositions [180]. Both the

hBN features and the particulates similar to those seen by Han et al. can be seen

in the SEM micrographs in Figure 4.3 [180]. These particles were extremely tem-

perature stable and will likely negatively effect the hBN properties and usability

in 2D devices due to the increased surface roughness and non-sp2-hybridized

bonds introducing defect states to a device.

Higher temperature depositions (1200 ◦C to 1300 ◦C) using either precur-

sor yielded better morphology on all types of substrates, with or without ad-

ditional RF nitrogen plasma during deposition. The morphology of a thick

900 ◦C BN deposition using ammonia borane on polycrystalline Ni, a high-

temperature (1200 ◦C) borazine PE-CBE deposition on polycrystalline Ni, and

a high-temperature (1200 ◦C) borazine deposition on Ni foil can be seen in Fig-

ure 4.4(a), (b), and (c) respectively. Despite the higher temperature, only bo-

razine showed crystalline features consistent with triangular hBN nuclei on Ni

substrates without polymeric aminoborane particles.
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Figure 4.3: SEM images of hBN on Ni substrates. (a) An ammonia borane
deposition from Han et al. showing polymeric aminoborane particles [180].
Reproduced from Ref [180] with permission from IOP Publishing. (b) A SEM
image of a hBN film resulting from a ammonia borane deposition at ∼900 ◦C
on polycrystalline Ni showing similar particulates. (c) A SEM image of hBN
deposited using borazine as a precursor at 1200 ◦C, devoid of particulates.
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Figure 4.4: SEM images hBN depositions by (a) low-temperature (900 ◦C)
ammonia borane CBE, (b) high-temperature (1200 ◦C) plasma-enhanced bo-
razine CBE, and (c) high-temperature (1200 ◦C) borazine CBE.

The associated background-subtracted XPS B 1s and N 1s core level spec-

tra of the low-temperature, thick ammonia borane deposition and the high-
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Figure 4.5: XPS B 1s (blue) and N 1s (red) core level spectra for hBN grown
by (a) low-temperature ammonia borane deposition and (b) high-temperature
borazine deposition.

temperature borazine deposition from Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4(b) respec-

tively can be seen in Figure 4.5.

In addition to the increased presence of particulates, ammonia borane has a

higher partial pressure of hydrogen relative to active BN precursors compared to

borazine, making controlled, high-flux growths of hBN difficult in a UHV-based

system. These difficulties resulted in the discontinuation of ammonia borane in

favor of borazine for the following experiments. The Ni control studies showed

that higher temperature borazine depositions appeared to produce favorable

hBN films. These initial parameters were then utilized for further growths on

single-crystal substrates more suitable for scalable epitaxial hBN films. The

following sections detail the work done on Al2O3(0 0 0 1), SiC(0 0 1), and graphite

substrates.
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4.4 BN depositions on single-crystal Al2O3(0 0 0 1)

substrates

4.4.1 Al2O3(0 0 0 1) substrate preparation

Al2O3 substrates (MTI Corporation, > 4N purity) were prepared for growth

by annealing them in atmospheric conditions at 1050 ◦C for at least 30 minutes to

achieve atomically-stepped surfaces [181]. After this ex-situ anneal, a ∼100 nm

thick Ta back coat was deposited via e-beam evaporation to allow for more effi-

cient radiative heating during hBN deposition. After this Ta deposition, samples

were solvent cleaned and mounted in a similar fashion to the Ni substrates and

loaded into the vacuum chamber for outgassing. No further processing was done

before XPS analysis and deposition on these substrates.

4.4.2 Results from BN deposition on Al2O3(0 0 0 1) sub-

strates

Growths on Al2O3(0 0 0 1) substrates showed uniform, conformal BN after

deposition by AFM and SEM, but crystallinity of the BN layers could not be

confirmed as no characteristic triangular nuclei or film wrinkles were seen. AFM

of a high-temperature (1200 ◦C) borazine deposition on Al2O3(0 0 0 1), is shown

in Figure 4.6.

The BN on Al2O3(0 0 0 1) shown in Figure 4.6 was slightly nitrogen rich,

with an XPS-measured B:N ratio of 0.95 relative to RSF values. The asym-

metry of the N 1s peak indicates the possible formation of AlN on the surface,
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Figure 4.6: (a) AFM of hBN on Al2O3(0 0 0 1) grown by borazine vapor ex-
posure at 1200 ◦C. (b) XPS survey spectra showing the BN present on the
Al2O3(0 0 0 1) surface shown in (a).
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explaining the excess nitrogen. Due to the lack of apparent crystallinity and

the difficulty in preventing nitridation and change of the growth interface with

Al2O3(0 0 0 1) during BN depositions, the push for future experiments on BN

epitaxy on single-crystal substrates moved toward SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates. These

substrates allowed for greater control of the surface termination and epitaxial

lattice match, as well as the formation of relatively passive epitaxial graphene

layers, potentially improving the hBN layer quality and reducing substrate re-

actions during growth.

4.5 Deposition on single-crystal SiC substrates

4.5.1 Ex-situ SiC(0 0 0 1) substrate preparation

Si-face 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates (University Wafer, Ni-doped n-type) were

solvent cleaned in a process involving 15 minutes of sequential sonication in

acetone, isopropanol, and DI water, then etching in 1:1 HF (conc.):DI water

for 5 minutes to remove any residual native oxide before loading into the UHV

system. While an oxide layer was still present upon transfer to the vacuum

system, loading in within 20 minutes of HF etch meant oxide thicknesses were

consistent and thin (∼ 1 ML by XPS). Continued treatment of the surface to

achieve certain reconstructions is outlined in Section 4.5.2.

4.5.2 In-situ preparation of SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces

After outgassing the SiC substrates in a preparation chamber, a thin layer

of silicon (<5 nm, approximated from AFM and RHEED measurements) was
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deposited on the surface. A subsequent anneal reduced the remaining oxide,

forming volatile SiO which desorbed from the substrate and removed the na-

tive oxide [182]. This anneal temperature was chosen to form the desired SiC

reconstruction. The typical reconstructions examined in this study were the

(3 × 3) Si-terminated reconstruction and (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ carbon-terminated

reconstruction (abbreviated to 6
√

3). These reconstructions, determined through

RHEED, were achieved through a 850 ◦C to 1200 ◦C anneal for the (3 × 3) re-

construction and a 1200 ◦C to 1350 ◦C anneal for the (6
√

3) reconstruction. The

low-temperature (3 × 3) reconstruction (Figure 4.7(b), top row) showed Si-rich

surfaces in XPS (Figure 4.7(a), blue trace). While a clean reconstruction could

be produced, it was not always a reliable process due to the difficulty of remov-

ing all of the oxide layer and all of the excess Si deposited, while not increasing

temperature too high to form the (6
√

3) reconstruction. It can be seen in the

high-resolution Si 2p core level spectra in Figure 4.7(a) that there is a shoul-

der peak present after forming the (3× 3) reconstruction which was not able to

be uniquely identified between excess elemental Si not involved in the surface

reconstruction versus Si - Si bonding present in the reconstruction. In SEM

images (not pictured), particulates that may be due to excess Si spitting from

the evaporation source may be responsible for the excess present, as these larger

particulates are much more temperature stable than the thin Si adlayer used to

prepare the reconstruction. These lower-temperature surfaces were more sen-

sitive to ex-situ preparation as well, requiring HF dipping to reduce the oxide

layer to a reasonable thickness, while the higher temperature anneals allowed

for removal of the oxide without additional treatment. It was found that the

higher temperature reconstructions and EG surfaces did not require the addi-
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tional Si depositions and this step was not used in later experiments on the

high-temperature reconstructions.

Annealing to 1200 ◦C to 1400 ◦C allows for a transition toward the 6
√

3

carbon-rich reconstruction. The XPS spectra in Figure 4.7(a) show a Si 2p:C

1s ratio with carbon dominating the surface, along with a reduction in the O

1s peak, relative to the outgassed spectra. The additional streaks in RHEED

correspond to the satellite peaks of the expected reconstruction for the partially

bound graphene-like buffer layer [173, 183–186]. RHEED images characteristic

of the prepared surfaces are shown in Figure 4.7(b). There is little evidence

of a Si 2p XPS peak shoulder in these high-temperature reconstructions, which

would be indicative of secondary Si phases, and the C 1s peak is broadened and

a slight shoulder indicative of C - C bonding may be able to be distinguished,

as seen in Figure 4.8. Higher temperature annealing toward 1350 ◦C to 1450 ◦C

shows evidence of transitions toward a (1 × 1) or a disordered 6
√

3 reconstruc-

tion, along with a more prominent shoulder appearing at higher binding energies

(∼284 eV) to the C 1s XPS peak attributed to the SiC(0 0 0 1) bulk substrate Si

- C bond (283 eV), consistent with other accounts of CVD-grown graphene on

Si-face SiC(0 0 0 1) [117]. A thickness of ∼2 - 3 ML graphene is produced from

these 1450 ◦C anneals, as determined by examination of the substrate C 1s peak

attenuation (283 eV binding energy) relative to the overlayer (284 eV binding en-

ergy) in XPS [187], providing us a reasonable measure of substrate temperature

(∼1400 ◦C [105]). This in-vacuo annealed growth of epitaxial graphene is known

to make rougher, textured graphene domains instead of fully epitaxial graphene

produced via CVD growths with argon overpressures. Our results of this surface

are consistent with others in the literature [117]. From the attenuation of the C
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- Si C 1s XPS peak, an estimated thickness of ∼2 - 3 ML graphene is grown on

the surface at 1450 ◦C.

4.5.3 hBN growth on the (3× 3) Si-rich reconstruction

Substrate temperatures as low as 750 ◦C allowed for BN deposition on the

(3× 3) SiC(0 0 1) surface using borazine CBE by cooling the reconstructed sur-

face after the initial anneal. These low-temperature films were largely nitrogen

deficient with an XPS-measured B:N ratio of 1.2 with respect to the control PE-

CBE-grown hBN film on Ni foil and 1.3 with respect to RSF values. In addition,

the surface morphology of these films did not indicate good crystallinity at these

low temperatures, with no signs of triangular domains or wrinkles in AFM. The

RHEED transitioned from a (3 × 3) reconstruction to a (1 × 1) reconstruction

over ∼3 minutes with an approximate ∼90 Langmuir dose of borazine. The ∼1

ML (10 minute long, 300 Langmuir) growth caused the RHEED intensity to

dim overall, also indicative of a less-crystalline surface. XPS and AFM from the

low-temperature borazine deposition can be seen in Figure 4.9.

Exposure of the (3 × 3) SiC surface reconstruction to borazine at 1000 ◦C

causes a quick change (in 2 min) to a (1 × 1) reconstruction at doses of ∼≤12

Langmuir. Figure 4.10 shows XPS, RHEED, and AFM of the hBN deposition

on the Si-rich surface.
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Figure 4.7: (a) XPS survey spectra of (black) as-received SiC(0 0 0 1) wafers
after outgassing in UHV, (blue) the (3× 3) Si-rich SiC(0 0 0 1), and (red) the
6
√

3 × 6
√

3R30◦ C-rich SiC(0 0 0 1) reconstruction. ( b) Associated RHEED
patterns of the (3× 3) (top) and 6

√
3× 6

√
3R30◦ (bottom) reconstructions in

the 〈1 1 2 0〉 (left) and 〈1 0 1 0〉 directions.
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Figure 4.8: (a) XPS Si 2p of (black) as-received SiC(0 0 0 1) wafers after out-
gassing in UHV, (red) after Si-dosing and annealing to form the labeled re-
construction, and (blue) after PE-CBE hBN growth. (b) High-resolution C
1s XPS core level spectra for (left) as-received and (right) UHV-annealed
SiC wafers showing the increase of C-C bonding (dotted red) relative to C-Si
bonding (dashed green).

Figure 4.9: (a) XPS B 1s (blue) and N 1s (red) core level spectra correspond-
ing to a B/N ratio of 1.3 for a 750 ◦C borazine CBE deposition on Si-rich
SiC{0 0 0 1}. (b) AFM showing the largely featureless surface of the deposi-
tion.
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Figure 4.10: (a) XPS Si 2p of (black) as-received SiC(0 0 0 1) wafers after
outgassing in UHV, (red) after Si-dosing and annealing to form the labeled
reconstruction, and (blue) after PE-CBE hBN growth. (b) High-resolution C
1s XPS core level spectra for (left) as-received and (right) UHV-annealed SiC
wafers showing the increase of C - C bonding (dotted red) relative to C - Si
bonding (dashed green).
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4.5.4 hBN growth on the C-rich (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ recon-

struction

After the C-rich (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ is stabilized and confirmed in RHEED,

the precursor fluxes are introduced by opening the manipulator shutter. The

RHEED pattern is monitored during deposition to measure changes in the sur-

face morphology and crystallinity. It can be seen in Figure 4.11 that the RHEED

pattern does not dramatically change after borazine exposure at 1300 ◦C.

In addition to sharp RHEED remaining after borazine exposure, ∼100 nm-

wide triangular nuclei could be seen locally by SEM on the surface after this 15

minute deposition at 1300 ◦C, as shown in Figure 4.12(a). AFM in Figure 4.12(b)

shows that the stepped morphology of the SiC remains after the hBN deposition.

There appear to be small features in the middle of these surface terraces that

may be additional smaller hBN nuclei, but the resolution of the microscope could

not determine the shape of these features.

These depositions all show B and N signals in XPS post deposition, but the

true stoichiometry of the surface films is difficult to determine in many cases as

B was present on the substrate surface in XPS post oxide-off anneal. The source

of B impurities is largely unknown, but may be due to boron oxides or other

volatile compounds desorbing from the chamber walls or sample holders during

the anneal. See Figure 4.13 for XPS data of the sample showing triangular

domains in SEM.

The examples of BN deposition on the (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ appeared to be

conformal, smooth, and at least partially crystalline from SEM data for thin

films of < 3 ML, as determined by C 1s substrate peak attenuation after BN
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Figure 4.11: (a) XPS survey scans and (b) B 1s and N 1s XPS core level spec-
tra. (c-f) RHEED patterns showing how the (6

√
3×6
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction
present before deposition, as seen in the 〈1 0 1 0〉 and the 〈1 1 2 0〉 directions
in (e) and (f) respectively, remains after borazine exposure, as seen in (c) and
(d).
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Figure 4.12: a) SEM micrograph and potential schematic representation of
hBN triangular nuclei on a SiC surface. b) AFM of a hBN film grown on the
C-rich surface at 1300 ◦C.
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Figure 4.13: XPS of the B 1s core level peaks for the annealed, C-rich
SiC(0001) surface reconstruction (black dots, bottom) and the surface af-
ter borazine exposure (blue dots, top). The B-Si or B-B bonding peak is
highlighted in red dashed lines, while the nominal B-N bond is indicated by
a green dashed line.
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Figure 4.14: RHEED (a - d) and AFM (e) of thick (28 ML) hBN grown on
(6
√

3× 6
√

3)R30◦ SiC surfaces at 1400 ◦C.

deposition. When thicker films are deposited, even at high temperatures or

with additional nitrogen plasma, the film morphology degrades and RHEED

patterns become hazier, indicating a less-crystalline deposition. This effect can

be seen in the RHEED and AFM, pictured in Figure 4.14(a-d) and Figure 4.14(e)

respectively, of a 30 min deposition of hBN by borazine exposure (∼5× 10−4 Torr

chamber equivalent pressure) at 1200 ◦C.

4.5.5 hBN growth on UHV-grown epitaxial graphene

As film quality seemed to be improving with higher growth temperatures and

with C-rich SiC surface reconstructions, the next step was to push beyond the

stable temperatures of the (6
√

3×6
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction and move toward in-

vacuo-grown EG surfaces. These epitaxial graphene (EG) surfaces are prepared

by annealing the SiC substrate above 1400 ◦C. The formation of the EG layer

can be detected by an increase in the higher binding energy C 1s peak in XPS,

corresponding to graphitic C - C bonding instead of C - Si bonding, as seen

in Figure 4.15(a). The presence of free-standing EG can be distinguished from
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Figure 4.15: (a) XPS of the C 1s core level peak before (bottom) and after
(top) 1450 ◦C anneal for 15 minutes. The formation of a C - C peak (dashed
green) in addition to the C - Si peak (dashed blue) peak indicates the for-
mation of EG. In this case an estimated (5± 1) ML of EG are formed, as
measured by C - Si peak attenuation. (b-e) RHEED patterns showing the
SiC diffraction patterns before (b-c) and after (d-e) the anneal. Note the for-
mation of an additional (1× 1) streak, labeled by a red arrow, clearly seen in
(d), indicating the graphene lattice formation.

the graphene-like buffer layer through the transition of the (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦

reconstruction to a (1 × 1) reconstruction, as seen in Figure 4.15(b-e). In the

〈1 0 1 0〉 direction, separate RHEED streaks corresponding to the SiC bulk and

the graphene layer can be seen due to the penetration of the 30 kV RHEED

beam in this case.

However, when in-vacuo EG surfaces were prepared without additional pre-

cursor and gas flows, the surface roughens and crystallographic steps are no

longer present after the anneal. This effect can be seen in AFM micrographs

in Figure 4.16. The starting surface of the as-received SiC wafer is shown in

Figure 4.16(a), while the surface after a 15 minute in-situ anneal at 1450 ◦C can

be seen in Figure 4.16(b). The surface becomes far less ordered after the anneal,
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Figure 4.16: AFM images of (a) an as-received SiC(0 0 0 1) surface, (b) the
surface of SiC after a 15 minute, 1450 ◦C in-situ anneal to form epitaxial
graphene, and (c) the surface after PE-CBE growth of hBN at 1450 ◦C for 30
minutes with a chamber pressure equivalent flux of 10−6 Torr borazine and
10−5 Torr N2 plasma. d) A line profile of the hBN film shows features on
the order of hBN or graphene step heights (3.33�A). All AFM images use the
same vertical scale of the color bar shown in (c).

with the RMS roughness value increasing from 98 pm to 190 pm for the same

2.5 × 2.5 µm area in the image. This roughness is likely due to Si sublimation

from the substrate at these annealing temperatures.

The surface of the in-vacuo annealed EG after hBN deposition can be seen

in Figure 4.16(c). While it is apparent that the surface has roughened slightly

from the starting surface, with a RMS roughness increase to 230 pm, the surface

steps are largely kept intact. A line profile shown in Figure 4.16(d) from the

location indicated by a red line in Figure 4.16c) shows step heights on the order

of EG or hBN(0 0 0 2) interplanar distances of 3.33�A.
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Figure 4.17: A plot of B/N ratio versus growth temperature for CBE (red
circles) and PE-CBE (blue triangles) hBN depositions on SiC substrates.

While the formation of graphene in vacuo is known to roughen the surface

of SiC(0 0 0 1) due to uncontrolled Si sublimation, the surface of the hBN films

deposited at temperatures exceeding the EG formation threshold in our system

showed very smooth surface morphology. The RHEED, as seen in Figure 4.16(e)

is slightly hazier than the typical (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction (as seen in

Figure 4.7), with weakening satellite streaks indicating a transition toward a

(1× 1) reconstruction that persists throughout the deposition.

4.5.6 Characterization of hBN on SiC surfaces

Stoichiometry of PE-CBE Depositions

Analyzing the stoichiometry of hBN on SiC and epitaxial graphene at various

growth temperatures showed that the PE-CBE depositions incorporated more

nitrogen than the traditional CBE growths over the examined temperature range,

as shown in Figure 2.4.

The plasma assisted growth was necessary at growth temperatures of 1300 ◦C
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and higher to maintain stoichiometry consistent with the control experiments,

with the traditional CBE films ∼20% nitrogen deficient in this regime. The

analyzed depositions exhibited no evidence of secondary phases such as Si - N

or Si - B bonding in the XPS results, as the core level peaks were uniform and

no shoulders corresponding to unwanted phases were found. The B 1s peak

was recorded at 190.0 eV binding energy and the N 1s peak at 397.7 eV, slightly

lower binding energy compared to other studies [155, 188]. In some cases, traces

of boron were evident in the annealed, silicon-polished substrates. This may

be due to boron oxides or other boron compounds desorbing from the sample

holder upon high-temperature annealing and dosing the sample surface. Since

the peak was usually found at lower binding energies to the hBN B 1s peak, it

was typically isolated and not used in stoichiometry measurements.

hBN epitaxy on SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces

Depositions of hBN via borazine CBE on a variety of SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces

follow a trend of improved morphology and crystallinity as substrate temperature

increases. This trend, while showing film quality to be correlated to substrate

temperature, does not necessary allow for a causal relation to be established.

This is due to the fact that as the substrate temperature is increased for film

nucleation, the surface reconstruction of the SiC(0 0 0 1) changes throughout the

temperature ranges explored. The conclusion of higher hBN quality (better

morphology and crystallinity as seen in AFM and RHEED) for higher growth

temperatures is still valid, but it is uncertain whether the C-rich sp2-hybridized

surface or the higher growth temperature is the cause.

The relationship between higher film quality can easily be seen by exam-
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ining the RHEED during deposition and AFM post deposition. Starting from

the lowest temperature surface, the (3 × 3) reconstruction, it can be seen that

the RHEED changes from the (3 × 3) to a (1 × 1) almost immediately upon

dosing with borazine of ∼ 12 Langmuir at 1000 ◦C in the first a growth lasting

2 min. The RHEED before and after deposition can be seen in Figure 4.10(b).

XPS analysis of this low-temperature deposition shows the films to be relatively

nitrogen rich (B/N=0.94 by RSF values) with a thickness of ∼ 2.7 ML. XPS sur-

vey spectra can be seen in Figure 4.10(a), while high-resolution B 1s and N 1s

spectra can be seen in Figure 4.9(a). This change in the RHEED reconstruction

indicates that the hBN is going down relatively epitaxial, but the surface loses

the larger reconstruction periodicity of the (3×3) surface. Thicker depositions at

this temperature cause the RHEED to become more hazy and amorphous, indi-

cating that this temperature can only stabilize few ML hBN films or that the BN

is depositing in a relatively disordered fashion, but is not covering up the sub-

strate uniformly. This may quench the (3×3) reconstruction while still allowing

some of the substrate to be seen in RHEED. This can explain the disappearance

of RHEED with thicker depositions, as the surface coverage will increase and

reduce the apparent crystallinity of the RHEED. SEM showing some patches of

relatively disordered features in this growth lend credence to this theory, as XPS

will still probe these thick regions to provide the ”estimated thickness” value for

the hBN overlayer, but these non-conformal spots are not indicators of useful

hBN growth.

Apparent film quality of hBN can be seen to increase when depositing on the

(6
√

3×6
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction over the (3×3) reconstruction. This change in

reconstruction is coupled to an increase in growth temperature from the range
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of 750 ◦C to 1000 ◦C for the (3 × 3) reconstruction to 1200 ◦C to 1300 ◦C for

the (6
√

3× 6
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction. This improvement in film quality can be

seen in the RHEED of Figure 4.11(c-f), where the (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ remains

despite the deposition of ∼ 0.6 ML hBN. This reconstruction has been shown to

remain despite > 3 ML borazine deposition, showing that at higher temperatures

growing hBN on the C-rich reconstruction allows the hBN to deposit in a similar

orientation to the graphene-like buffer layer for the first few monolayers.

The stability and film quality of the hBN deposition on the graphene-like

buffer layer can be seen in SEM, where nuclei can be seen locally in some depo-

sitions. The nuclei, pictured in Figure 4.4, appear to be triangular or hexagonal

in shape. If they are assumed to be nitrogen-terminated zig-zag edges, the most

common nuclei edge for depositions on transition metal foils [189–191], the hBN

and graphene lattices should be nominally aligned based on the correlation of

the nuclei edge direction to the substrate orientation. The presence of both

hexagonal and triangular nuclei with two orientations (mirrored from one an-

other) indicates that the growth conditions utilized were such that both N and

B terminations may have been stable [189].

While the higher temperature growth on the graphene-like buffer layer has

allowed for few-ML hBN to be stabilized, thicker depositions have proven to

produce less crystalline material and rougher morphology. This can be seen

in Figure 4.14, where a growth of 28 ML of hBN at 1400 ◦C for 40 min with a

borazine flux of∼7× 10−4 Torr chamber equivalent pressure and nitrogen plasma

flux of ∼10−3 Torr chamber equivalent pressure. The RHEED is dramatically

degraded after deposition, showing a loss of crystallinity. While surface steps
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can be vaguely seen in AFM, the morphology is rough, without any indication

of triangular nuclei.

The finest surface morphology of grown hBN on SiC surfaces as determined

by the atomically-flat, stepped morphology in AFM was from hBN deposited by

PE-CBE at temperatures above the graphitization temperature of SiC(0 0 0 1).

This surface can be seen in Figure 4.16(c) with a line trace in (d), showing single

hBN or graphene step height features. Despite growing at the same temperature

(1450 ◦C) of the UHV-annealed EG surface seen in Figure 4.16(c), the hBN

surface retains the atomically-smooth surface while the annealed surface becomes

far rougher. This suggests the overpressure of the nitrogen plasma and borazine

precursor (∼7× 10−4 Torr of borazine and ∼10−3 Torr of nitrogen plasma) was

enough to suppress uncontrolled sublimation of Si from the surface, which is the

suggested mechanism for surface roughening in UHV EG growth [117].

hBN/6H-SiC valence band offset measurements

By using XPS valence band scans and sequential depositions of hBN of vari-

ous thicknesses, the valence band offset between the substrate and the hBN film

can be determined. This technique has been used for years in the semiconductor

industry to help determine band offsets for better heterostructure device simu-

lation and design [192, 193]. The basis of the technique involves measuring the

position of a an elemental core level of the substrate (Esub
CL) and the valence band

edge of the substrate (Esub
V ), then depositing a thin overlayer such that both the

substrate and film peaks are visible in XPS. At this point, the binding energy

difference between the chosen substrate core level peak and a film core level peak

(∆ECL) should be measured. After ∆ECL is determined, a second overlayer de-
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position is made where the overlayer ideally fully attenuates the substrate peaks

such that only the film peaks are measured. The film core level (Efilm
CL ) and

valence band edge (Efilm
V ) are then measured. With these measured points, the

valence band offset (∆EV ) can be calculated by the equation [192]:

∆EV = (Efilm
CL − E

film
V )− (Esub

CL − Esub
V )−∆ECL

The higher film thickness is to try to minimize the effect of band bending

on the measurement, since the flat-band valence band offset is desired for these

simulations and any band bending present in the XPS measurement will skew

the measured value from the intrinsic value.

The XPS measurements for the valence band offset between hBN and the

(6
√

3× 6
√

3)R30◦ 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface can be seen in Figure 4.18. The mea-

sured core level-to-valence band for the hBN and the SiC and ∆ECL are pictured

schematically by blue, black, and red arrows respectively. Valence band measure-

ments and their fits are also shown. The valence band is measured by fitting a line

to the initial edge of the valence band and extrapolating such that the intercept

between the line and a horizontal line extrapolated from 0 eV is recorded as the

valence band edge. Due to the ambiguity in where the linear regression bounds

should be, as well as the low signal-to-noise ratio for the low binding energy re-

gion when using an Al kα source, there is a significant error incorporated in this

measurement. The measured value for this system was ∆EV = 0.52± 0.24eV.

The growth used for the valence band measurement utilized PE-CBE de-

position at 1450 ◦C with high-flux conditions for 10 min for the intermediate

thickness layer, then an additional 30 min for the thicker deposition. These
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Figure 4.18: (a) XPS survey spectra of the bare C-rich reconstructed Si-face
SiC(0 0 0 1) substrate (black, bottom spectrum), the same substrate with a
thin (∼ 5 ML) hBN overlayer (red, middle spectrum), and the same sample
with a ∼ 28 ML hBN overlayer (blue, top spectrum). The energy ranges used
for the valence band offset are labeled by arrows. (b) A smaller B.E. win-
dows showing the detailed valence band of each spectra. The linear regression
fits to the valence band edges for the substrate (c) and the thick hBN over-
layer (d) are shown with black dotted lines in detailed views, along with the
extrapolated intercept B.E. values corresponding to the valence band edge.
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depositions produced thicknesses of 4.7 ML and 28 ML respectively using a bo-

razine flux of ∼7× 10−4 Torr chamber equivalent pressure and nitrogen plasma

flux of ∼10−3 Torr chamber equivalent pressure. The surface morphology and

RHEED of the resulting film can be seen in Figure 4.14.

This measured value of (0.52± 0.04) eV is similar to the value of (0.7± 0.2) eV

reported by Majety et al. [118]. Their value for the intrinsic band offset between

hBN and SiC was obtained by analyzing the IV characteristics of hBN/n-SiC

diodes. Upon comparison to existing AlN/SiC band offset data, they also sug-

gested a valence band offset between SiC and hBN of 0.53 eV, closely matching

the value obtained by the XPS analysis presented in this thesis.
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4.6 hBN depositions on HOPG substrates

HOPG substrates were used to see how hBN in a purely vdW-mediated

growth would occur. In addition, as these substrates were more temperature

stable than SiC, extremely high temperatures of 1500 ◦C could be utilized.

4.6.1 Preparation of HOPG substrates

HOPG substrates (SPI Supplies, Grade SP-1) were tape exfoliated to expose

a fresh surface before introduction to the UHV system. After the exfoliation,

the substrates were left to soak in toluene for ≥ 8 hours. They were then rinsed

in isopropanol and annealed in air at 400 ◦C for several hours. Upon loading into

the UHV system, these substrates were outgassed at 400 ◦C for 90 min before

initial XPS and hBN deposition.

4.6.2 Results from BN depositions on HOPG substrates

The borazine dose and nitrogen plasma dose was varied to see its effect on

the hBN morphology on these substrates. Three growths of varied borazine dose

relative to a constant 1 sccm N2 plasma flux can be seen in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: (a-c) Phase-contrast AFM images of PE-CBE hBN depositions
at 1500 ◦C on HOPG substrates with varying borazine doses. (d) XPS survey
scans of each of the associated depositions.

These growths correspond to hBN depositions on HOPG substrates at

1500 ◦C with ∼10−5 Torr borazine without active control of the precursor flow

and 6 × 10−5 Torr nitrogen plasma flux (1 sccm N2) for 30 minutes [Fig-

ure 4.19(a)], the same conditions and time as (a) with active feedback control

of the borazine flow to maintain the starting 10−5 Torr flux [Figure 4.19(b)],

and a 60 minute long deposition with ∼2.5× 10−5 Torr borazine without active

control of the precursor flow and 6× 10−5 Torr nitrogen plasma flux (1 sccm
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N2) [Figure 4.19(c)]. The XPS survey scans of all of these growths can be seen

in Figure 4.19(d), providing a qualitative assessment of relative thickness, with

the deposition in (c) being the thickest.

By varying the borazine to N2 plasma ratio, different chemical environments

in the deposited film could be found. Depositions on HOPG allowed for easier

analysis of the BN film since the HOPG substrate was largely inert and did not

change composition at the growth temperature like the SiC substrates.

The hBN depositions on HOPG substrates have provided a useful testbed for

seeing the effect of plasma on hBN depositions without changes in the substrate

composition. Table 4.1 summarizes the results from a variety of hBN deposi-

tion parameters. From this data, it can be seen that despite the large spread in

borazine (BZ) to nitrogen plasma flux (N2) ratios, the B/N ratio and binding

energy (B.E.) of the core level peaks are relatively constant, with an average

B/N ratio of (1.02± 0.11) , an average B 1s B.E. of (190.40± 0.95) , and an av-

erage N 1s B.E. of (398.13± 0.85) Indeed, even pure borazine CBE on these

substrates provides a slightly nitrogen-rich deposition. This discrepancy with

other growths on substrates like SiC or EG could be due to different effects of

the surface on borazine cracking or differences in the actual substrate tempera-

ture. The only recorded values to be outside a single standard deviation were for

the LPCVD growth of sample #188. In this film, the N 1s and B 1s peaks could

be deconvoluted to two separate peaks; one within the standard peak position

(397.66 eV and 190.04 eV for N 1s and B 1s respectively) and a second larger,

∼ 2eV lower B.E. peak, as shown in Figure 4.20. This is likely indicative of

incomplete dehydrogenation of the borazine, as B and N are existing in two dif-

ferent chemical environments in this higher pressure growth. It also corresponds
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Figure 4.20: XPS measurements of the N 1s (red, top spectra) and B 1s (blue,
bottom spectra) of sample #188, showing multiple resolved peaks for both
elements, with fits to higher B.E. peaks as dashed lines and fits to lower B.E.
peaks as dotted lines. Backgrounds are shown as solid black lines.

to a higher B/N ratio of 1.13, which is a similar result to Koepke et al. who

found higher-pressure CVD resulted in higher B/N ratios and disordered surface

features [194]. A similar XPS core level spectra was found in CBE/CVD depo-

sitions on EG surfaces without plasma exposure at similar borazine flux rates as

sample #188, providing evidence that it could be defects due to nitrogen-poor

deposition where the borazine ring itself may crack and dissociate to volatile

nitrogen species that do not incorporate to the film.
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Table 4.1: A collection of growth parameters of hBN on HOPG substrates at
1500 ◦C and results from XPS analysis of the films.

ID N2 Pr. BZ Pr. N2/BZ Time B/N N B.E. B B.E.

# Torr Torr Pr. Ratio min - eV eV

185 0 10−5 0 60 0.91 398.47 190.95

186 2× 10−5 10−5 2 60 0.95 398.41 190.71

187 10−3 10−5 100 60 0.96 398.49 190.81

188 ∼10−2 7× 10−4 1 15 1.13 396.04 188.09

190 5× 10−5 10−5 5 30 0.93 398.62 190.89

191 5× 10−5 10−5 5 30 1.21 398.46 190.59

193 5× 10−5 8× 10−5 1 60 1.05 398.4 190.75

The only other film to have a boron-rich stoichiometry above a given standard

deviation was sample #191. This film had very similar growth parameters to

#190, but the borazine flux was held constant through monitoring the borazine

vapor pressure with a baratron and compensating for pressure changes by chang-

ing the borazine leak valve voltage. This is in contrast to #190 and all other

samples with lower ID numbers, where the borazine flux was measured before

deposition and the leak valve position for that measurement was held constant

through the deposition. However, it is unclear if this has an effect on the B/N

ratio as #193 is closer to stoichiometric despite having a lower N2/BZ ratio and

the same active precursor control. Different edge terminations of the nuclei, as

seen by the differently shaped nuclei of #190 and #191 in Figure 4.19(a) and (b)

respectively, may be responsible for the difference in stoichiometry. It is appar-

ent that sample #191 has more combined hBN nuclei with straighter edges as

#190, indicating a change in edge termination. As these partial coverage films,
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especially those with individual, small nuclei, have large edge-length-to-surface-

area ratios, their stoichiometry is relatively edge-termination dependent relative

to full-monolayer coverage.

While HOPG surfaces provide useful information on the chemical environ-

ment of deposited hBN, the nucleation and growth morphology is dramatically

different than growth on other substrates. Figure 4.19(a,b) show some examples

of hBN nucleation on HOPG surfaces, where the partial coverage of hBN can be

seen in the phase contrast AFM as dark regions. It is apparent that the hBN

follows surface features, likely HOPG step edges that are exposed upon exfo-

liation during substrate preparation. This follows as the hBN nucleation rate

has been shown to dramatically decrease on surfaces covered by vdW-bonded

material [80]. As deposition continues, atomically flat hBN grows laterally from

these initial nuclei, but rougher, mounded growth can be seen directly over the

HOPG step edges, indicating an uncontrolled, defect-mediated vertical growth

mode. Both of these features can be seen in the phase-contrast AFM in Fig-

ure 4.19(c), where the HOPG surface is the light region in the center of the

micrograph, the smooth hBN deposition is the region immediately surrounding

the HOPG surface, while the disordered growth can be seen as dark regions fol-

lowing linear patterns, such as in the top left of this micrograph. This disordered

growth is detrimental to device-quality hBN deposition due to the large number

of likely electronically-active crystallographic defects and the increase in surface

roughness making thin, 2D device formation impossible.
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4.7 Conclusion

hBN deposition on Ni, Al2O3(0 0 0 1), SiC(0 0 0 1), and HOPG substrates has

allowed for characterization and optimization of the PE-CBE growth technique.

Through these growths, borazine was found to be the preferable precursor, as

ammonia borane depositions were hampered by particulate polymeric aminob-

orane. It was also found that stoichiometric hBN could be grown at extremely

high (up to 1500 ◦C) temperatures with borazine PE-CBE, with the additional

nitrogen plasma helping to incorporate more nitrogen into the films. Depositions

on Al2O3(0 0 0 1) substrates showed atomically-flat surfaces that follow the orig-

inal Al2O3(0 0 0 1) surface and XPS detected the presence of BN ML deposition,

but the crystallinity of the BN layer could not be determined.

In depositions on SiC substrates, it was found that hBN film morphology

continued to improve with higher growth temperature and with increasing sp2-

hybridized bonding on the substrate surface, with the (6
√

3 × 6
√

3)R30◦ and

EG surfaces promoting the smoothest surface depositions that showed features

of hBN nuclei in AFM. In addition, while EG formed by UHV annealing alone

roughened the SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces, the PE-CBE growth process appeared to

produce better surface morphology when the anneal was performed during hBN

deposition. This process left atomically-abrupt surface step features, while still

showing the presence of hBN in XPS.

HOPG substrates were utilized to better characterize the chemical composi-

tion of hBN as a function of growth parameters and to test growth morphology

of hBN on a purely sp2-hybridized surface. These depositions showed the PE-

CBE process was relatively robust to changes in the N2/borazine flux ratio at
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high temperatures (1500 ◦C), but near CVD pressure ranges with high borazine

flux produced films with broader, split core-level peaks corresponding to dif-

ferent BN chemical environments than pure hBN. While the chemical bonding

of these hBN growths were favorable, and clean nuclei edges were apparent in

sub-ML depositions, thicker growths on HOPG produced disordered mounds

over HOPG surface step edges, reducing the appeal of these substrates for fu-

ture depositions. However, the positive trend for high-temperature PE-CBE on

SiC substrates paired with the XPS results and high-quality nuclei from deposi-

tions on HOPG highlighted the promise of EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) as ideal wafer-scale,

sp2-hybridized hBN substrates.
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Chapter 5

hBN/4◦-offcut epitaxial graphene

heterostructure growth

5.1 Introduction

Additional interest in hBN and other 2D materials in recent years has fo-

cused on leveraging “twistronics”, or phenomena that occur in 2D heterostruc-

tures with layers rotationally misaligned, or twisted, relative to one another [36].

This twist creates different structural and electronic periodicities than the fully

commensurate relation and can even break translational symmetry [36]. For ex-

ample, hBN/graphene heterostructures can have drastically different properties

depending on the interlayer twist angle, as the interplanar atomic potential field

of the hBN lattice can break the sublattice symmetry of graphene [25, 195]. This

modulates graphene’s band structure both on an atomic scale (when a B or N

atom is directly on top of a C atom) and in periodicities up to ∼14 nm due to

Moiré lattices occurring from varying commensurate relations as a function of
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twist angle and lattice mismatch [29]. Experiments have shown rotationally-

aligned hBN/graphene heterostructures can allow for the realization of Hofs-

tadter’s butterfly [26, 30–32] or Mott insulating states in trilayer graphene [196],

while incommensurate relations enable resonant tunneling through hBN barri-

ers [14] and allow for the probing of innate features of encapsulated 2D material,

such as superconductivity in bilayer graphene [2]. Rotational misalignment be-

tween hBN and graphene has also recently been found to allow for higher carrier

mobility in graphene due to a reduction in Umklapp electron-electron scatter-

ing [34].

These alignment-dependent properties can be compelling from a scientific

perspective but may complicate device fabrication when not controlled. The

requirement for specific rotational alignment or misalignment between layers ne-

cessitates use of single crystal films in devices, assembled by either film transfer

or direct growth. Currently, epitaxial growth is the only method capable of

forming fully commensurate heterostructures with well-defined interlayer stack-

ing sequences. Epitaxial thin film growth is also an inherently scalable technique

capable of forming wafer-scale single crystal films, making it easily manufac-

turable. In order for epitaxial growth to be widely adopted, growth parameters

should be able to direct the epitaxial rotational alignment and form heterostruc-

tures where both twist and stacking order is fully defined.

Graphene’s similar sp2-hybridized bonding and small ∼1.7 % lattice mis-

match make it an excellent substrate for hBN, suggesting direct growth of hBN

films on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [104, 105, 155, 168] or epi-

taxial graphene (EG) on SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates [106, 169, 170] as obvious ap-

proaches. The hBN/EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) system in particular is a useful test-bed for
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investigating epitaxial growth of hBN due to its well-characterized properties,

single crystalline orientation, and inherent scalability. In this system, few mono-

layer EG can be controllably formed by subliming silicon at high temperatures

from Si-face SiC(0 0 0 1) [197]. This EG provides a robust, temperature stable

substrate for epitaxial growth of hBN on an area limited by the size of available

SiC wafers, which can be ≥ 150 mm in diameter. In addition, while van der

Waals (vdW) epitaxy has been known to accommodate large lattice mismatches

and still maintain an epitaxial in-plane rotational alignment [198, 199], it has

been found that a 30° twist between hBN and graphene is a metastable config-

uration accessible through substitutional growth [169] or thermal annealing of

hBN flakes exfoliated on graphite substrates [200]. This 30° orientation has also

been observed in graphene growth on hBN exfoliated flakes [201, 202]. If growth

conditions exist where either the 0° or 30° twist epitaxial orientation can be

selectively stabilized, wafer-scale epitaxial hBN/graphene heterostructures with

tunable levels of commensurate lattices can be formed without exfoliation and

manual stacking of layers.

Despite the similarity in crystal structure, there are complex subtleties which

make growth of hBN on graphene challenging. The growth of 3-fold symmetric

hBN on 6-fold symmetric graphene typically results in twin domains, or domains

with different polarity, that produce antiphase boundary defects when they coa-

lesce [169, 203, 204]. Unfortunately, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) of hBN on

monolayer EG substrates has been dominated by preferential nucleation from

common defects such as graphene wrinkles or step edges, complicating the al-

ready difficult hBN/graphene growth [105, 106]. Both defect mechanisms need
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to be addressed through further growth optimization and understanding of nu-

cleation in this system.

This chapter investigates nucleation and epitaxial orientation of multilayer

hBN films grown by high-temperature plasma-assisted chemical beam epitaxy

(PE-CBE) technique. This technique was found to be able to produce multi-

layer hBN films with appreciable (up to ∼8 nm h−1) growth rates. Structural and

chemical analysis of the grown films provides insight into the nucleation mecha-

nisms of hBN on EG in two growth regimes accessible with the PE-CBE method.

Both the 0° and the 30° rotational alignments between hBN and graphene are

stabilized and can be selected by changing growth rate. The hBN edge termina-

tion after deposition was found to be arm-chair terminated, as elucidated from

TEM and AFM data. These results may be broadly applicable to other van der

Waals material growth on EG substrates as well as other growth methods such

as MBE [106] and CVD [205].

5.2 Experimental

See Chapters 3 and 4 for descriptions of the PE-CBE chamber utilized in

this experiment.

The 4-5 monolayer (ML) thick EG substrates were prepared by subliming

Si from n-type, 4°-offcut 4H-SiC(0 0 0 1) in an inert Ar atmosphere at ∼1600 ◦C.

Details of the EG growth process can be found in Nyakiti et al. [206]. The

EG substrates were solvent cleaned using 10-minute agitations in acetone and

isopropanol, rinsed with deionized water, and blown dry with nitrogen supplied

from liquid nitrogen boil-off before being loaded into the UHV system within
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30 minutes of cleaning. The substrates were then outgassed at 400 ◦C for 90

minutes in a preparation chamber with a base pressure of ∼10−10 Torr prior to

analysis and growth.

The samples were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) be-

fore and after hBN growth by transferring the samples in vacuo to a Surface

Science Laboratory SSX-100 XPS system equipped with a monochromatic Al-

Kα source at a 55° photoelectron emission angle. A pass energy of 150 meV was

used for survey scans and composition analysis, while a pass energy of 24.5 meV

was used for peak position measurements. For all samples, a low-energy electron

flood gun was utilized during XPS acquisition to minimize charging effects. The

XPS system was calibrated using an elemental gold standard and charging was

compensated by shifting the spectra binding energy by ±0.25 eV to set the EG

C 1s peak to 284.5 eV [207]. CasaXPS software was used for all fitting and

analysis of XPS spectra [208]. Core levels were fit using Shirley backgrounds

and mixed 30% Gaussian, 70% Lorentzian lineshapes, except for the graphitic

C 1s peak which used a Tougaard background with an asymmetric peak shape

fit to the graphite C 1s peak [208]. XPS overlayer thickness measurements of

the hBN films were obtained using the attenuation of the C 1s substrate peak

after hBN growth [187, 209, 210]. It should be noted that all XPS estimated

film thicknesses are “average thicknesses” over the ∼1 mm-wide X-ray spot that

assume uniform layers despite atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) showing thickness variations in the hBN [167].

After initial XPS analyses, the samples were transferred back to the growth

chamber. The substrate heater power was brought to an output power corre-

sponding to a substrate temperature of ∼1450 ◦C and allowed to stabilize for ∼10
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minutes. During this temperature ramp and stabilization, the plasma conditions

were established and stabilized. Growth was initiated by opening a shutter to

expose the substrate to the precursor and plasma fluxes. Film growth was mon-

itored by in-situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system

with a differentially-pumped electron source and, upon growth completion, the

borazine precursor line was shut and the sample was cooled under the nitrogen

plasma flux until the substrate temperature was below 500 ◦C.

This chapter focuses on the analysis of samples corresponding to two differ-

ent growth rates on the 4-5 ML EG substrates. In these regimes, the substrate

heater power (corresponding to 1450 ◦C thermocouple), nitrogen plasma con-

ditions (500 W, 10−3 Torr), and growth time (15 min) were all kept constant.

Nominal borazine fluxes corresponding to chamber pressures of ∼7× 10−4 Torr

were used. For all growths, the borazine precursor bottle was fully opened and

the active precursor flux was set by the borazine vapor pressure. Variations in

active precursor flux resulted in a high growth rate ((7.8± 1.6) nm h−1) sample

and a low growth rate ((3.1± 0.6) nm h−1) sample, as recorded by the XPS ef-

fective thickness measurements through substrate peak attenuation [210]. These

thickness measurements have systematic uncertainties of ∼20% due to the lim-

ited accuracy of the calculated electron attenuation length (EAL) [211].

The resulting film morphology and epitaxial orientation are further explored

through ex-situ AFM and TEM. AFM measurements were performed in tap-

ping mode in an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM system using set points be-

tween 400 mV to 700 mV. For TEM and scanning TEM (STEM), cross-sectional

samples were prepared in a FEI Helios Dualbeam Nanolab 650 focused Ga ion

beam (FIB) system, using polishing steps down to 2 kV to reduce damage to
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the lamella. A FEI Titan FEG TEM/STEM system was used for imaging

cross-sections at 300 kV. For annular dark field (ADF) and bright field (BF)

STEM and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), a ThermoFisher Talos G2

200X STEM with ChemiSTEM EDS detectors was utilized at 200 kV accelerat-

ing voltage. ADF-STEM images were taken at an angular range of 24 mrad to

47 mrad and BF-STEM at 17 mrad. HRTEM images were calibrated based off

the 4H-SiC(0 0 0 4) interplanar spacing of 2.5205�A [212]. All TEM cross-sections

were imaged along the SiC[1 1 0 0] zone axis, parallel to the macrostep edges.

5.3 Results

RHEED patterns of the high-growth-rate hBN surface before and after depo-

sition are seen in Figure 5.1, showing streaky diffraction indicative of a smooth

surface. The patterns also provide evidence that the hBN is not rotated rela-

tive to the EG in this growth mode, as the (1 × 1) surface reconstruction does

not change except for a potential slight contraction in streak spacing corre-

sponding to (2.0± 0.2) % lattice expansion, indicating growth of commensurate,

unstrained hBN.

Figure 5.2 shows XPS spectra taken before and after hBN growth. The

EG samples exhibited minimal oxygen near the detection limit with no forms of

carbon apart from that corresponding to carbon in SiC and graphene in the XPS

survey spectrum shown in Figure 5.2 a) after outgassing in-vacuo. A prominent

C 1s peak at 284.5 eV binding energy in Figure 5.2 b) corresponds to the surface

EG layers while a smaller C 1s peak around ∼283.5 eV corresponds to the C-Si
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Figure 5.1: a) RHEED images of EG substrate in the 〈1 0 1 0〉SiC direction
and b) the same sample with (5.9± 1.2) ML hBN deposited via high-rate
PE-CBE. Averaged line intensity profiles from the rectangular regions in a)
and b) across the first-order streaks in c) show a slight ∼2 % lattice expansion
(streak distance contraction).
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bonds in the SiC(0 0 0 1) substrate. The EG carbon peak dominates over the

C-Si peak, indicating the presence of multiple EG layers.

After hBN growth, N 1s and B 1s peaks shown in Figure 5.2 2c) and 2d) re-

spectively were found at (398.21± 0.05) eV and (190.66± 0.05) eV, respectively,

matching earlier reports [155, 188]. No features corresponding to sp3-hybridized

B bonding (∼191.4 eV), indicative of nitrogen-deficient films, are present, and

no shoulders are present in the C 1s or Si 2p peaks indicating a lack of interfacial

reactions with the grown hBN [194]. Oxygen was not detected in the BN films

by XPS. Stoichiometry was measured using the B 1s to N 1s core level inte-

grated peak area ratio, corrected by the associated relative sensitivity factors

(RSF). The B/N ratio was found to be (1.03± 0.04) for the high growth rate

hBN film compared to (0.81± 0.04) for the low growth rate film. Stoichiometry

of a sample grown at the same growth temperature and borazine flux condi-

tions without additional plasma exposure was found to be slightly nitrogen poor

(B/N = (1.27± 0.04) ), showing the additional active nitrogen may contribute

to improved film stoichiometry.

In the hBN grown on EG substrates, no shoulders can be resolved in the B

1s peaks, but the N 1s core level spectra can be deconvoluted into two peaks.

The lower binding energy N 1s peak (∼398.3 eV) corresponds to N-B bonding,

while the higher binding energy (∼399.1 eV) likely corresponds to N-N bonding

found in 5-7 ring defects [168]. This peak accounted for 6.3% of the total N 1s

core level peak area in the nitrogen-rich low growth rate film and 5.4% of the

high growth rate film’s N 1s peak, indicating these features did not have a strong

dependence on growth rate or film stoichiometry. Despite the differences in B/N

ratios, XPS spectra confirm both films are solely comprised of BN.
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Figure 5.2: a) XPS survey scan of outgassed EG substrate before (black),
after low-growth-rate (dashed blue), and after high-growth-rate (dotted red)
PE-CBE deposition of hBN. High resolution scans of the C 1s peak (b) before
and after deposition showing peaks corresponding to the C-C bonds in EG
(dotted blue) and the C-Si substrate bonds (dashed green). B 1s core level
spectra (c) show single peaks corresponding solely to B-N bonding, while N 1s
core level spectra (d) can be deconvoluted to N-B bonding (dashed green) and
N-N bonding (dotted blue) indicative of film defects. In all high-resolution
scans, data is shown by black points, while the envelope of fit is a red solid
line.
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Room temperature ex-situ AFM of PE-CBE and CBE hBN growths without

plasma exposure on EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates are shown in Figure 5.3. Figures

5.3 c) and d) show the fast and slow PE-CBE growths at 1450 ◦C, respectively. In

both cases, the hBN nuclei show well-defined edges, which is indicative of good

crystallinity. When hBN was grown at the same temperature (1450 ◦C) but with-

out the presence of the nitrogen plasma (Figure 5.3 a) or with plasma exposure

but at a lower substrate temperature (1300 ◦C, Figure 5.3 b), the deposited films

appear to have less-well defined edges as seen in higher detail in Figure 5.4.

These features, coupled with the higher surface roughness as indicated by the

larger vertical scales, show that hBN growth degrades when conducted at lower

temperatures or without plasma flux when using this technique.

Two predominant hBN film morphologies can be discerned from the detailed

AFM micrographs of single terrace surfaces after growth: 1) nuclei of various

shapes forming in the middle of macrostep terraces, as seen in Figure 5.3 c) and 2)

triangular nuclei preferentially nucleating at the edges of SiC(0 0 0 1) macrosteps

produced during EG growth, as seen in Figure 5.3 d). Higher magnification im-

ages with different color maps (Figure 5.4 a and b) show more detail of the hBN

nuclei. The nuclei of the high growth rate film show some triangular shapes, but

multilayers and different shapes are also present. Line scans (averaged over the

width of the line) shows these surface features correspond to single monolayers

of hBN, as indicated by the dashed black lines corresponding to the hBN(0 0 0 2)

interplanar spacing of 3.33�A. These triangular nuclei consist of multiple lay-

ers of hBN equilateral triangular domains with parallel edges as seen in Figure

5.4 c), with individual monolayer steps resolved in another averaged line-scan

perpendicular to one of the nuclei edges (Figure 5.4 d).
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Figure 5.3: AFM micrographs of hBN films on EG with different growth con-
ditions. Wide-area 5 µm× 5 µm scans show overall morphology and nucleation
density, while detailed views (2 µm× 0.5 µm) of single terraces provide more
detail of the hBN nuclei. Regions selected for higher magnification are out-
lined in white dotted boxes. CBE without plasma exposure (a) and PE-CBE
at lower temperature (b) produced films with rougher morphology and fewer
sharp hBN nuclei than the nominal PE-CBE growths seen in (c) and (d).
The “fast”, high-growth-rate condition (c) and the “slow”, low-growth-rate
condition (d), as outlined in the main text show lower roughness and sharper
film features.
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Figure 5.4: Higher-magnification AFM micrographs (400 nm× 400 nm) of
mid-terrace nuclei (a) and macrostep-edge triangular pyramidal nuclei (c)
with associated line scans (b, d) from the red line show detailed morphol-
ogy with step heights corresponding to the hBN(0 0 0 2) interplanar spacing
of 3.33�A as indicated by black dashed lines. The location of these regions is
located in Figure 5.3 c) and d) by dashed white squares.
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Figure 5.5: BF-STEM and associated EDS atomic percentage maps acquired
simultaneously during cross-sectional STEM of a low-growth-rate hBN/EG
heterostructure.

Figure 5.5 shows cross-sectional scanning transmission electron microscope

(STEM) images and corresponding elemental maps of the high growth rate PE-

CBE hBN on an EG terrace. Bright field (BF) STEM, with an annular range of

∼17 mrad, provides a contrast between the hBN and EG layers. This chemical

specificity is confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) performed

during STEM imaging. The separation of C and N signals in the EDS-based ele-

mental maps of Figure 5.5, complemented by the contrast in BF-STEM, implies

that the EG layers survive the PE-CBE growth of hBN with no detectable in-

termixing. These results confirm the heterostructures have abrupt interfaces

between the EG and hBN, consistent with the XPS results.

The epitaxial alignment of the hBN to the EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) substrate can be

found through cross-sectional high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). Figure 5.6 shows

HRTEM images also taken in the [1 1 0 0] zone axis of the SiC(0 0 0 1) substrate,

providing a view along the terraces and the associated macrosteps. In Figure 5.6

a), an atomic-resolution image of the high growth rate hBN in the middle of a

terrace shows lattice fringing in the top 2D layers with spacing of (2.14± 0.25)�A
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corresponding to {1 0 1 0} planes in hBN, and a (0 0 0 2) interplanar spacing of

(3.37± 0.22)�A. These spacings are in agreement with previously reported values

of 2.17�A and 3.33�A, respectively [213]. In the slower growth, lattice fringing

seen in Figure 5.6 (b) with periodicity of (1.25± 0.16)�A, corresponding to the

{1 1 2 0}hBN spacing of 1.25�A can be found in the multilayer hBN nuclei that

formed on the macrosteps. No evidence of the {1 1 2 0}hBN fringing has been

found in TEM of the faster growth despite imaging in the same SiC[1 1 0 0] zone

axis. This difference in hBN fringe spacing corresponds to a different rotational

alignment between the hBN and EG substrate. The rotational alignments for

the fast (c) and slow (f) growth rate films are schematically shown, with green,

orange, blue, and red spheres corresponding to nitrogen, boron, carbon, and

silicon respectively.

Additional HRTEM and ADF-STEM in Figure 5.7 a) and b) respectively

provides an interesting example of defects in this vdW heterostructure, namely

wrinkling and delamination of the 2D films. These features, highlighted by green

arrows, are unique to vdW materials systems, stemming from the weak out-of-

plane bonding and tight in-plane bonding preventing crystallographic defects

from propagating through multiple basal planes. Wrinkles similar to those seen

in past multilayer EG growth on Si-face SiC(0 0 0 1) were found in AFM scans of

the EG substrates before hBN deposition [214–217]. These wrinkles can be seen

by AFM in Figure 5.3 (a-d) after deposition as well. The curvature associated

with these wrinkles, and the curvature associated with the corners of the EG/SiC

macrostep features, may have implications for hBN nucleation and epitaxial

alignment. This possibility is explored further in the discussion section.
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Figure 5.6: Cross-sectional HRTEM of hBN grown with (a-c) high-rate and
(d-f) low-rate PE-CBE hBN layers on EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates, showing
a 30° in-plane rotation of the hBN lattice relative to the EG depending on
growth rate. Schematic representations of the crystalline alignment of the
heterostructures can be seen in (c) and (f), showing the relative rotational
change of the hBN (green and orange for nitrogen and boron respectively)
relative to the EG (blue) and SiC lattices. Note that the schematic atomic
positions in (b) and (e) may deviate from the schematic representations, but
the lattice fringe spacings indicate the crystalline orientation.
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Figure 5.7: Cross-sectional a) HRTEM and b) ADF-STEM of a
hBN/EG/SiC(0 0 0 1) heterostructure grown using high-rate conditions.
Wrinkling of the EG layer is seen at the top of the macrostep {1 1 2 l} facet,
(labeled by a blue arrow) while delamination between the vdW-bonded lay-
ers occurs at both the top and bottom of the macrostep, as labeled by green
arrows. Well-ordered EG can be seen blanketing most of the SiC macrostep
facet in (a).
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5.4 Discussion

Cross-sectional TEM only provides small sample sizes of localized thickness

rather than the global average. Therefore, growth rates are reported using the

“average thickness” from XPS substrate attenuation measurements. The thick-

ness d of an overlayer A on a substrate B can be determined from the attenuation

of core level peaks from elements in the substrate. This thickness is given by the

equation [210]:

d = −λA,B cos θ ln
IB
I infB

Where λ is the electron attenuation length (EAL) of electrons traveling

through the overlayer material, θ is the emission angle from surface normal,

IB is the intensity of the attenuated core level substrate peak intensity, and I infB

is the unattenuated substrate core level peak intensity. In this case, the appro-

priate EAL was determined using the NIST EAL database [211]. The thickness

estimates using the average XPS substrate attenuation of the C 1s peaks show

the high growth rate film to have (5.9± 1.2) ML ((2.0± 0.4) nm hBN), while the

low growth rate has (2.3± 0.4) ML ((0.78± 0.16) nm) hBN. In addition to XPS,

TEM and AFM of exfoliated layers were used for accurate local thickness mea-

surements. AFM of high growth rate hBN film transferred via tape exfoliation

indicates a thickness of (5.0± 0.5) nm. However, TEM analysis shows roughly 3

to 15 ML (1 nm to 5 nm) thick hBN films above 4 to 5 ML EG (Figures 5.5, 5.6,

and 5.7), with the thicker films more often present on the macrostep edges than

the terrace faces.

While a previous study of hBN on EG using borazine as a precursor
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has reported intercalative monolayer growth of the hBN layer underneath

graphene [169], in the present study no such intercalation was detected. The

cross-sectional EDS profiles in Figure 5.5 clearly show hBN growing on top of

the EG layer with the reported PE-CBE growth method. This difference is

likely due to suppression of precursor intercalation by a thicker EG layer than

the monolayer system reported by Mende et al. [169]. Regardless, our results

now confirm that a similar metastable rotational alignment to that found in

Mende et al. [169] appears possible in direct growth of hBN on EG, enabling

vertically-grown hBN/graphene heterostructure of arbitrary hBN thickness with

no concern over suppression of intercalation for substitution to occur.

It is important to note that this study produced hBN instead of rBN despite

previous work finding the rBN polytype to be more stable, both experimentally

and theoretically, in metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) growths on 6H-SiC sub-

strates [44, 49, 119, 218]. One likely reason why hBN was formed instead of

rBN is the different starting surface. In our study, smooth multilayer epitaxial

graphene, without any substantial Moiré lattice observed in AFM before deposi-

tion, was utilized. This differs from rBN growths by Chubarov et al. which used

bare 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates without epitaxial graphene [110]. In addition to

higher rBN stability on SiC, Sutter et al. found hBN to grow on Ru(0001), but

rBN on monolayer graphene-coated Ru(0001) [219]. They suggested that the

graphene changed the stability of the hBN stacking configuration [219]. The

corrugated monolayer graphene Moiré lattice on Ru(0 0 0 1) may be responsible

for stabilizing rBN in their work, while the flat multilayer epitaxial graphene

may stabilize hBN. Differences in growth conditions between CBE, MOCVD

and sputtering may also influence the relative stabilities of hBN and rBN.
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It is apparent from the AFM images in Figure 5.3 c) and d) that a decrease in

growth rate decreases the overall density of nucleation and increases the probabil-

ity of nucleation at macrostep edges. The distinct change in nucleation density

is consistent with the decreasing growth rate/lower precursor flux creating a

lower density of surface adatoms and therefore longer effective mean free path

of adatoms on the surface. This longer mean free path means that the adatoms

are more likely to reach favorable nucleation sites before interacting with other

adatoms to form critical nuclei. Growth at the substrate macrostep edges/facets

is likely more energetically favorable than on the terraces, as evidenced by the

preferential macrostep nucleation in the AFM of Figure 5.3 c). While step edges

in traditional epitaxial growth are favorable nucleation sites due to the higher

number of dangling bonds, the macrostep edges in this system are blanketed by

continuous EG, nominally free of dangling bonds. This is confirmed in several lo-

cations by cross-sectional TEM in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, where the curvature

of the vdW-bonded material can be seen, typically without interruption or evi-

dence of pinholes where the SiC(0 0 0 1) lattice can affect nucleation. Therefore,

an explanation other than out of plane bonding is required.

We believe the curvature and associated strain of the EG layer induced by

coverage of the macro-step can cause these macrostep locations to be preferable

nucleation sites. Curvature in sp2-hybridized carbon structures is commonly

suggested to result in higher out-of-plane electron densities and higher chemical

reactivity as the flat sp2-hybridized carbon is distorted to a more tetragonal,

sp3-like configuration. This “pyramidization” is found to increase reactivity of

fullerenes [220, 221] and of single-walled carbon nanotubes, with higher curva-

ture nanowires exhibiting higher reactivities [222, 223]. Greater adsorption of
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aromatic molecules on both convex [224] and concave [222, 223, 225] surfaces is

also found due to curvature considerations. While the radii of curvature of the

macrosteps in the EG system are typically much larger (∼2 nm) than those of

carbon nanotubes (∼0.2 0 6nm), this effect may still contribute enough to cause

these macrostep sites, especially the top corner of the macrostep, to be more fa-

vorable. In addition, the associated strain from the bend may allow for improved

local lattice matching, promoting adhesion/interaction of the borazine molecule

with the macrostep corners [224]. The direction of curvature can also influence

rotational alignment, as it has been found that a planar organic molecule tends

to favor a 30° rotational alignment to the top of a graphene ripple, while it

prefers a 0° rotational alignment in the ripple valley [225]. No direct evidence of

a preference for either the top or bottom macrostep corners has been detected in

this study, likely due to the relative difficulty in finding exact nucleation sites in

TEM and AFM, but the combination of these factors suggests the top macrostep

corner is the most favorable nucleation site.

It may be possible that the epitaxial orientation of the hBN is dictated by

the underlying SiC lattice by a process called “remote epitaxy” [226, 227]. In

papers by Kim et al. [226] and Kong et al. [227] they report that the effects of

remote epitaxy does not persist through multiple graphene layers for compounds

without largely ionic bonding. The ionicity of SiC and BN are close to GaAs and

GaN, which did not show remote epitaxy for > 2 ML graphene. Although the in-

plane [1 0 1 0]rBN‖ [1 0 1 0]SiC relation (equivalent to the 30° metastable hBN/EG

alignment here) is found in MOCVD growth by Chubarov et al. [110, 119], the

fact that we have 4-5 ML EG makes it very unlikely that remote epitaxy is

playing a significant role in this case.
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While nucleation appears to favor curved graphene surfaces, there is little

evidence of hBN nucleating off of EG wrinkles in the middle of surface terraces.

These wrinkles are believed to form to relieve strain, both from the lattice mis-

match between the EG and SiC, and the strain built up upon cooling from the

EG growth temperature (∼1600 ◦C), as there is a large mismatch in the coef-

ficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between SiC and EG [216, 228, 229]. The

difference between the in-plane CTE of EG [230, 231] and hBN [230] is not large

( 8.0(7)× 10−6 K−1 and ∼ 2.8× 10−6 K−1 at room temperature respectively) rel-

ative to SiC [232] (3.3× 10−6 K−1), so we hypothesize that the strain-induced

wrinkles (and likely the associated delamination as well) form upon cooling at

the EG/SiC interface rather than the hBN/EG interface. In the cross-sectional

TEM images in Figure 5.7, a wrinkle can be seen at the top of the macrostep,

as indicated by a blue arrow. This clearly shows the wrinkle occurring at the

EG/SiC interface, providing evidence that supports our hypothesis, but it is un-

known if other wrinkles exhibit the same behavior. At the growth temperatures

utilized in this work (approaching the 1600 ◦C of EG growth), the strain between

the EG and SiC is reduced and therefore there should be fewer wrinkles/buckles

to act as preferential nucleation sites. No nucleation of hBN off EG wrinkles

is seen in the AFM images in this study, lending credence to this hypothesis.

Other reports of hBN growth on EG have seen some nucleation off of EG wrin-

kles at growth temperatures around 850 ◦C, which is likely cold enough where

the features are still present [106].

The presented results offer evidence of two PE-CBE growth modes of hBN on

EG. For the faster growth rate, a higher density of hBN nuclei occur with more

hBN nuclei appearing in the middle of EG terraces. With a slower growth rate,
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hBN nuclei are preferentially located on the ∼20 nm high substrate macrostep

edges, produced by step-bunching of SiC during EG growth [233–236]. The

nuclei formed at the step edges have more symmetrical triangular features seen

in AFM, with sharply defined, parallel edges such that they form triangular

multilayer pyramids. In contrast, the nuclei formed on the terraces during faster

growth predominantly show irregular nuclei edges and the multilayers are less

uniform in appearance.

This increase in nuclei edge and shape uniformity with lower growth rate

can be qualitatively determined by recording the distribution of orientations

of the linear nuclei edges in AFM images. Histograms of the nuclei step edge

angles from a 25 µm2 area for the fast growth and from a 100µm2 area for

the slow growth are shown in Figure 5.8 a) and b) respectively. Fitting of

edges exhibiting contrast consistent with ∼1 to 3 hBN layers was done manually.

The lower growth rate sample has a sharper distribution of nuclei edge angles,

indicating a greater degree of nuclei edge uniformity than the higher growth rate

sample. The peaks around 60° and 120° indicate a preference for equilateral

triangular domains with one edge aligned to the SiC(0 0 0 1) macrostep edge

(along 0°). No peak is recorded at 0° since hBN edges in that orientation are

obscured by the macrostep. hBN nuclei have been found with a variety of shapes,

orientations, and curvatures in CVD growths depending on the local chemical

potential [189, 194, 237]. This variance lends credence to the possibility that the

thermodynamically stable edge in the high-growth-rate chemical environment

may be different relative to the low-growth-rate environment, producing more

jagged, disordered edges [191]. Non-uniform hBN edges can also be explained
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by changes in local stoichiometry due to differing rate of supply and diffusivity

of available adatoms on the surface [191, 237].

The crystallographic termination of the different hBN nuclei edges cannot be

identified by AFM alone and therefore additional measurements are required to

determine epitaxial alignment. For that reason, cross-sectional HRTEM was cor-

related with topographic information from AFM to determine the hBN/substrate

rotational alignment in both growth conditions. The TEM in Figure 5.6 d) and

e) confirms the triangular hBN domains that nucleate off of substrate macrostep

edges are comprised of hBN with a 30° metastable rotational alignment to the

EG lattice, while Figure 5.6 a) and b) show the mid-terrace films are directly

aligned to the underlying EG. It follows that the macrostep edge nucleation site

has some attribute that makes the 30° metastable rotational alignment prefer-

able over the direct alignment, but the precise nature of the feature is yet to be

determined.

While the AFM and TEM utilized cannot resolve the edge termination of the

hBN nuclei, the nuclei shapes in AFM can be correlated to the hBN/substrate

alignment to indirectly examine the likely edge termination. This correlation

finds the arm-chair edge shape is present for the macrostep-nucleated multilayer

triangular hBN nuclei grown by low-growth-rate PE-CBE. Figure 5.9 shows how

triangles in the orientation present in Figure 5.3 e) must have the arm-chair

termination to show the interplanar spacing corresponding to hBN{1 1 2 0} when

viewed in the zone axis utilized in the HRTEM in Figure 5.6 d).

The triangular nuclei shape found in the slow growth mode is different from

the hexagonal domains found in MBE-grown hBN on both EG [106] and HOPG

substrates [102, 105, 155], but similar to the shape of hBN domains grown
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of nuclei edge angles from hBN films grown by PE-CBE
on EG using a) fast and b) slow growth rates. Nuclei edges in AFM data
were fit such that 0° corresponds to the [1 1 0 0] direction of the SiC(0 0 0 1)
substrate (along the macrostep edges).

Figure 5.9: Top-down schematic diagrams of hBN triangular nuclei with
arm-chair edges on an epitaxial graphene substrate, showing (left) the
metastable 30° in plane rotation where 〈1 1 2 0〉hBN‖ 〈1 0 1 0〉EG and (right)
a direct alignment to the graphene lattice of 〈1 0 1 0〉hBN‖ 〈1 0 1 0〉EG. The
bottom arrow indicates the direction of the TEM zone axis from Figures 5.6
and 5.7. The tick marks next to the schematics are spaced according to the
interplanar spacing of that schematic’s projection.
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on graphene/Co substrates [98, 102] and domains grown substitutionally on

EG [169]. The formation of the arm-chair edges present in this study is not

typical for hBN depositions on transition metal substrates where zig-zag edges

are found to be preferable [189, 190]. N-terminated zig-zag edges were found to

be most stable on metal surfaces [189, 191] but the armchair edge is predicted to

be stable in vacuum and in vdW-bonded systems [238, 239]. The arm-chair edge

termination may be stabilized by the higher nitrogen plasma to borazine ratio of

the low-growth-rate deposition, which can affect local chemical potential during

growth. The relatively high nitrogen content (up to B/N = (0.81± 0.04) ) and

secondary N-N feature in the N 1s core level peaks determined by XPS provide

evidence that these films were subjected to different local chemical environments

than other reported growths.

5.5 Summary and conclusions

A high-temperature, plasma-assisted CBE technique was shown to produce

hBN multilayers at temperatures of 1450 ◦C in a UHV-based system on CVD-

grown epitaxial multilayer graphene on SiC(0 0 0 1) substrates. The inclusion of

a RF nitrogen flux provided smoother microstructure with sharper hBN nuclei

edges. No additional phases, intermixing or intercalation with the EG layer was

observed by XPS and TEM. By lowering the borazine precursor flux to an equiv-

alent growth rate of (3.1± 0.6) nm h−1, a 30°metastable hBN/graphene epitaxial

relation could be selected over a fully commensurate relation that was present

when a higher growth rate corresponding to (7.8± 1.6) nm h−1 was utilized. In

addition, hBN nucleation was shown to predominantly occur at macrostep edges
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of offcut EG substrates during growths with lower growth rates, while higher

growth rates resulted in more nucleation in the middle of the EG terraces. The

hBN that nucleated off of the macrostep edges appeared to be twisted 30° rel-

ative to the EG lattice, while the mid-terrace nuclei exhibited a direct epitax-

ial relation (0° twist) to the EG lattice. These mid-terrace nuclei formed by

higher growth rates showed relatively disordered edges, but the nuclei grown

with lower growth rates formed uniform triangular pyramids with sharp, paral-

lel edges. These edges were confirmed to be arm-chair terminated, a termination

not typically seen in depositions on transition metal substrates, by correlating

the domain shape in AFM with atomic resolution cross-sectional HRTEM. This

novel plasma-enhanced growth technique was capable of growing multilayer hBN

over single-crystal EG substrates at appreciable growth rates, while still allow-

ing for in situ and UHV-based in vacuo characterization. The twist-controlled

epitaxy of hBN on EG highlighted in this work shows how different levels of com-

mensurability can be achieved solely by tuning growth parameters during vdW

epitaxy, thereby reducing the reliance on manual rotation during film transfer

and increasing the viability of scalable, single-crystal heterostructure growth.
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Chapter 6

Effect of SiC substrate offcut and

growth parameters on hBN/EG

heterostructure growth

6.1 Introduction

Subsequent hBN growths on EG substrates were conducted to expand upon

the tunable heterostructure twist angle explored in Chapter 5. While the exact

cause of the preference for hBN to nucleate in a 30° in-plane rotation relative

to the EG lattice was not determined with the prior experiments, micrographs

provided evidence that the twist effect was largely tied to nucleation sites on

the EG/SiC macrosteps. The effect of substrate off-cut and macrostep density

on the growth of twisted hBN/graphene heterostructures is investigated as a

possible route to selecting certain interlayer rotational alignments.
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6.2 Experiment

Supplemental substrates of ∼1 ML-thick EG on nominally on-axis 4H-

SiC(0 0 0 1) were formed in a similar fashion to the 4-5 ML EG substrates

previously discussed, but with growth conditions that allowed for lower EG

thickness and lower macrostep densities [206].

hBN was grown on ∼1 ML on-axis EG substrates using a similar procedure

as described in Chapter 5. These growths, however, occurred after chamber

modifications allowed for higher substrate temperatures and improved pressure

measurement for more precise low growth rates. A lower rate was utilized for

these films in an attempt to increase surface adatom mobility over the growths

described in Chapter 5. The hBN growths corresponding to an optimized sur-

face morphology were conducted at 1500 ◦C with a borazine flux correspond-

ing to a chamber pressure of 1× 10−5 Torr and a 500 W nitrogen plasma flux

corresponding to a chamber pressure of 2.5× 10−5 Torr were found to produce

optimal hBN surface morphologies on these substrates with a growth rate of

(0.31± 0.06) nm h−1. Growth temperature and precursor flux were varied in

order to see the effect on hBN morphology and epitaxial relation to the EG

substrate.
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6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Comparison of on-axis and 4◦-offcut EG substrate

morphology

An example of the ∼1 ML on-axis EG surface morphology compared to the 4-

5 ML 4°-offcut EG surface can be seen in Figure 6.1. The line profile of the height

traces after leveling to the plateau face planes in Figure 6.1(c) shows how the

plateau width is dramatically decreased from the on-axis substrates. Measured

averages over the plateaus of a 10×10µm2 area for the on-axis substrates and a

5×5 µm2 area for the 4°-off cut substrates give an average width of (1.6± 0.8) µm

and average height of (9± 5) nm for the macrosteps on the on-axis substrates

and an average width of (0.3± 0.1) µm and height of (21± 8) nm the macrosteps

on the 4°-offcut substrates. While there is some variation in the geometry of

these substrates depending on EG growth parameters, these micrographs are

representative of the substrates used in this thesis.

Mid-plateau topographical features that are unique to the on-axis substrates

can be seen in the AFM height trace of the on-axis EG substrate shown in

Figure 6.1(b). These features are more pronounced in the phase retrace in Fig-

ure 6.1(c), indicating those features interact with the AFM tip differently than

the surrounding surfaces. Therefore, these locations may represent a different

SiC termination. Since the height is higher than the surrounding area, it is likely

that these structures correspond to either the graphene-like buffer or remnant

un-graphitized SiC as the rest of the surface is confirmed to be free-standing

graphene.
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Figure 6.1: AFM of the as-received (a) 4°-offcut EG and (b) nominally on-axis
EG substrates, with schematic diagrams showing profiles of the substrates. (c)
A line profile taken perpendicularly to the step edges for each substrate show
the dramatic difference in macrostep height and terrace width.
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6.3.2 Growth of hBN on on-axis substrates

Substrate temperature and borazine precursor flux were varied from the pre-

viously used conditions to optimize the morphology of hBN grown on the on-axis

substrates. The effect of these variables on hBN nucleation can be seen in the

different location and density of hBN nuclei in AFM in Figure 6.2. The growths

ranged in substrate temperatures from 1450 ◦C to 1500 ◦C thermocouple, but

both samples from Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.2(b) utilized indirect radiative

heating, as they were mounted via Ta foil strips onto a solid Ta STM plate,

while the sample from Figure 6.2(c) was directly radiatively heated since it was

held with a sample holder with an open back. Therefore the sample from Fig-

ure 6.2(c) was likely hotter by ∼100 ◦C as estimated from growth comparisons

between the two sample holders.

In each of the growths, triangular hBN nuclei are present, indicating highly

crystalline hBN was deposited. XPS measurements in each case confirm the

presence of hBN from single B 1s and N 1s core levels. Stoichiometry for the

three pictured depositions was (0.60± 0.12) for Figure 6.2(a), (0.90± 0.18) for

Figure 6.2(b), and (0.85± 0.17) for Figure 6.2(c). It is hypothesized that the

high density of edge states in the low temperature growth of Figure 6.2(a) is

responsible for the anomalously N-rich stoichiometry as no indication of Si - N

or C - N bonding was present in the XPS spectra. The size of the nuclei appears

to increase with respect to substrate temperature. In each deposition however,

the nuclei tend to be correlated with topographical features, either step edges,

EG surface features (as seen prominently in Figure 6.2(c)), or small particulates

(either from the substrate or from the precursor). The only nuclei found in theses
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Figure 6.2: AFM of hBN grown by PE-CBE on on-axis EG substrates with (a)
a substrate temperature of 1450 ◦C and a borazine flux of 5× 10−6 Torr, (b)
a substrate temperature of 1500 ◦C and a borazine flux of 5× 10−6 Torr, and
(c) a substrate temperature of 1500 ◦C and a borazine flux of 1× 10−5 Torr.
The height and in-plane scales of the three micrographs are the same.
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studies that appear to not be defect-related are those on the step edges (as seen

in the top left corner of Figure 6.2(b)).

The growth of Figure 6.2(c) was selected as the highest quality due to the

large size and uniformity of the triangular hBN nuclei. More AFM data can

be seen of this sample in Figure 6.3. While these high-temperature nuclei are

much larger, with edges ≥ 3× longer than the other depositions, many of these

nuclei have a circular top layer of material that is centered in the middle of

the triangular nuclei. The exact nature of this top layer is unknown, but it

is likely due to a different growth surface/environment between the first and

second layer. While the first layer is growing on the EG surface, the second

layer is growing on the first hBN layer. However, as multilayer domains in the

previous growths did not show similar morphology, another mechanism must

be involved. As these growths are on single-ML EG, it may be that remote

epitaxy is playing a role for the first hBN ML, where the field penetration of

the SiC through the EG layer may be changing the surface chemical potential

compared to previous growths [226, 227]. Another possible explanation for the

different film morphology could be that the triangular domains in these single-

monolayer EG growths are intercalated under the EG layer, while the circular

features may be above the EG layer. This intercalative behavior is seen in other

hBN depositions on single-monolayer EG, but the circular morphologies are not

shown in the reported results [169]. While these are possible explanations for the

differences in nuclei shape and edge termination between these films and films

grown on 4-5 ML, 4°-offcut EG substrates, the exact mechanism has not been

fully understood.

Most of these circular nuclei appear on nuclei that originate from a defect
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such as a wrinkle or particle, but they are not commonly found on those that

purely originate from the step edge. It therefore is likely that the particulate may

contribute to the chemical environment that makes these curved-edge domains

stable. This would suggest the particulate may be from the precursor source and

its decomposition would enable the different chemical environment to produce

these curved-edge domains. It may be that the first EG layer acts as a catalyst

for the breakdown of that particle or derived species from the particle and enables

local growth to progress in a fashion similar to that of higher-pressure ammonia

borane growth that also produces BN films with disordered edges [194].

By measuring the triangular edge angles of these nuclei, an estimation of the

hBN/EG twist angle in these films can be obtained. The results of this measure-

ment over a 10×10µm2 area can be seen in the histogram of Figure 6.3(c). Unlike

the hBN depositions on the 4°-offcut EG substrates, there does not appear to

be a statistically-significant texturing to the deposited hBN. Despite this, AFM

micrographs of local regions (such as the region in Figure 6.3(d)) show multiple

triangular nuclei with 30° relative rotations to one-another, indicating these sur-

faces likely have similar stable hBN/EG relative orientations to those found on

the 4°-offcut substrates. However, the lack of statistical texturing to the films

means that the mechanism for preferential twist ordering is not present in these

growths and therefore a mix of domain orientations results.

An AFM phase trace of this sample’s surface in Figure 6.3(a) clearly shows

dark phase contrast regions that resemble the substrate features seen before hBN

growth in Figure 6.1(d). Similar features can also be seen in Figure 6.2(a), where

they are surrounded by hBN nuclei. In both cases, the hBN appears to nucleate

off of the edges of these substrate features, likely due to dangling bonds at the
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Figure 6.3: (a) Phase and (b) height AFM images from PE-CBE growth
of hBN on on-axis EG substrates. (c) A histogram of recorded nuclei edge
angles in this growth. (d) A magnified AFM height trace showing local regions
where nuclei have edge angles that are oriented 30° relative to each other, as
indicated by green and black arrows.

edges of these non-EG substrate features acting as preferential nucleation sites.

Even with this preference, the change in growth parameters dramatically affects

the nuclei shape, as the 1450 ◦C, 5× 10−6 Torr growth pictured in Figure 6.2(a)

produced nuclei that are smaller area, thicker in height, varied in orientation,

and highly clustered around the surface feature edges than the nuclei produced

in the 1500 ◦C, 1× 10−5 Torr growth pictured in Figure 6.2(c).

We can therefore expect that there will be a higher probability of nucleation

on these substrate features over the bare EG surface given a high enough adatom

surface mobility during growth. This will likely lower the incidence of macrostep-

edge nucleation as well as there are more nucleation sites available in the middle

of the terrace in these substrates than in the 4°-offcut substrates, but this effect

will be mitigated by the large difference in macrostep terrace width making
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it less likely for adatoms with similar diffusion lengths to diffuse to the edges

regardless. These surface features do not appear to have the same capability

as the macrostep edges of the 4°-offcut EG to preferentially nucleate one twist

orientation as the nuclei seen in Figure 6.3 do not show any texturing.

6.4 Conclusion

Growth on on-axis substrates was optimized and analyzed to explore the ef-

fect of a different substrate surface morphology and termination on hBN/EG

epitaxial arrangement. Optimal PE-CBE growth conditions of a 1500 ◦C sub-

strate and a 1× 10−5 Torr borazine flux with a 2.5× 10−5 Torr 500 W nitrogen

plasma flux produced high-quality hBN films with large triangular nuclei. It was

found that regions devoid of EG on the nominally 1 ML-thick EG substrates

acted as preferential nucleation sites for the hBN domains. These nucleation

sites did not appear to act as filters for a select hBN/EG twist orientation and,

in contrast to the growths on 4°-offcut EG substrates in Chapter 6, no overall

correlation between hBN nuclei angles and the EG lattice orientation was found.

Despite the lack of statistically-significant texturing, local regions of both 0° and

30° twist rotations were found in AFM, providing evidence that these rotations

are both relatively stable in these depositions. Circular second layers of hBN on

top of triangular hBN nuclei indicated that the on-axis substrates may introduce

a large enough change in the surface potential to change the edge termination of

the first layer of hBN compared to the second layer when utilizing these PE-CBE

growth conditions.
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Chapter 7

Atomic layer processes for III-N

semiconductors

7.1 Introduction

In the opposite extreme to the high-temperature hBN growth explored in

the previous chapters is the low-temperature atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) of

III-N semiconductors. This process focuses on reacting chemical precursors at

lower temperatures than CVD processes in order to achieve true layer-by-layer

deposition. There are multiple benefits to this approach, as it would allow highly

strained heterostructures of dissimilar III-N materials to be formed due to the

low temperatures resulting in lower coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch

strain and also ultimately-thin junction formation without the worries of group-

III migration/diffusion in traditional CVD. In addition, the low temperatures

have shown that a wider range of In-containing ternary III-N alloys are possible

with this technique compared to traditional growth methods [143, 147].
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This thesis presents work that addresses some of the initial impediments to

high quality III-N semiconductor growth by ALE and some early tests of the

growth process in a novel structure. This chapter will go over progress in ALE-

compatible, low-temperature bulk GaN substrate preparation and show initial

results of Al/AlN/Al Josephson junction (JJ) structures grown by ALE. The

use of ALE for JJ device growth seeks to improve performance by mitigating

some of the leading causes of poor coherence times of JJ-based qubit devices,

including non-uniform barrier thickness [240] and defect-related loss states that

may be present in disordered amorphous oxide barriers [241]. As this coherence

time is one of the leading issues in current structures, ALE has the possibility

to dramatically improve qubit quality through the formation of fully-epitaxial

structures, mitigating two-level state defects and therefore improve device func-

tionality [242, 243].

7.2 Experiment

7.2.1 ALE-compatible bulk GaN substrate preparation

and characterization

Bulk GaN(0 0 0 1) substrates grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE)

were obtained from two manufacturers, Kyma Technologies (Kyma) and Saint-

Gobain Lumilog (Lumilog). Kyma substrates were semi-insulating with a 0.73°

offcut from the [0 0 0 1] axis, while the Lumilog substrates were N-type with a

0.5° offcut. Before comparing specific ex-situ treatments, all substrates were

solved cleaned by sequential 5-minute-long agitations in acetone, isopropanol
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and de-ionized water (DI). The substrates were then blown dry with nitrogen gas

obtained from LN2 boil-off. The investigated chemical cleans for the substrate

were:

1. 5 min in 10% HF, ACS reagent grade

2. 1 min in 10% HCl, ACS reagent grade

3. 10 min in 1:5 H2O2:H2SO4, actively heated to 80 ◦C (piranha etch treat-

ment)

4. 10 min of piranha etch treatment, DI rinse, and blow dry, followed by 1

min in concentrated (48%) HF

5. 10 min exposure to UV-generated ozone in air at room temperature (UV-

ozone), followed by 1 min in concentrated (48%) HF

After each of these treatments, the substrates are again rinsed in DI and

blown dry with N2. The samples were then loaded into the UHV system within

20 min of the final blow dry to maintain the prepared surface. Upon load-in,

samples were outgassed at 400 ◦C for 90 min.

7.2.2 Al/AlN Josephson junction growth

Both GaAs(0 0 1) and Si(1 1 1) substrates were utilized for ALE Josephson

junction studies. The GaAs(0 0 1) substrates utilized had an MBE-grown ho-

moepitaxial buffer layer of several hundred nanometers grown previously, after

which the surface was capped with elemental As to prevent degradation and

oxidation of the surface. These substrates were In-bonded to Mo sample holders
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and loaded into the UHV system. The Si(1 1 1) substrates were dipped in con-

centrated HF to remove the native oxide layer, as confirmed by the change to a

hydrophobic surface. These substrates were attached to an In-free sample holder

with Mo clips. All substrates were loaded into the UHV system and brought to

a preparation chamber, where they were outgassed at ∼250 ◦C for an hour.

Substrates were analyzed by RHEED after outgassing. As-capped GaAs(0 0 1)

samples were decapped while monitoring the RHEED for reconstruction changes.

The annealing temperature used depended upon the desired reconstruction. This

experiment utilized both the As-rich c(4× 4) or the slightly As-rich, more stoi-

chiometric (2×4)/c(2×8), which are nominally achieved after decapping around

∼300 ◦C to 350 ◦C and ∼400 ◦C respectively [244]. Si(1 1 1) was annealed to

∼900 ◦C to achieve a nominal (7× 7) reconstruction.

After the desired surface reconstruction was achieved, the initial epitaxial,

nominally 10 nm-thick Al layer was deposited by thermally evaporating elemental

Al from an effusion cell in a chamber with base pressure in the 10−11 Torr range.

This Al deposition chamber was equipped with a custom manipulator capable

of cooling substrates to near liquid nitrogen (LN2) temperatures (80 - 90K, as

measured by thermocouple). The Al was deposited on the GaAs substrates at

these cryogenic temperatures, while the Al deposition on Si was performed at

room temperature. To properly cool the substrates, the sample mounting blocks

were held in contact to the manipulator cooling plate for at least 1 hr before

deposition began.

Immediately upon finishing the Al deposition, the samples were transferred

to the ALE chamber, where they were exposed to an initial process intended to

stabilize the Al layer. Prior work found that a cryogenically-grown epitaxial Al
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layer of similar thickness on GaAs will de-wet and ball up on the surface upon

warming to room temperature without an additional oxide or surface treatment

[245]. The surface treatments investigated to try to stabilize the cryogenically-

grown Al layer were:

1. Atomic level process (ALP) nitrogen plasma of 300 W, 75/200 sccm N2/Ar

plasma pulsed exposure, between purges of Ar, for

(a) five 30 s long pulses

(b) one 30 s long pulse

(c) one 15 s long pulse

These pulses were also tuned to be N2* or N* rich by changing the relative

N2/Ar flow ratio to 31/244.

2. ALP hydrogen plasma exposure for one 15 s long pulse

3. ALP trimethylaluminum (TMA) exposure for one 90 ms long pulse.

All surface treatments were investigated with the manipulator held at 90 ◦C

and the chamber walls at 120 ◦C with a base pressure of 10−3 Torr. During the

ALP in the Ar environment, the chamber pressure reaches 10−2 Torr outside of

transient precursor pulses.

Once the Al stabilization process completed, the substrate heater was ramped

to the AlN growth temperature, as measured by thermocouple and pyrometry.

Both 300 ◦C and 375 ◦C were investigated for depositions on GaAs substrates

as a balance between the optimal ALE AlN deposition, found by researchers at

the U.S. Naval Research Lab (see Eddy et al. [149]), and the stability of the
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GaAs/Al interface. The growth of the nominally 5 nm thick AlN layers utilized

64 - 75 cycles of 90 ms long TMA pulses followed by an Ar purge and a subsequent

Ar/N2 300 W plasma pulse of 20 s. The number of cycles depended on the recent

calibration of the other growth parameters. The initial Ar purge duration was

10 s, while the remaining purges were 28 s long. As a control, one sample’s AlN

layer was formed by solely utilizing the nitrogen plasma pulses without TMA

to react the Al layer. With this, a comparison between ALE-grown AlN and

reacted AlN could be made.

Upon completion of the AlN layer deposition, the sample is cooled back to

80 ◦C and, upon reaching the setpoint cooling, the ALE chamber is brought back

to UHV base pressures by swapping from the process pump to a turbopump. The

sample is then either transferred out of UHV if the AlN surface is to be directly

characterized, or the sample is brought to the cryogenically-cooled manipula-

tor for an additional 10 nm Al deposition. Upon completion of this second Al

layer, the sample surface is controllably oxidized through exposure to 10 Torr to

100 Torr of O2 gas.

7.2.3 Analysis techniques

GaN substrates were transferred in vacuo to a Surface Science Laboratory

SSX-100 XPS with a monochromatic Al-Kα source at a 55° photoelectron emis-

sion angle. A pass energy of 151 eV was used for the survey scan and stoichiome-

try measurements, while a pass energy of 24.5 eV was used for elemental binding

energy measurements. For all analyzed samples, a low-energy electron flood gun

was utilized during XPS acquisition to reduce charging effects that may occur

from the GaN substrate. Using CasaXPS software, the binding energy was
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manually aligned to the Ga 2p3/2 peak at 1117.8 eV [246]. In order to better

isolate Ga Auger features from other elemental peaks, an MBE-grown GaMn

calibration sample was utilized.

An Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM was used to examine the surface of the

GaN substrates before and after the various ex-situ cleans and XPS analysis

were performed, as well as several of the Al/AlN structures after growth. The

AFM was operated in tapping (AC) mode with setpoints of 400 mV to 700 mV.

The noise floor of the AFM was 0.03 nm when the cantilever was engaged with

the sample surface. Gwyddion software was used to process and analyze the

images [247]. A mean plane subtraction followed by a median alignment and a

correction for horizontal scars were applied to all images before further analysis

and publishing of micrographs [247].

Additional ex-situ characterization of the Al/AlN/Al structures was con-

ducted using electron microscopy, diffraction, and spectroscopy. Samples for

TEM were prepared by FIB in a similar fashion to the hBN samples, as described

in Chapter 5. The SEM column in the FIB was used to further analyze the

surface morphology of the Al/AlN/Si(1 1 1) sample through secondary electron

imaging. A FEI Titan FEG TEM/STEM system was used for imaging cross-

sections in high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and conducting convergent beam

electron diffraction (CBED) measurements at 300 kV. For high angle annular

dark field (HAADF) and bright field (BF) STEM along with energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS), a ThermoFisher Talos G2 200X STEM with ChemiSTEM

EDS detectors was utilized at 200 kV accelerating voltage. ADF-STEM images

were taken at an angular range of 24 mrad to 47 mrad and BF-STEM at 17 mrad.

Beam current for EDS measurements was ∼0.5 nA.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Low-temperature GaN surface preparation

The morphology of the GaN substrates provided by Kyma can be seen be-

fore [Figure 7.1(a)] and after [Figure 7.1(b-d)] the ex-situ cleans described in Sec-

tion 7.2.1. In each case, the RMS roughness value is provided. Initial as-received

AFM micrographs [Figure 7.1(a)] show existing relatively rough surfaces with an

RMS value of 0.44 nm. While surface steps of GaN are vaguely discernible, they

appear covered by a film or particulate matter. It is difficult to determine if

this film-like coating is residue from the rather immature chemical-mechanical

polishing or from any additional processing steps (e.g. from dicing or handling

the as-received wafers). In the case of the Kyma substrates, this film only ap-

peared to be fully removed after either the combined Piranha-HF etch (etch #4)

or the combined UV-HF etch (etch #5), judging by the exposure of the GaN

crystallographic surface steps shown in Figure 7.1(d) and Figure 7.1(d). These

two cleans brought a dramatic decrease in RMS roughness, down to 0.11 nm and

0.09 nm respectively, while the other individual 10% HF (etch #1, seen in Fig-

ure 7.1(b)) and Piranha etch (etch #3, seen in Figure 7.1(c)) did not decrease

the starting RMS and appeared to leave globular features behind on the surface

despite showing some clear GaN surface steps.

AFM micrographs of the as-received and etched Lumilog bulk GaN substrates

in Figure 7.2 showed that the substrates from a different vendor had very similar

starting surfaces and reactions to the combined oxidizer/HF etches (#4 and #5).

Both of these combined etches dramatically reduced the RMS roughness (from
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Figure 7.1: AFM micrographs of Kyma bulk GaN substrates (a) as received
and (b-d) after the labeled ex-situ surface treatment. All scale bars are
200 nm. Reproduced with permission from Rosenberg et al. [151]. Copy-
right 2019, American Vacuum Society.
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Figure 7.2: AFM micrographs of Lumilog bulk GaN substrates (a) as received
and (b, c) after the labeled ex-situ surface treatment. All scale bars are
200 nm. Reproduced with permission from Rosenberg et al. [151]. Copyright
2019, American Vacuum Society.

0.52 nm down to 0.08 nm for etch #4 and to 0.15 nm for etch #5) and allowed

for GaN crystallographic surface steps to be resolved.

The effects of the given etches on the surface composition and impurity lev-

els were analyzed by XPS. The results are compiled in Table 7.1 alongside the

associated RMS values obtained from AFM. The remnant C/C0 and O/O0 val-

ues are based off of the fraction of the element remaining (C or O) from the

bare (solvent and DI cleaned and outgassed) GaN substrates (C0 or O0) after

the associated ex-situ clean was performed. The listed impurity elements are

included when a small (∼≤1%) amount is detected after the listed ex-situ clean

is performed. These XPS measurements were made from a single analyzer angle

and did not utilize depth profiling, so the measured values are predominantly

from the surface, but the composition of bulk substrate down to ∼10 nm has

a small contribution. It is important to note that these values are obtained
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Table 7.1: XPS analysis of the remnant O, C, and various impurities of bulk
GaN substrate surfaces prepared by various ex-situ cleaning processes. The
carbon and oxygen contaminant values are given as a ratio of the measured
peak area of the contaminant after cleaning (C or O) relative to the as-re-
ceived quantity (C0 or O0). Impurity elements are listed when trace amounts
(∼≤1%) of the elements are present after the cleaning step. RMS surface
roughness values as measured by AFM are also provided. Substrates were
obtained from either Kyma (K) or Lumilog (L) suppliers. Adapted with per-
mission from Rosenberg et al. [151]. Copyright 2019, American Vacuum
Society.

Ex-situ clean C/C0 O/O0 Impurity RMS (nm)

Bare (K) — — — 0.44

HCl (K) 0.179 0.099 Cl —

10% HF (K) 0.104 0.067 — 0.75

Piranha (K) ∼0.01 0.099 S 0.48

UV-ozone + HF (K) 0.016 0.055 F 0.09

Piranha + HF (K) 0.021 0.055 F 0.11

Bare (L) — — — 0.52

UV-ozone + HF (L) 0.045 0.060 — 0.15

Piranha + HF (L)∗ 0.034 0.083 F 0.08

from the integrated peak areas of core level spectra obtained from the probed

surface-sensitive volume, as averaged over the 1 mm2-scale x-ray spot area.

From the table it can be seen that the combined oxidizer (Piranha or UV-

ozone) and HF etch showed the greatest combined reduction in both C/C0 and

O/O0 with only 0.016-0.045 and 0.055-0.083 remaining respectively for both

vendors. In comparison, HCl alone left 0.179 and 0.099 of the original C and O

respectively, while 10% HF left 0.104 and 0.067 respectively, showing a greater

percentage of combined contaminants remaining and a far higher percentage of
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C remaining without the paired etch. Piranha alone drastically reduced the

carbon to C/C0∼0.01, but did not beneficially affect the O content with a O/O0

value of 0.10, making it a less-ideal etch without a subsequent HF treatment.

Impurity elements from the etchants can be detected in some samples, but this

was dependent upon the duration and intensity of the post-etch DI rinse; further

experiments showed DI rinses of longer duration on similar substrates was able

to reduce these etchant element concentrations to below the detection limit.

7.3.2 Al/AlN/Al Josephson junction deposition

Initial analysis of the ALE-grown Josephson junctions focused on the quality

and abruptness of the interfaces in the structure, as well as the crystallinity of

the grown material. As these structures were very small and the time constraints

around the cryogenically-cooled deposition did not allow for in-situ characteriza-

tion of all structures, the devices were largely analyzed by ex-situ cross-sectional

TEM. Figure 7.3(a) shows a HAADF-STEM image of one of the device cross-

sections, with the GaAs(0 0 1) substrate in white to the right of the micrograph.

This device, in particular, is a structure that started from the As-rich GaAs(0 0 1)

surface reconstruction. It can be seen that the contrast diminishes as it transi-

tions to the first epitaxial Al layer, then the AlN layer appears as the darkest

layer, and the second Al layer increase in brightness, but is not as bright as

the first layer. A mottled contrast at the far left of the micrograph (top of the

junction) corresponds to the Pt protective layer deposited in the FIB.

This transition in contrast largely follows expectations from mass-thickness

contrast, which indicates that the contrast is largely atomic number (Z)-

dependent at a constant thickness. There are a few details from the HAADF-
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STEM image, however, that are indicative of structural disorder. First, the

difference in contrast between the top and bottom Al layers indicate a change

in density or alignment as these layers should be identical in a fully-epitaxial

structure. In addition, it can be seen that there are brighter regions at the

Al/AlN interface on either side of the AlN layer, indicating the presence of a

higher-Z element at these critical interfaces.

By combining HAADF-STEM and EDS mapping, these contrast changes can

be directly tied to local compositional variations. Figure 7.3(b) shows elemental

line profiles of raw counts associated with given elemental transitions in EDS.

This line profile was created by averaging the pixel rows of the elemental map

associated with the STEM image in Figure 7.3(a) such that the lines show the

composition along the heterostructure growth direction. This line profile indi-

cates a relative increase in Ga concentration at the Al/AlN interfaces, explaining

the higher brightness seen in HAADF-STEM. In addition, minor incorporation

of Ga into the Al layers can be noted along with a lower relative density of Al

in the top Al layer. These features are not unique to this structure and appear

consistent for all depositions on GaAs(0 0 1) substrates.

HRTEM was utilized instead of HAADF-STEM to better determine the epi-

taxial relation of the layers and to analyze the crystalline quality of the thin,

low-Z Al and AlN layers. Representative micrographs of JJ structures with vary-

ing growth parameters can be seen in Figure 7.4. The JJ device in Figure 7.4(a)

utilizes the nominally stoichiometric (2× 4)/c(2× 8) GaAs(0 0 1) as a base, the

30 s nitrogen plasma ALP to stabilize the first epitaxial Al layer, and a substrate

temperature of 375 ◦C for the AlN ALE deposition. In contrast, the JJ device

in Figure 7.4(b) utilizes the As-rich c(4 × 4) GaAs(0 0 1) as a base, the 15 s
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Figure 7.3: (a) HAADF-STEM micrograph and associated schematic of the
GaAs(0 0 1)/Al/AlN/Al/AlOx heterostructure with protective Pt cap. The
GaAs substrate appears brightest of the layers in this imaging mode (right
side of image). (b) Corresponding EDS line scan to the HAADF-STEM image.
The EDS line profile along the x-axis was created by averaging EDS data along
the y-axis of the image in (a).
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hydrogen plasma ALP to stabilize the first epitaxial Al layer, and a substrate

temperature of 300 ◦C for the AlN ALE deposition. In all measured structures,

the bottom Al layer was oriented such that the film was textured such that

〈1 1 1〉Al‖ (0 0 1)GaAs. While both growth methods show largely epitaxial bottom

Al layers, there are some important differences in the structures. The structure

in (a) shows a slightly more disordered GaAs/Al interface, a rougher AlN/Al in-

terface, and more general disorder (extended defects and some evidence of grain

formation) in the bottom Al layer. In addition, the top Al appears to be far

more disordered in the structure in (a) than in (b). The AlN layer in (a) is

also thicker (9.3 nm) than the layer in (b) (6.2 nm) due to the higher substrate

temperature cracking more of the TMA precursor for the same number of cycles.

The AlN layers are composed of polycrystalline and amorphous AlN regions,

with grains on the order of 2 - 3 nm width on average. The exact percentage

of crystalline AlN versus amorphous AlN as a function of growth parameter is

difficult to determine due to the thin nature of the barrier and the dependence

on individual FIB sample preparation affecting the measurement of the AlN

layer. The quality of the top Al layer also varies depending on the AlN growth

parameters, as the structure in (a) has discontinuous crystal grains of Al, sepa-

rated by apparently amorphous or disordered Al, while (b) has nearly continuous

overlapping Al grains of equivalent thickness, showing an overall higher device

quality.

Other devices grown with different stabilization layers and AlN conditions

(as described in Section 7.2.2) have cross sections that are qualitatively similar

to those pictured in Figure 7.4, but trends can be seen among the growths. For

instance, the 5 cycles of nitrogen plasma ALP appear to consume a considerable
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Figure 7.4: HRTEM micrographs of Al/AlN/Al/GaAs(0 0 1) JJ structures
with AlN junctions grown by ALE with slightly different conditions. (a) A
JJ structure grown on a nominally-stoichiometric (2×4)/c(2×8) GaAs(0 0 1)
reconstruction with AlN grown at 375 ◦C using the nitrogen plasma ALP
to stabilize the base epi-Al layer. (b) A JJ structure grown on an As-rich
c(4 × 4) GaAs(0 0 1) reconstruction with AlN grown at 300 ◦C using the hy-
drogen plasma ALP to stabilize the base epi-Al layer.

amount of the bottom epitaxial Al layer, forming a more disordered, amorphous

AlN layer. In addition, a TMA stabilization ALP does not maintain a single

crystal epi-Al bottom layer and many textured grains are seen in the final struc-

ture. However, polycrystalline AlN is still formed. Conversely, the 15 s single

cycle nitrogen plasma ALP does not provide as high crystallinity in the AlN as

the 30 s dose. The 15 s hydrogen plasma ALP stabilization procedure appears

to form the smoothest Al/AlN interface, despite all films lacking epitaxial align-

ment at that interface. The control experiment of exposing the Al layer to the

nitrogen plasma resulted in entirely amorphous AlN and converted a significant

amount (∼2 nm) of the Al to AlN.

All analyzed samples grown on GaAs(0 0 1) substrates showed evidence of

increased Ga content at the Al/AlN borders. In order to rule out the hypothesis
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that this Ga adlayer was hindering AlN/Al, a Si(1 1 1) substrate was utilized

for the base of the structure. Without the GaAs substrate sourcing mobile

Ga atoms, the Ga-free Al/AlN interface could be observed. This sample utilized

room temperature Al with the 15 s hydrogen plasma ALP to stabilize the surface,

and AlN was deposited at 300 ◦C. The top Al layer was skipped as the bottom

interface was the focus of the study.

The HRTEM and associated CBED patterns of the Si-based structure are

shown in Figure 7.5. The AlN layer in this structure shows large amounts of

texturing to the underlying Al layer, a promising sign for improved epitaxy

without the Ga layer. CBED does however show that the AlN film is not fully

textured to the Al, as out-of-plane tilts in the diffraction spots can be seen.

However, due to the beam current required to achieve adequate signal, beam

damage and associated change in the crystal orientation or grain size cannot be

ruled out in the CBED study. Interestingly, RHEED patterns of the AlN layer

shown in Figure 7.6(c) show that the diffraction from the Al layer in Figure 7.6(b)

turns hazy, indicating the AlN layer may have deposited in a largely-disordered

fashion.

While the AlN quality was promising, the room-temperature grown Al

morphology was much poorer compared to the cryogenically-grown Al on the

GaAs(0 0 1) substrates. The Al was fully epitaxial to the Si substrate, such

that 〈1 0 1〉Al‖ 〈1 1 0〉Si and 〈1 1 1〉Al‖ (1 1 1)Si. Some evidence of dewetting and

Al island formation was seen in TEM images. This epitaxial alignment was

confirmed by RHEED, where periodic spotty patterns can be seen after Al de-

position in Figure 7.6(b). The spacing confirms the Al was deposited epitaxially,

but the spotty nature of the pattern shows the 3D texture of the Al film. This
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Figure 7.5: (a) HRTEM micrograph of the Si(1 1 1)/Al/AlN heterostructure
with labels for each layer and their zone-axis orientation, as determined by
CBED. The CBED patterns measured for each layer are color-coded in (b-d)
to match colored points in (a) that signify representative areas proved by
CBED (may not be exact location).

3D structure was verified ex situ by tilted SEM micrographs [Figure 7.6(d)] and

AFM micrographs [Figure 7.6(e, f)]. Conformal coverage of these islands by an

AlN layer can be discerned in HRTEM (not pictured) and confirms that the

plasma-assisted ALE process still functions in a similar conformal fashion as

traditional ALD growth.
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Figure 7.6: RHEED images of (a) the Si(1 1 1) substrate upon formation of
the (7 × 7) reconstruction (image taken off-axis), (b) the epitaxial Al layer,
and (c) the AlN layer deposited by ALE. SEM (d) and AFM micrographs (e,
f) show the surface morphology of this structure after AlN deposition.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Analysis of ex-situ ALE-compatible cleaning pro-

cedures

The experiments found that the combination of an oxidizer, either UV-ozone

or piranha etchant, and a subsequent concentrated HF etch produced the clean-

est GaN surfaces independent of the vendor. This combination has historically

found success for preparing relatively contaminated Si wafers for subsequent

growth [248]. Piranha was commonly utilized for removing photoresist residue -

in this case, the films seen on the as-received GaN wafers may be partially due

to residual photoresist that was improperly cleaned after dicing the wafer into

smaller squares for this experiment. It is noted however, that unless great care

is taken with the quality of the HF etch and subsequent rinse, that the reac-
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tivity of the HF-etched Si surface can make it likely to pick up trace impurities

in future ex-situ cleaning steps [248]. It may be possible that the steps taken

after the aggressive HF etch, such as the future rinse or the mounting procedure,

may have reintroduced the trace C and O impurities seen in the XPS analysis.

Similarly, ex-situ cleans by King et al. were unable to fully remove C and O

contamination with similar treatments [249]. In addition, some of the residual

impurities from the etch itself (such as F) has been dependent on the duration

and rigor of the DI rinse; longer rinses with more time under flowing DI or under

agitation in DI was seen to reduce the impurity level, but a systematic study was

not conducted. This evidence however, does line up with the work of King et

al., as they were unable to detect F by XPS after their HF/buffered HF etching

procedures showing that the F likely does not chemisorb or bond to the GaN

surface [249].

These results have optimized the starting GaN surface condition for the

NRL, as their previous 10% HF etching procedure was found to be sub-optimal

compared to the oxidizer and concentrated HF combination [250]. These ex-

situ cleans were utilized for studying continued in-situ ALE surface preparation

via synchrotron-based grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS)

[151]. These GISAXS measurements showed that the surface roughened during

additional Ga-based ALP in-situ cleans when using the piranha and concen-

trated HF-cleaned surface, but the same process reduced the surface roughness

of the UV-ozone and concentrated HF-cleaned surface. This result, coupled with

the presented data on RMS roughness and impurity concentration, led to the

UV-ozone and HF clean (clean #5) to be the preferred clean for future GaN use

in NRL’s ALE process.
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7.4.2 ALE for Al/AlN/Al Josephson junction improve-

ment

While the structures deposited in this study have epitaxial bottom Al lay-

ers, they both have polycrystalline AlN and, subsequently due to the disordered

AlN template, polycrystalline to amorphous top Al layers. Despite not achieving

the desired fully-epitaxial structure, these polycrystalline barriers still offer im-

proved crystallinity over existing amorphous barriers in Al/AlOx/Al Josephson

junctions, made possible due only due to the extremely low temperatures utilized

in the ALE deposition. The uniformity and conformal nature of the ALE AlN

barrier are extremely beneficial for JJ applications, where even sub nanometer

variations in thickness have been found to greatly affect the decoherence times

of the devices [240].

The experimental results point toward a difficulty in constructing the JJ

structures on GaAs substrates. In all measured GaAs-based structures, a high-

Z layer at the Al/AlN interfaces was found in HAADF-STEM. This layer was

confirmed to be Ga in some samples via EDS mapping. As the AlN was also

polycrystalline in the Si-based structures, this Ga layer alone cannot be respon-

sible for the lack of Al/AlN epitaxial alignment, but it most likely degrades

the crystallinity and may very well introduce defect states that can introduce

noise to the system and lower the JJ decoherence times. This adlayer is likely

caused by an exchange reaction between the adsorbed Al and GaAs, where sev-

eral monolayers of AlAs are formed and Ga is kicked out, as this interaction has

commonly been seen on GaAs(1 1 0) surfaces (see collected references of [251,

p. 330]). It is notable that the Ga appears to still have the adatom mobility at
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cryogenic temperatures to ride the surface of the Al layer and only incorporate

at the AlN interfaces.

Despite attempts to reduce this Ga adlayer through utilizing different GaAs

decap procedures/initial reconstructions and keeping the Al deposition as cool

as possible to reduce surface adatom mobility, all GaAs-based structures has

shown evidence of this adlayer. This lends credence to the hypothesis that the

Ga layer is formed from a thermodynamically-favorable exchange reaction. As

lower temperatures will be unable to be achieved easily, reducing the Ga adatom

mobility to bury the Ga under the Al layer is likely impossible for this device

geometry. Therefore these results indicate that Si appears to be a preferable

substrate since, unlike Ga, no incorporation of Si into further interfaces was

found. However, the Al/Si interface is rather rough, likely due to the dissolution

of Al into Si at growth temperatures and subsequent precipitation upon cooling.

The surface morphology of the Al/AlN layer was found to be island-like by

RHEED, AFM, and SEM as seen in Figure 7.6, with island features on the

order of 100 nm diameter. This island-like morphology is typically considered

detrimental to reliable production of JJs over a wafer-scale due to the changes in

the surface morphology affecting the tunneling distance through the barrier, but

the conformality of the ALE process may be able to mitigate any dramatic local

thickness changes of the AlN. Cryogenic growth of the Al layer may prevent this

morphology from occurring, as it has been shown to allow for extremely smooth

epitaxial Al layers to be formed on Si(1 1 1) surfaces [252].

While the Ga adlayer complicates the analysis of AlN epitaxy on Al using

the ALE process, some trends were found that may be able to be applied to fu-

ture structures grown without a Ga-containing substrate. The parameters that
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appeared to provide the best Al/AlN interface and best AlN crystallinity were

to utilize a 30 s nitridation or a 15 s hydrogen plasma pre-growth treatment

of the Al. Longer nitridation steps seemed to consume more of the epitaxial

Al and form a rougher interface. Lower temperature AlN growths appeared to

produce sharper interfaces in the JJ without severely reducing AlN crystallinity

- future studies may attempt to optimize growth temperature further to increase

crystallinity while still allowing for sharp interfaces. No large difference in AlN

crystallinity was seen when varying between majority molecular or atomic nitro-

gen plasmas.

It is believed that even beginning with an epitaxial bottom electrode in a

JJ structure will improve performance due to the atomically flat electrode sur-

face, but it is still uncertain whether a fully epitaxial structure will dramatically

improve performance [242]. A fully epitaxial JJ device will nominally achieve

better performance by providing atomically-abrupt interfaces for homogeneous

tunneling behavior and a reduction in defect states in the disordered barrier

that are partially responsible for short decoherence times. In addition, a fully

epitaxial structure may provide rich new physical phenomena, as the tunneling

behavior through a crystalline lattice will dramatically differ from the behavior

through an amorphous barrier [253]. While the electrical performance of these

devices has not yet been tested, the presented results show ALE to be a promis-

ing technique for the future formation of crystalline, few-nm-thick AlN barriers

in these structures.
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7.5 Conclusion

ALE growth and substrate preparation processes for extremely low-

temperature (≤400 ◦C) III-N film growth were examined and optimized.

ALE-compatible low-temperature ex-situ cleaning procedures of HVPE-grown

GaN(0 0 1) substrates were ranked based off of final surface roughness measured

by AFM and impurity concentration measured by XPS. It was found that etches

that utilized an oxidation process to remove organic material (either a 10 min

piranha etch or a 10 min UV-ozone exposure) followed by a subsequent 1 min

concentrated HF etch produced the cleanest surfaces as determined by the

percent reduction of the original C and O contaminant levels. These surfaces

also had improved RMS roughness over the as-received wafers and both of these

etching procedures produced atomically-stepped surfaces. These beneficial sur-

face features were able to be attained without any in-situ anneals above 400 ◦C,

keeping within the thermal budget of ALE processes. Low-temperature (300 ◦C)

ALE growth of AlN was utilized to form crystalline barriers in Al/AlN/Al

Josephson junctions. The low temperature enabled by the ALE process pre-

vented the degradation of the Al crystallinity and allowed for conformal AlN

deposition with sharp Al/AlN interfaces as measured by cross-sectional HRTEM.

The Al electrodes were epitaxially grown on cryogenically-cooled GaAs(0 0 1)

substrates and Si(1 1 1) substrates at room temperature. It was found that an

exchange reaction between the deposited Al and the GaAs substrate caused a

Ga interlayer to form at the Al/AlN interfaces regardless of the ALE growth

conditions, as determined through cross-sectional HAADF-STEM and EDS

measurements. While this layer was not present in the growth on the Si sub-

strate, the poor Al morphology and Si/Al interface prevented the as-grown
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device from being an ideal structure. Through optimization of the ALE growth

parameters and in-situ Al surface preparation, it was found that single pulses

of 30 s nitrogen plasma or 15 s hydrogen plasma formed the best starting Al

interface for improved AlN crystallinity. Lower temperature (300 ◦C) ALE of

AlN produced better Al/AlN and Al/GaAs interfaces than a higher temperature

(375 ◦C) growth.
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Chapter 8

Future work and concluding

remarks

8.1 Future Work

8.1.1 hBN growth by PE-CBE

This thesis has provided a study of growth optimization for crystalline qual-

ity and epitaxial alignment. As previously described, the PE-CBE process has

shown the ability to form high-quality hBN/epitaxial graphene heterostructures

in two separate rotational alignments. At this point, the next major milestone is

to characterize the electronic properties of these heterostructures and to quan-

tify their performance in 2D devices. A comparison between a PE-CBE-grown

structure and a structure built from exfoliated flakes should be made to see

if the fully-epitaxial structure can provide equal or greater performance. In

particular, the dependence of electronic properties on hBN/graphene interlayer
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rotational alignment should be explored. Measurements should focus on the de-

vice tunneling current characteristics, hBN dielectric breakdown characteristics,

and in-plane graphene carrier mobility. Upon passing electronic performance

metrics, wafer-scaled growths can be attempted and optimized for yield.

In addition to future examination of the electronic properties, the PE-CBE-

grown hBN/graphene optical properties should be examined as well. hBN has

very interesting optical properties as a wide-bandgap semiconductor with rela-

tively efficient UV emission and point defects in the material have been found to

be efficient single photon emitters, useful for quantum communication schemes

[6, 254]. It will be interesting to see if the PE-CBE process offers improved

optical performance (fewer defect states) for UV emission, or if it can provide

a greater homogeneity of point defects for single-photon emission than CVD-

grown or bulk hBN. It may be possible by exploring the parameter-space of

plasma conditions and dose to promote the formation of beneficial point defects

for single-photon applications.

While the films shown in this thesis are promising for multilayer hBN pas-

sivation layers and encapsulates for graphene devices, additional growth opti-

mization can likely further improve the crystal quality. The process described

in this thesis tends to form island-like films upon thicker (≥10 nm) deposition

without a uniform number of hBN layers. AFM micrographs such as those in

Figure 5.3 show that despite highly crystalline growth, there are still non-uniform

layer numbers of hBN. This lack of layer uniformity across the substrate means

further optimization is required for tunnel junction applications, as the layer

number needs to be exact in order to produce uniform tunneling current across

the junction. The exponential dependence of tunneling current on barrier thick-
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Figure 8.1: AFM of a ∼18 ML hBN film grown by PE-CBE on an EG sub-
strate at 1500 ◦C for 6 hrs at a low growth rate.

ness make even single hBN layer changes have a dramatic effect on tunneling

current, as experimentally realized in the study by Britnell et al. [12].

Further optimization of the PE-CBE growth in the future will likely allow for

smoother films more preferable for hBN/graphene devices. As seen in Figure 8.1,

further deposition with the current conditions that form the triangular nuclei

with the 30° metastable rotational alignment tends to exaggerate the mounds

rather than smoother surfaces. It may be that a higher temperature and pressure

CVD regrowth can form device-ready films. Regrowth with processes such as

those found in the work by Chubarov et al. on SiC base substrates [45, 47, 110,

119] may be suitable and may allow for step flow growth from the metastable

nuclei formed in the process described in this thesis. In addition, growth with

surfactants such as elemental In or Ga may allow for smoother film morphology

in a similar fashion as In surfactants in GaN growth. Improvements in layer

uniformity and atomically-smooth surfaces will provide performance gains in
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many applications outside of tunnel junction devices as well, as so many 2D

materials are sensitive to non-uniform surface morphology [1].

8.1.2 Low-temperature III-N growth by ALE

Much work is still required to achieve fully epitaxial AlN in the Al/AlN/Al

Josephson junctions as only polycrystalline AlN was achieved. This will likely

take the form of a systematic parameter-space optimization of the Al surface prep

and ALE growth to see if this is an achievable deposition at low temperature with

the current technology. The critical steps of finding that Si does not produce an

undesirable Ga layer on the Al interface provides a good initial starting point for

future attempts. If modifications to the surface preparation or the ALE growth

itself do not allow for a fully epitaxial structure to be made without dewetting

or damage of the underlying Al layer, then slightly higher temperature AlN

deposition can be attempted if the Al is grown on an adhesion or buffer layer

such as a refractory metal, HfN [255], or TiN [256] to prevent Al/substrate

interactions. HfN has been shown to allow for epitaxial growth of Al on Si(0 0 1)

and Si(1 1 1) surfaces without diffusion [255], while TiN is epitaxially matched to

Si(0 0 1) and has allowed for Pt epitaxy without intermixing [256]. These layers,

or possibly simple refractory metals, may allow for the AlN ALE deposition to

occur at higher temperature, improving AlN crystallinity while still allowing for

layer-specific, conformal AlN barriers to be formed.

The ALE process in general has a myriad of possibilities upon future ma-

turity. Future work should focus on the low-temperature growth of III-N het-

erostructures on native GaN substrates now that a low-temperature preparation

process has been optimized. These low growth temperatures can allow for larger
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alloy composition ranges, greater lattice mismatched structures, and thinner epi-

layers with sharper Ga concentration gradients to be achieved, opening a wide

variety of possibilities for future opto- and power-electronic devices to be de-

signed and fabricated.

8.2 Conclusions

8.2.1 hBN growth by PE-CBE

The growth of hBN shown in this thesis brings several major contributions to

the field of hBN thin film deposition. For one, it is one of the first experiments

to show a way to control the relative rotational alignment between hBN and

graphene during epitaxial heterostructure growth. This rotational alignment is

typically tailored by manually rotating exfoliated flakes to form specific interlayer

rotational alignments, such as those used in the realization of superconductivity

in twisted bilayer graphene structures [2]. Most of the grown 2D heterostructures

found in literature are either directly aligned (0° rotation between lattices) or

are textured such that the c-axes are parallel, but there is no dominant in-plane

rotational alignment (outside of twin domains) [11]. In addition to allowing for

rotational alignment selectivity in hBN/graphene heterostructure, the PE-CBE

growth technique was proven to allow for high-quality hBN growth over a non-

catalytic, commercially viable substrate. As the lateral dimension of epitaxial

graphene is predominantly limited to the size of SiC substrates, this is a largely

manufacturable process for epitaxial hBN growth on wafers ≥150 mm in diame-

ter. Unlike other literature results on SiC substrates, this study shows the effect

of different SiC terminations on the growth of hBN between the limits of partial
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monolayer coverage to few-nanometer thick films. This regime is relatively un-

explored as most literature results focus on either single monolayer depositions

or thick (≥10 nm) depositions despite a large discontinuity in growth mechanics

and surface morphology after the first monolayer of hBN is deposited.

By combining the exploration of single-to-few ML thick films on commercially

viable substrates, this thesis seeks to find a growth method capable of bringing

about large-scale adoption of hBN epitaxial films. In order to fill the multiple

applications of hBN, epilayers must be single crystalline to avoid grain boundary

defects and to allow for electronic applications that depend upon crystalline

alignment with other 2D material. The hBN films must be able to be grown

to arbitrary thicknesses, as the demands of a tunnel barrier (which require only

few ML thin films to allow for tunneling current) are much different to the

demands of a gate dielectric (which must be thick enough to prevent leakage)

or an insulating substrate. The hBN/EG growth process seeks to address all of

these demands: it utilizes substrates that allow for wafer-scale single crystal hBN

epitaxy and it explores the growth of ML to few-nm growths for the possibility

of either tunnel junction or gate dielectric thicknesses, with no theoretical limit

to the layer thickness. The grown devices can be utilized as-is for hBN/graphene

devices with defined rotational angles, such as tunnel devices like those exhibited

by Fallahazad et al. in Ref. [257] or those pioneered by Britnell et al. in Ref.

[258]. They can also be transferred via wafer-scale dry transfer, a technique

that is being developed by several groups [259–261], for integration of large-area

single crystal hBN into other 2D devices.

One of the most appealing properties of hBN is its utility as a superior di-

electric substrate for other 2D material. The hBN/EG structures shown in this
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thesis could act as a novel back-gated hBN substrate for a variety of other 2D

material, either through exfoliation and transfer or direct growth. This is easily

enabled with the SiC/EG substrate over another large-area single crystal sub-

strate like sapphire. A robust back gate contact can be made by contacting the

bulk (doped) SiC or graphene, while the hBN and graphene provide an ideal con-

tact to other 2D material [262]. The thermal and chemical stability of the hBN

layer make it robust to most other 2D growth processes meaning heterostruc-

tures of other 2D materials can be deposited on the hBN layer. As epitaxial film

growth is currently the only way to achieve defined stacking orientations in 2D

materials, any device requiring such well-defined structures will likely require a

single-crystal hBN substrate. By tuning the hBN thickness, the hBN layer can

either act as an insulating back gate dielectric or as an aid for an ideal ohmic

contact between the graphene and other 2D materials [22].

8.2.2 Low-temperature III-N growth by ALE

Cleaning procedures for HVPE-grown bulk GaN substrates were optimized

for low-temperature ALE processes. It was found that a combination of an oxi-

dizer and a subsequent HF etch produced the best starting surfaces out of all the

tested ex situ preparations. These substrates were subsequently utilized for fur-

ther in situ ALP preparations in experiments by Rosenberg et al. which showed

the preparations had utility for low-temp ALP procedures [151]. In addition to

the analysis of preparation techniques, AlN barriers in crystalline Al/AlN/Al

Josephson junctions were grown by ALE at temperatures ≤375 ◦C. The suc-

cessful deposition of polycrystalline AlN at temperatures low enough to keep

the cryogenically-deposited epitaxial Al layers intact is a testament to the ALE
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process’ capabilities. The polycrystallinity of the AlN shows an improvement

in crystal quality over traditional AlOx barriers used in similar Josephson junc-

tion applications such as quantum computation where high-quality elemental Al

superconductors are required for their long coherence times. While further op-

timization is required for device fabrication, the initial tests of the ALE process

revealed starting parameters such as the utility of Si starting substrates, lower

growth temperatures of 300 ◦C, and 15 - 30 s plasma-based Al surface treatment

steps to produce the highest crystallinity AlN without damaging the underlying

Al layer.

This early optimization of substrate preparation and ALE of III-N mate-

rial shows this technique has promise for applications requiring extremely low-

temperature III-N growth, especially when few-atom-thick layers are required.

The ability to clean relatively immature GaN substrates without exceeding the

thermal budget of ALE processes means that heterostructure growth by ALE

on native III-N substrates can proceed, potentially allowing for ultra-thin atomi-

cally abrupt III-N heterostructures that can achieve alloy concentrations and lat-

tice mismatches that are not possible with conventional high-temperature CVD

growths. The process for ALE growth, while not fully epitaxial, showed the

ability to grow polycrystalline AlN barriers while not destroying cryogenically-

grown epitaxial Al electrodes. This is a promising discovery that suggests further

optimization of the structure’s growth may allow for fully-epitaxial Al/AlN/Al

junctions. These fully epitaxial Al-based systems have not been experimentally

realized and may allow for improved Josephson junction-based qubits, while po-

tentially uncovering novel physics from the coherency of the junction.
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Appendix A

Film thickness measurement by
XPS substrate peak attenuation

The hBN film thickness was measured by XPS substrate peak attenuation, out-
lined in Briggs and Seah [210]. This method uses the attenuation of the pho-
toemitted electrons in an overlayer of material. This thickness is given by the
equation [210]:

d = −λA,B cos θ ln
IB
I infB

Where λ is originally the inelastic mean free path (IMFP), but the practical
electron attenuation length (EAL) of electrons traveling through the overlayer
material can also be utilized for greater accuracy as it takes into account some
elastic interactions [263]. This practical EAL takes into account the IMFP and
the transport mean free path (TMFP). θ is the emission angle from surface
normal, IB is the intensity of the attenuated core level substrate peak intensity,
and I infB is the unattenuated substrate core level peak intensity. In this case, the
appropriate EAL was determined using the NIST EAL database [211]. To find
the EAL values, a kinetic energy of 1202.1 eV was utilized for the C 1s of the
graphene layer (B.E. = 284.5 eV) when utilizing the monochromatic Al-Kα (Eλ

= 1486.6 eV) source at a 55° photoelectron emission angle.

A band gap of 6 eV, a density of 2.1 g cm−3 hBN used to calculate the EAL of
C 1s graphene photoemitted electrons traveling in hBN from the NIST database.
Additional parameters were: 8 valence electrons, an asymmetry parameter β of
2 (see Ref. [264] for more details), and an analyzer angle of 55°. The resulting
EAL over the first 10 ML of hBN was 31.2�A. This first 10 ML was utilized to
better match the usual hBN thickness compared to the average value over 10 nm
of 31.6�A. It is important to note that the calculated predictive IMFP values
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Table A.1: Values utilized for estimated overlayer thickness measurements
by XPS substrate peak attenuation of hBN films on epitaxial graphene sub-
strates.

Sample ID C 1s Substrate C 1s Film doverlayer

- A.U. A.U. �A
DP119 47.13± 0.14 30.52± 0.13 7.78
DP133 52.61± 0.28 17.71± 0.11 19.49

utilized (using the TPP-2M equation from Tanuma et al. [265]) have a rather
large uncertainty of ∼ 10− 20% [263].

The utilized measured values for the thickness estimate calculations can be
found in Table A.1. The reported C 1s values are the integrated raw peak areas
as measured by CasaXPS. The sample IDs of DP119 and DP133 correspond to
the low-borazine-flux and high-borazine-flux PE-CBE depositions highlighted in
Chapter 5 respectively.
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